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CORROSION OF IRON 
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Materials and Molecular Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

and 
Department of Chemical Engineering 

University of California 
Berkeley,California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation three problems relevant to the electro-

chemical aspects of iron are treated. In the first problem, a model 

was developed for the anodic dissolution of iron in a sulfuric acid 

solution. Current and potential distribution validate experimentally 

obtained z-shaped polarization curves. In the second problem mass-

transfer rates on rotating disks and rings are calculated when the 

flow regime may vary from laminar near the center to fully developed 

turbulent flow near the periphery. These results are subsequently 

used in a model which calculates corrosion rates on a disk rotating 

in sea water. 

On a completely different topic, the current and potential 

distributions on a dropping-mercury electrode are calculated below 

the limiting current. Results are generated in terms of two dimen-

sionless parameters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this dissertation models are developed for different aspects 

relevant to the corrosion of iron from an electrochemical viewpoint. 

In the first model, the anodic dissolution of an iron disk rotating 

in a sulfuric acid is considered. Potential and current distributions 

are presented for a partially passivated rotating disk electrode where 

a discontinuous local polarization relation is used to reflect the 

change from the active to the passive state. Results of the model 

yield a z-shaped polarization curve similar to curves measured 

experimentally. The limiting cases of mass-transfer control and 

ohmic control are treated. Comparison of previous experimental 

results with the model is in harmony with the conclusion that the 

electrode is mass transfer controlled in the transition region. 

In the second model, mass-transfer rates are calculated to 

rotating disks and rotating rings when laminar, transition, and fully 

developed flow exist upon different portions of the surface. Good 

agreement of data and the model is obtained for rotating disks and 

relatively thick rotating rings. Results of the calculations for 

thin rings generally exceed the experimental data measured in transi
+3 

tion and turbulent flow. A y form for the eddy diffusivity is used 

to fit the data. No improvement is noticed with a term involving 
+3 +4 

both y and y . 

In the final model relevant to corrosion, the corrosion rate is 

calculated on a.dlsk rotating in sea water. The rotation speed and 
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the disk size are such that the periphery may be in transition and 

turbulent flow whereas the center is in laminar flow. Corrosion rates 

are calculated for a variety of conditions which correspond'to the 

experiments performed by LaQue. Using an expression for the iron 

current density which varies dlscont~n':10usly with potential, the 

experimental observations made by LaQue are obtained qualitatively'. 

The effect of oxygen concentration, conductivity, rotation speed, and 

disk size on the results is presented. 

On a completely different topic, a model is developed to describe 

the characteristics of the dropping-mercury electrode below the limiting 

current. The combined effect of electrochemical kinetics, ohmic 

potential drop, and mass transfer on a metal deposition reaction is 

addressed. Current, potential, and surface concentrations are expressed 

.in terms of two parameters which characterize the results. Even in 

the presence of an excess of supporting electrolyte, current densities 

larger than the mass transfer limit calculated by Ilkovic may exist. 
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2. A MODEL FOR THE ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF IRON 

IN SULFURIC ACID 

Introduction 

Passivation of iron in sulfuric acid has been noticed by investi

gators for some time. In his experiments Flade1 observed a potential 

characteristic of the passive-active state transition. Somewhat later, 

Osterwald2 considered the potentiostat,ic measurements of Franck. 3 An 

explanation was presented which relates the oscillating current-potential 

behavior to an ohmic drop in the solution and the stability of an iron 

oxide film. 4-6 In a series of papers, Hurlen presented kinetic 

parameters important for the description of the iron electrode. In 

this paper a model is developed which corresponds to the experimental 

results obtained with an iron rotating disk electrode in sulfuric acid 

solution. 

More recently, Epelboin et al.
7 showed the importance and validity 

of an electronic device for obtaining polarization curves. Briefly, they 

explained the hysteresis of the current-potential curve observed with 

potentiostatic control in terms of the operating characteristic of the 

potentiostat. They also introduced a negative impedance converter (NIC). 

This device was used to control the current-potential behavior of the 

iron electrode without hysteresis but with a continuous, reversible 

. "-transition from the active to the passlve state. Because of its shape, 

the curve is referred to as a z-shaped curve. 

In this paper the portion of the polarization curve which descends 

from the limiting current plateau to a very small current is called the 
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transition region. In the transition region, active and passive states 

exist on differnt portions of the disk electrode. 

The polarization curves obtained by Epelboin et al. with a NIC are 

given in Fig. 1. The limiting current varies with the square root of 

rotation speed. The dotted region of the plateau is not a stable region; 

here the me~sured currents were reported to have large fluctuations. 

In their paper Epelboin et al. suggest the applicability of a local 

polarization relation which decreases sharply to a low current density. 

Model Development 

A simple model is presented for the passivation of iron in 1 molar 

sulfuric acid which accounts for the kinetic resistance in the double 

layer and the nonuniform ohmic potential across the disk surface. The 

model does not consider mass transfer of chemical species explicitly. 

However, the effect of mass transfer limitations is included in the 

kinetic expression. 

To characterize the overall response of· a disk electrode undergoing 
I 

anodic polarization, a local polarization curve is needed. There are many 

kinetic expressions from which to choose; however, we have considered an 

expression which shows a discontinuous change from the active to the 

passive state. For example, in the active region a modified Butler-Volmer 

relationship is presumed to apply: 

i = c ++ Fe 
[

-ex. F ] 
exp R~ (V - <Po) . (2-1) 

At a characteristic value of the driving force, v- <Po = (V- <Po)* = 0.28 V, 
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a passive film is presumed to form; and the current density changes 

discontinuously to an extremely low value that remains constant with 

further increases in V - <Po' 

The electric driving force is the local potential difference 

V - <PO' where V is the potential of the iron rotating disk electrode and 

<Po is the potential measured by a saturated calomel electrode immediately 

adjacent to the surface but outside the double layer. The state of the 

electrode can be characterized by the value of V -<Po' If V - <Po at the 

edge is equal to or less than (V - <Po) * = O. 28 V, then the active state 

prevails. The passive state exists over the entire disk when V - <Po at 

the center of the disk is greater than (V - <Po) * . In the transition region 

which exists between these conditions, both states exist simultaneously 

on the disk. Figure 2 is a description of the local polarization 

relationship. , 

It is possible to include the effects of mass transfer limitations 

without explicitly calculating the mass transfer of chemical species. 
) 

This is accomplished by including the concentration dependence of the 

limiting reactant in the kinetic expression. An applicable expression 

is 

i " nFka (::::r exp [;; (V - We)] - nFkc \e++ exp [-;~F (V - We)] . 

(2-2) 

The ratio cR,o/cR,gois equivalent to I = i/ilim' The electrode is still 

presumed to passivate locally for ,values of V - <Po greater than (V - <Po) *' 

However, the shape of the local polarization curve is noticeably different. 

Figure 3 schematically illustrates the local polarization curve when the 

f' 
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Fig. 2-3. Local polarization behavior when mass transfer limitations 

are considered. While this curve qualitatively represents 

the behavior for a range of parameters, the curve was 

actually drawn with nFka = 1.0 X 10 6 A/cm2
, p = 0.01, and 

n = 4500 rpm. 
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effect of a limiting species is included. Results will be presented 

which indicate the merits of the two polarization relations discussed 

here. 

We must mention that the model presented here considers only one 

of the possible arrangements of the active and passive state. In addition 

to an active disk with a passive ring outside it, one could also consider 

a passive disk with an outer active ring, and an active ring between an 

inner passive disk and an outer passive ring. All three possibilities 

were observed experimentally by Epelboin et al. 

Analysis 

Laplace's equation is solved for the region between the electrode 

surface and a counterelectrode well removed from the surface. The 

equations describing the problem are 

'iJ2ifJ = 0 (2-3) 

r = 0 ifJ is we 11 behaved (2-4) 

r < r p i = f(V - ifJo) (2-5) 

r = r V-ifJ = (V - ifJo) * (2-6) 
P 0 

z = 0 

i -It 2 
(2-7) r ;;;. r> r = i = 10 A/cm 

0 p p 

r> aifJ = 0 (2-8) r 
0 az 

z -+ 00 ifJ -+ 0 (2-9) 
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where i = f(V - q,o) refers to Eq. (2-1) without mass transfer limitations 

and to Eq. (2-2) when mass transfer limitations are considered. 

One does not hope to find a solution to Laplace's equation 

subject to these boundary conditions in the literature. A solution is 

obtained by superimposing solutions to Laplace's equation subject to 

boundary conditions which are algebraically equivalent to those given 

above. The three solutions are: 

(2-10) 

where q,I, q,II, and q,III all satisfy Eqs. (2-3), (2-4), (2-8) and (2-9); 

while on the disk electrode at z = 0, they satisfy the following 

r ~ r . I 
f(V - q,o) .II i .III 

ip : 1 = 1 = 1 = 
P 

, 
P 

, (2-11) 

r> r . I 0 .II i . III 0 1 = 1 = 1 = 
P P 

(2-12) 

I . . 
A solution for q, subject. to the boundary conditions specified 

has been given in rotational elliptic coordinates by Newman8 and takes 

the form 

00 

q, = L 
n=O 

Bn P2n (n) M2n (~) (2-13) 

where 

r = rp J (1 - n 2
) (1 + ~2) z = rpn~ 

The current density at the working electrode is given by 

i = -K aq, I 
az z=O 

(2-14) 

,-, 

., 
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From the orthogonal properties of Legendre polynomials, the Bn coeffi-

cients can be expressed as 

= 
(4n+1)rp 

M;nCO)K 
C2-15) 

It is convenient to use the results of Nanis and Kesse1man9 for 

solutions to the second and third terms in Eq. (2-10). The potential 

just outside the double layer is the potential of most concern and is 

given as 

(2-16) 

(2-17) 

where are respectively the complete 

elliptic integrals of the first and second kind as defined by Abramowitz 

10 11 and Stegun. (Newman·· quoted the results of Nanis and Kesselman 

without realizing the difference in the definition of the elliptic 

, l)'A' '1 'l'·f III b 'h 1 d lntegra s. Slml ar expresslon app 1.es or 4l . ut Wlt ro rep ace 

by rp' 

Solution Technique 

The current and potential distributions on the active portion of 

the disk are determined from the Bn coefficients given by Eq. (2-15), 

To calculate the Bn coefficients, the n coupled equations are solved 
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using a multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. 

To obtain a satisfactory in~tial guess for the most important B 

coefficient, Bo ' this coefficient was made equivalent to the ohmic 

potential given by the primary resistance relationship for a disk 

electrode. 12 Thus we set B = 'TTrp il" 14K. o , . 1m 

In the transition from active to passive state, the point of 

passivation, r p ' is unknown. However, a constraint in addition to the 

n orthogonal constraints for Bn is obtained. The value of V - ~o is 

specified at the edge of the active region. Computationally it is 

convenient to replace the unknown rp with V. Therefore, the point of 

passivation is presumed to occur at a specified location, and the 

potential, V, of the working disk electrode is calculated. Now the 

n + 1 equations are calculated using the same Newton.,:Raphson technique. 

In the completely passive region, no detailed calculations are 

- needed as the current density is uniformly equal to i p ' The potential 

distribution is simply,given by Eqs. (2:"16) and (2-17). 

The Newton:"Raphson method was found to be efficient, as convergence 

was obtained within a few iterations .. For the transition region, calcu-

lations were also done using a method of successive approximations. 

Excellent agreement was obtained. However, convergence was very slow 

for this method and it was necessary to damp the calculations strongly. 

Results and Discussion 

The principal value of the model and the analysis is an overall 

description of the total current from the rotating iron electrode during 

anodic polarization. The kinetic parameters used to fit the model to 

," 
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the experimental resuits are included in Table 1. The solution conduc-

"" f h 1" . 1 . 13 t1.V1ty rom t, e 1te~ature l.sa so g1.ven. To obtain an adequate 

comparison of the experimental results and the model, it is necessary 

to decide exactly how the comparison should be made. For example, 

. different results and different values of ka are used if one decides 

to match the experimental and calculated currents at the point of· 

passivation versus a good comparison of the kinetically controlled regime. 

Kinetic considerations 

Figure 4 presents a comparison of the experimental results of 

Epe1boin et al. at a rotation speed of 4500 rpm and the model when the 

value of ka is such that I 1 = I at the point where the disk begins ca c expr 

to passivate. The highest rotation speed was chosen since mass transfer 

limitations were less than at the lower speeds. A good agreement in the 

transition region is obtained at the expense of poor agreement in the 

active kinetic region. 

The transition region shown in Fig. 4 does not normally occur for 

an active electrode. Normally increases in V - <P f result in further re 

increases in I. However, from the viewpoint of the model, the transition 

region occurs as a result of boundary condition 6 and the ohmic potential 

drop. As one travels along the transition region from A to B, the size 

of the active portion decreases, and the total disk current drops. To see 

how the electrode potential varies in this region it is helpful to recall 

the simple relationship for the primary resistance for a disk electrode 

12 given by Newman, 

<Po 
T = (2-18) 
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TABLE 1. Parameters for the model.t 

ex. = 1 0 a . ex. = 1.0 c 

nFk+ = 1.'00 x 10
7 A/cm 2

• a 

K = 0-.40 (ohm- cm)":"l 

c ++ = 4.0 mole/litre 
Fe 

8 = 0.17496 

1 
A - sec~ 

cm2 

n = 2.0 

t The reference electrode is positioned in the bulk position. 
'[Claude Gabrielli, personal communication] 

+This value of ka corresponds to an exchange current density 
of 9.lxlO- s A/cm2 at c ++ = 4.0 mole/liter., 

Fe 
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Since V - ¢ 0 is specified at r = rp' the value of V - ¢ref approaches 0.28 V 

as I and rp approach zero. However, since ro should here be replaced 

by rp in Eq. (2-18), the decreasing part.of the transition is not linear 

but is bowed outward as shown in Fig. 4. 

The shape of the transition can be seen in view of the current 

density specified at the edge and Eq. (2-18). The measured driving force 

can be written as 

V-¢ f re 

or alternatively 

= V - ¢ (r = r ) + (¢ (r = r ) - ¢ f} o pop re 

0.28 + ¢ (r = r ) - ¢ f o p re 

It is convenient to express ¢o (r = rp) as 

= 

(2-19) 

(2-20) 

(2-21) 

where e: is a number which'varies from 1 for a primary distribution to 

8/Tr2 = 0.810569 for a uniform distribution. Since rp is unknown, let 

us replace it with the average current density i avg according to 

I = Trr 2 i P avg 

(with neglect of the small current on the passivated part of the disk). 

The electrode polarization in the transition region can now be expressed 

as 

V - ¢ 
ref = 

e: ';rrI i 
o . 28 + __ -:--~a...;.v.5:g~ 

4K - ¢ ref (2-22) 
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In the experimental system, the reference electrode is in the bulk 

solution, and ¢ref is essentially zero. Then, this relationship shows 

that the calculated transition region curve should be a parabola if the, 

average current density on the active portion and E remain constant. 

The experimental curves have approximately this shape, and deviations 

can be explained in terms of variations in i avg and E. 

Returning to Fig. 4, we observe that both the experimental and 

calculated curves deviate from a parabolic shape over the range of the 

transition. If point AI represents an entirely active electrode, then 

the difference between A and AI is attributable to different current 

distributions. Point AI has a more uniform distribution than that at 

the calculated point A. 

Near point B the calculated results approach a disk of uniform 

current density, sirice the current density approaches are given by Eq. 

(2-6). Using Eq. (2-22) we can determine that the current density at 

the bottom is greater than at the top of curve B-A. One can also conclude 

that the distortion from a parabola is caused by an increase in i avg from 

AI to B in addition to changes in E. 

To show the calculated variation in current distribution that 

occurs over the course of the transition region, Fig. 5 is presented. 

14 Following Newman, we, have normalized the ohmic potential with respect 

to the primary resistance for a disk of radius rp' The uniform current 

density limit is provided for reference. One notices that as the active 

surface area decreases the current density on the active portion becomes 

more nearly uniform. For example, the ratio of the current density at 

the center to that at the edge varies frqm 0.07 when rp/ro = 1.0 to 1 
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when rp/ro = o. The current distribution approaches the uniform limit as 

rp/ro + 0 and the primary limit when rp = roo 

Mass transfer limitations 

If one considers mass transfer limitations, a local polarization 

relation given by Eq. (2·-2) is valid. The results of the model using 

this equation are given in Fig. 6. Parameters are again given in Table 1. 

B is determined from the data and the defining relation 

i l · 1m = (2-23) 

It is also necessary to specify the reaction order, p, of the limiting 

reactant. Levich15 has indicated the effect of the reaction order on 

the approach to a limiting current plateau; for smaller values of p the 

curve follows more closely the kinetic and limiting-current limits. 

Figure 7 shows the effects of varying the reaction order p of the 

limiting reactant. 

The calculated transition region shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is substan-

tially mass transfer controlled. As one proceeds from the completely 

active to the completely passive state, the current densi,ty is uniform 

across the disk and given by Eq. (2-23). The decrease in current is 

completely attributable to the decrease of the active area. 

A discrepancy between the model and the experiments is revealed 

in Fig. 6. The model yields four distinct curves in the transition 

which are characteris!ic of the four rotation speeds. In the lower portion 

of the transition, the experimental curves overlap. The four distinct 

curves of the model indicate four different average or limiting current 
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Fig. 2-7. Comparison of calculated polarization curves for 
different reaction orders of the limiting reactant. 
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densities, although the superimposed experimental turves give evidence 

of the same uniform current density existing for all four rotation speeds. 

The experimental curves also reflect an increase in the average current 

density as one travels toward the passive state, 

Epelboin et ai. made measurements of the total current from the 

disk electrode and the dimensions of the active electrode. Figure 8 

presents the results of these measurements and calculations from the 

model. .However, it should be emphasized that some of the experimental 

results indicated that the current was restricted to a thin ring and no 

noticeable faradaic reaction occurred inside the .inner radius or beyond 

the outer radius of the ring. whereas the model considers an active disk 

whose radius decreases as the passive state is approached. Therefore, 

comparison of the model with the experimental results for equivalent 

areas may compare the results of rings with those of a disk. 

The upper curve on Fig. 8 refers to the situation where kinetic 

factors determine the current distribution on the disk (as was the case 

for the calculations shown in Fig. 4). Here the average current density 

on the disk in the transition region increases markedly as the size of 

the active disk approaches zero, although the increase is gradual for 

relatively large values of the active area, 

The horizontal line on Fig. 8 is characteristic of a mass transfer 

controlled active-disk region (as was the case for calculations shown in 

Figs. 6 and 7) . The experimental results of Epelboin et al. appear to 

resemble closely the behavior typical of a mass transfer region. In fact, 

their results look like two mass transfer regions coupled by a steep 

transition. Most of their experimental curve is for ring shapes. It is 

,. 
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results of the model when mass transfer effects are 

included, (---) = results of the kinetic model. 
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remarkable that a mass transfer, controlled ring region would have a lower 

average current density than a disk region: One is also surprised that 

the experimental curve and the horizontal line do not meet when the disk 

is completely active, as this shows an inconsistency between i obtained avg 

from. B v'n and i obtained from I .and measurements of the active . avg 

dimensions. An explanation could be given in terms of a region existing 

near AI (Fig. 6) where the disk remains active and a decrease in the 

current density occurs. Of course, the model presented here cannot 

substantiate this. 

Consideration of ring shapes 

Since a significant portion of the transition region is a ring 

and not a disk, one should consider whether a consideration of rings can 

account· for the average current density decreasing as . the passive state 

is approached (Fig. 8). A comparison of the measured potential and 

current with that calculated for rings may clarify this matter. Consider· 

a normalized resistance function:, g(r/rp)' which contains the important 

measured parameters 

= 

where 

K~O (r = rp) 

v'i lim .JI 

= v - ~ f - 0.28 re 

Therefore, with choice of a rotation speed, measured potential, and 

(2-24) 

current, a value of g(ri/rp) is defined. This measured value of g can 

be compared with functions defined for rings of various current distri-
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butions. Namely, consider gO defined by a ring of uniform current, 

i
avg 

= Sv"n; g* defined by a ring of average current density, 

i = S..jQ f(r); g+ defined by a ring of average current density, 
avg 

i avg = sv'n fer), 

and Newman. 16 

and the primary resistance of a ring given by Miksis 

17 
fer) is defined by Newman as 

[1 (~)3r 
[1- G~n 

q)o (r = rp) for gO and g* are calculated using the results of Nanis and 

Kesselman. g* can be related to gO by 

(2-25) 

Figure 9 illustrates the behavior of these functions. It is important 

to compare values of g obtained experimentally with gO, g*, and g +. . 

For example, if we consider a point where n 4500 rpm, 1=0.54 A, 

i lim = 2.80 A/cm , V - q)ref = 1.42 V, then g(ri/rp ) is calculated to be 

0.37. This is the smallest value of g one can obtain from the data. 

+ For this example g intersects the g curve, r. /r = 0.85, which corre-
1 p 

sponds to a thin ring near the periphery of the disk. However, it is 

inconsistent to have a g value obtained near the limiting current 

plateau equivalent to a calculated value of g, g+, which corresponds to 

the primary resistance of a thin ring. An increase in i l . will lower 1m 

the value of g and it will approach the more appropriate values of gO 

and g*. Also, as one travels down the transition region, the current 
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distribution becomes more uniform and increases in i must occur. avg 

Summary and Conclusions 

The slmple model presen.ted yields a z-shaped curve for the anodic 

polarization of iron in sulfuric acid, very similar to that obtained 

experimentally by Epelboin et al. The model accounts for the kinetic 

resistance at the surface, the ohmic potential, and the effect of mass 

transfer limitations. In the transition region the model predicts the 

same general response of the disk electrode for the limit of mass transfer 

control and for the case of kinetic control. However, the calculated 

current density remains constant in the transition region when mass 

transfer limitations are included, whereas the current density increases 

in the transition region as the passive state is approached, when 

strictly kinetic factors are considered. Epelboin et al. report current 

densities which decrease in the transition. Analysis presented here 

states that the experimentally obtained average current density must 

increase as the passive state is obtained. The analysis is valid for 

both disk and ring shapes. 
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3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DROPPING-MERCURY ELECTRODE 

BELOW THE LIMITING CURRENT 

Introduction 

Polarographic analysis with a dropping-mercury electrode is usually 

carried out in the presence of a l-arge exc·ess of indifferent, nonreacting 

electrolyte. This serves to reduce the ohmic potential drop in the 

solution and to reduce the effect of the electric field on the movement 

of reacting ionic species. For a sufficiently large applied potential, 

the current to the drop is limited by the rate of diffusion and convection 

and corresponds to a zero concentration of reactant at the surfac1. In 

this situation, the cathodic current density is given by the Ilkovic 

. 18-20 ·d d h h 1 . fl f h h equatl.on, provl. e t at t e vo umetrl.C OW rate 0 mercury t roug 

the capillary is constant. 

Theoretical equations for polarographic limiting currents have 

also been developed for a number of systems involving specific combinations 

f h . 1· d 1 . h . 1 . 21-26 Th d· h o c eml.ca an e ectroc eml.ca reactl.ons. ese stu l.es ave 

focused attention on the interactions between homogeneous and hetero-

geneous processes and, generally, the importance of ohmic potential drop 

in the solution and surface overpotentials for the electrochemical 

reactions has not been evaluated. However, early qualitative studies 

indicate that if there is insufficient supporting electrolyte, the current 

due to one discharging species could produce an electric field that 

18 27 enhances the limiting current for other reactants. ' 

The influence of ohmic potential drop on the distribution of 

. 28-30 
current has been analyzed for disk, ring, and ring-disk electrodes, 
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f I 31 b I 32 d h . I I d 33 Wl'th as well as or p anar, tu u ar, an sp erlca e ectro es. 

smaller electrolyte conductivity, the distributions of current and 

concentration become more nonuniform and, under some circumstances, local 

current densities can exceed the local limiting current. A review of 

current and potential distributions for various geometries is given by 

34 Newman. 

The instantaneous current and the average current to a dropping 

I 35 mercury electrode in a binary salt solution have been calculated. 

This analysis showed that ohmic potential drop can prevent the attainment 

of a limiting current during the initial stage of growth of the drop, 

particularly if the applied voltage is small. 

In this paper, a general model is presented for the dropping 

mercury electrode below the iimitingcurrent. The analysis includes 

the effects of mass transfer, ohmic potential drop in the solution, and 

electrode kinetics. Factors that govern the relative importance of these 

effects are identified for the example of a metal deposition reaction. 

It is pointed out that the general approach presented here can be 

used to evaluate experimental situations different from traditional 

polarography. For example, the potential may not be constant throughout 

the life of the drop; the drop may not grow with the cube root of time. 

Analysis 

At currents below, but at an appreciable fraction of, the limiting 

current, it is necessary to consider the surface overpotential associated 

with the electrode reaction, the ohmic potential drop in the bulk of the 

solution, and concentration variations near the drop surface. The analysis 
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presented here is restricted to a single electrode reaction with stoichi-

ometry represented by: 

zi 
\' s. M. + ne 
L 1 1 
i 

(3-1) 

A polarization equation of the form 

i = (3-2) 

can be used to express the dependence 'of the reaction rate on the 

surface overpotentia1, n = V - <P - U • s 0 0 
The exchange current density 

can be written as 

= 

y. 

II ( c i ,0 ) 1 II 
i ci,ref k 

(3-3) 

and the theoretical open circuit cell potential' is given by36 

u8 _ U8 RT 2: c. 
RT 2: 

c. f 
U s.' in 1,0 

s. f in 
l,re . 

= + 0 ref nF 1 Po n fF 1.,re Po re 
i i 

(3-4) 

provided that activity-coefficient corrections can be neglected. 

Furthermore, exponentsYi for ionic species in Eq. (3) are given the 

values 

y. 
1 

= 
ex. s. c 1 

qi + n (3-5) 

where qi = -si for a cathodic reactant and is zero otherwise. 37 For a 

metal deposition reaction, and with a reference electrode of the same 

kind, Eq. (3-4) reduces to 
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-s.RT 
1 

.nF ~n (:i ) 
m 

where 8i = ci,o/ci.ref and 8m = cm/o/cm,ref' 

(3-6) 

Here and for the 

remainder of the paper the subscript i refers to the metal ion. The 

activity coefficients of metallic species are assumed to be unity. 

Consequently, substitution of Eqs. (3-3), (3-5) and (3-6) into' Eq. (3-2) 

gives, on rearrangement: 

i = [ 
aaF(V-~O)/RT 

. 8 
l o ,ref m e (3-7) 

Furthermore, the bulk solution potential ~o can be evaluated at the drop 

surface from the resistance relationship for a spherical dri>p in a 

solution of uniform conductivity, 

= -_. 
K 

(3-8) 

For radial growth of a mercury drop without tangential surface 

motion, the reactant concentration obeys the equation of convective 

diffusion in the form 

dC. dC. 
1· 1 

at + Vr ar = (3-9) 

where the velocity vr is determined by the growth rate of the drop: 

v 
r (3-10) 

Equation (3-9) can be expressed in terms of the normal distance y 
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from the surface of the drop, provided that the diffusion layer is thin 

compared to the drop radius throughout the lifetime of the drop: 

dC. 2 dro dC 1·, 1.1 = 
at - ro dt ay (3-11) 

A similar equation applies inside ·the sphere, but with the diffusion 

coefficient Ds of the discharged reactant in mercury. 

The diffusion equation can be solved subject to the conditions 

c. = c. for t ~ 0 
1 1 00 , 

c. + C'. 1 1,00 as r+ oo for t > 0 (3-12) 

c. = c. (t) at r = ro for t > 0 1 1,0 

By superposition, the results can be used to express the concentration 

derivative at the surface in terms of an integral over the variation of 

f . d· h d 1· f . 38 sur ace concentratl0n urlng t e rop 1 etlme: 

dc. I 
dyl y=O 

2 t 

2r f dc. . 0 1,0 
J;"" dt 'ITa It=t o 

= 

o 

The surface fluxes, both inside and outside the drop, can be 

related to the instantaneous current density by an expression of the 

form: 

s.i 
1 

nF = D __ 1 dC. I 
i dy y=O 

(3-24) 

This equation is restricted not only to the large excess of supporting 

electrolyte, where the effects of migration can be neglected. but also 
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to the absence of appreciable charging of the double layer, a process 

which does not follow Faraday's law. Concentration changes within the 

drop can be related to external changes by equating the superposition 

integrals for the two regions through Eq. (3-14). This gives 

e 
m 

where es = cm,ref/ci,ref' 

= e (0) 
'm 

1 - e. 
1. (3-15) 

The model presented here is more general than the approach taken 

by Ilkovic since two basic constraints made in his development can be 

removed. Namely, the potential can vary throughout the life of the drop 

and can be 'expressed, for example, as 

v = Vint + 6t 

where S is the scan rate of the applied potential. Also it is not 

necessary to maintain a constant flow rate of mercury through the 

capillary. Removal of the last constraint is particularly important in 

evaluating the characteristics of modern pOlarographic equipment. 

Although results presented here do not evaluate the importance of scan 

rate and constant flow rate, it is appropriate to indicate the general 

utility of this model. 

When the volumetric flow rate of mercury is constant, the growth 

rate is given as 

= Yt 1/ 3 (3-16) 

With this growth rate, the governing equations (3-7) and (3-13) for the 

dropping-mercury electrode below the limiting current can be expressed 
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in dimensionless form as 

<Po = , (3-17) 

(3-18) 

where <Po = acFroi/KRT, E = -acFV/RT, and °N- 6 is a dimensionless time 

given by 

= 
OJ 3 3rr t 

7D· J. 
(3-19) 

The dimensionless parameter K represents a combination of quanti ties 

associated with kinetic, ohmic, and mass-transfer effects: 

K = 
7i (a Fy)3 o,ref _o_c__ (Fn° )° 2 D c. . 

3rr KRT J. ,00 J. 
(3-20) 

oIn Eqs. (3-17) and (3-18), <Po and 8i are dependent variables and 

N- 6 is the independent variable. The parameters E and K are expected 

to have a significant impact on the system behavior, whereas aa/ac ' 

Di/Ds' and 8s8m(0) are of relatively minor importance and should not 

influence the results markedly. 

The governing equations (3-17) and (3-18) are solved by a stepwise 

numerical procedure that involves discretization of the integral equation 

and a Newton-Raphson technique to obtain values for <Po and 8. at each oJ. 
. 39 40 tJ.me step.' Since the variables may vary very rapidly at short times, 
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it is necessary to vary the step size to ensure accurate results. In 

addition, the initial singularity in Eq. (3-17) is avoided by using a 

short-time series expansion for the concentration derivative over the 

first time interval. 

Results and Discussion 

The time dependence of the dimensionless potential <1>0 is presented 

in Fig. 1 for several values of the parameters E and K. This diagram 

also depicts changes in the instantaneous current density through the 

relationship, <I> = a Fr i/KRT. o c 0 

Lines of slope 1/3, 0, and -1/6 represent the kinetic, ohmic, 

and mass-transfer limits, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates that it is 

not possible to generalize the results for large and small values of E 

and K. Clearly, both parameters are influential in determining <1>0' For 

large times and moderate to large values of E, <1>0 is independent of K and 

E in accordance with the Ilkovic equation. However, at short times, 

kinetic factors and. subsequently, ohmic factors can prevent attainment 

of the mass-transfer limit. These effects are particularly important for 

small values of K or E. A reduction in K corresponds to a smaller 

exchange current density, bulk reactant concentration, diffusioncoeffi-

cient, or drop growth rate, or a larger electrolyte conductivity. A 

larger electrolyte conductivity will also reduce the ohmic potential drop 

in the solution, and consequently ohmic limitations are less prevalent 

with small values of K, for a specified magnitude of E. Furthermore, the 

effect of K is more pronounced at small values of E. 

The parameter E is a dimensionless applied potential which includes 
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Fig. 3-1. Time dependence of dimension1es_s, instantaneous current 

density,~o = acFroi/KRT, for a metal deposition 

reactio~ at a growing mercury drop. Parameter values: 

D./D = 1.0; a /a = 1.0; 8 = 1.0;8 (0) = 0.0; and 
1S ac s m 

c = c .. (-): K = 10-10 , (---): K = 10-3,. 
i,ref 1,0CI 

( - • - • - ): K = 104 
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the cathodic transfer coefficient for the deposition reaction. As E is 

increased, ohmic factors have progressively more impact upon the short-

time behavior. The ohmic limit is given by 

<1>0 = E (3-21) 

For E = 80 the three curves in Fig. 1 are almost horizontal and superimposed 

upon each other. However, even under these conditions, the curves are 

not precisely horizontal due to the finite rate of the electrochemical 

reaction. The mass-transfer limit is represented by 

= 

where 

= 

( -E) 
1 - e , 

1. 
= i lim 

c. 
1-~ 

c 
00 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

At large applied potentials, the intersection of the ohmic and 

mass-transfer limits can be identified from Eq. (3-21) and Eq. (3-22) 

as <1>0 = N = E. 

Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the average current density 

defined by 
Td 

i = ~f i dt avg Td 
o 

(3-24) 

for fixed values of E "and K. This average current is made dimensionless 

in the same manner as Fig. 1. Total currents can be obtained directly 

from the relation I = 47T r ~ i. Figures 1 and 2 are analogous, except that 

the magnitude of the current densities in Fig. 2 have been altered in 

accordance with Eq. (3-24). 
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Fig. 3:-2. Time dependence of dimensionless average current density, 

a Fr i /KRT, for a metal deposition reaction at a c 0 avg . , 
growing mercury drop. Parameters as in Fig. 3-1. 
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The time dependence of the surface concentration is presented in 

Fig. 3. Rapid reductions in composition are observed for large values 

of E and K, in keeping with the early onset of mass-transfer limitations 

predicted in Fig. 1 for similar conditions. With small applied potentials,· 

and particularly for small values of K, kinetic factors can control the 

deposition rate, and the corresponding variations in concentration are 

less marked. 

Figure 4 shows the variations in instantaneous current density 

normalized with the mass-transfer limiting current density defined by 

Eq. (3-23). Values in excess of the mass-transfer limit of Ilkovic are 

obtained. This is similar to results obtained withdisk,28 ring,29 and 

31 plane electrodes. In transient stagnant-diffusion-cell experiments 

current densities measured and calculated by Hsueh and Newman were found 

to overshoot the mass transfer limit. 41 Material adjacent to the drop 

surface that does not react at short times can do so subsequently when 

kinetic and ohmic factors no longer limit the reaction rate. In contrast, 

Fig. 5 illustrates the average current density obtained from Eq. (3-24) 

which rises monotonically to the average limiting current density 

calculated with the Ilkovic equation. The average current density cannot 

exceed the average limiting current density. 

Figures 1-5 pertain to the behavior of an individual drop. An 

example of polarographic curves for a metal deposition reaction is 

presented in Fig. 6. The parameters for the two curves are given in 

Table 1. The curves result from a number of drops formed sequentially 

over a range of potentials. The different values of i f illustrate o,re 

their effect on attainment of the mass-transfer plateau. 
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1.20..-----------------------, 

Fig. 3-5. Time dependence of the average current density normalized 

with the average current density predicted with the 

Ilkovi~ equation. Parameters as in Fig. 3-1. 
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The effect of i f on attainment of the mass-transfer o,re 

plateau. Curves are for a number of drops at constant 

potential formed sequentially. 
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TABLE 1. Parameters used for Fig. 3-6. 

c. 
1, 

= 5.81 x 10-
6 mo1/cm 3 

O. = 7.5 x 10- 6 cm2 /s 
1 

K 

y 

-1 = 0.54373 (ohm-'cm) 

= 0 . 10 cm/ s 1/3 

t = 1.0 s drop 

Parameters used by R. White and J. Newman. 42 
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The analysis considered above does not account for the capacitive 

current needed to charge the mercury-solution interface. To assess the 

effects of the capacitive current the total current can be expressed as 

I = If + Inf (3- 25) 

where for linear kinetics 

= (3-26) 

The capacitive term is 

(3-27) 

qo is the charge on the interface when V - ~ = U Substitution of a o· 

Eq. (3-26) and (3-27) into Eq. (3-25) with use of Eq. (3-8) yields 

= 

+ 

2 2J 
4rry t'3 i o,ref 

(3-28) 

This equation can be rearranged to show the importance of the faradaic 

and nonfaradaic contribution to the total current 

= (3-29) 

The last term on the left side of Eq. (3-29) is the result of the faradaic 
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process, the last term on the right side represents the total current, 

whereas the remaining terms account for the nonfaradaic process. 

The charging current, represented by the second term in Eq. (3-29), 

should be considered for 

t< 

For typical values of the parameters, C = 30 llf/cm2
, i o,ref 

(3-30) 

-4 2 = 10 . A/cm , 

and (eta + etc) = 1, the nonfaradaic current is equivalent to the faradaic 

current at about 5 ms. 

The above criterion expressed in Eq. (3-30) actually apply only 

for 

2K 

~ Fy (Cy)2 < 1 
RT 3K 

(3- 31) 
i (et + et ) o ref a c , 

(the usual case). In the contrary case, the charging current (represented 

by the first term in Eq. (3-29)) would need to be considered for 

t (3-32) 

One should be reminded that Eq. (3-29) has not considered mass-transfer 

effects. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A model is presented for the current and potential distributions 

of a dropping-mercury electrode below the limiting current. Results are 

dependent upon a potential parameter E and an additional parame.ter K 

which reflect the relative importance of the kinetic, ohmic, and mass-
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transfer resistances. For relatively large values of these parameters, 

the instantaneous current density of a metal deposition reaction in the 

presence of an excess of supporting electrolyte can exceed the mass

transfer limiting value given by Ilkovi~. 

'" 
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4. MASS TRANSFER TO ROTATING DISKS AND ROTATING RINGS 

IN LAMINAR, TRANSITION, AND 

FULLY DEVELOPED TURBULENT FLOW 

Introduction 

On rotating disks and rotating rings, the flow regime may vary 

from laminar near the center to fully developed turbulent flow near the 

periphery. The fundamentals of fluid flow and mass transfer are well 

characterized in laminar flow. However, transition flow, existing 

between laminar and fully developed turbulent flOW, along with the 

developed turbulent flow regime have not been described to the same extent. 

Correlations of experimental results form the basis of most of the avail-

able information concerning the mass-transfer rates for these systems. 

h d 43 . d . 1 1 f h Sh d Mo r an Newman prov1 e exper1menta resu ts or t e erwoo 

number in the laminar, transition, and fully developed turbulent regions 

of a rotating disk. In addition, they considered the transition region 

5 5 
to exist for Reynolds numbers from 2 x 10 to 3 x 10. This range is 

44 similar to values reported by Gregory, Stuart and Walker, Cobb and 

Saunders,45 Kreith, Taylor and Chong,46 Tien and campbell,47 Ellison and 

Cornet,48 and Chin and Litt. 49 For the transition region Mohr .and 

Newman give 

Sh = ( 4-1) 

and for fully developed turbulent flow 

Sh = (0.0078 ReO. 9 - 1.30 x 10 5 Re-~)Sc~ ( 4-2) 

where the Sherwood number is defined for disks or rings as 
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Sh = 
f

To 

ro 2rrri(r)dr 
r· 

1 = 2 2 rr(ro - r. )nFDC 
1 00 

( 4-3) 

Additional studies of mass transfer to a rotating disk have been 

reported by Ellison and Cornet as 

Sh = 0.0117 ReO. 896 ScO. 249 for Re > 10 6 (4-4) 

and also by 50 Daguenet as 

Sh = 0.00725 ReO. 9 Sc O. 33 for Re > 10
5 

( 4-5) 

The different Schmidt and Reynolds number dependences are indicative of 

the scatter in the data. Modification of the multiplicative constant 

and the two exponents makes it possible to represent the data, due to 

scatter, with slightly different expressions. Because of the scatter in 

the data, it is also difficult to distinguish between a 1/3- and 1/4-power 

Schmidt number dependence. 

Average mass-transfer rates are measured and hence average-

Sherwood number correlations are obtained directly. The data must be 

differentiated to obtain information on local mass-transfer rates. 

Differentiation of data with considerable scatter may not give reliable 

information. To model accurately mass-transfer processes on a rotating 

disk (as in corrosion), reliable local mass-transfer rates are required. 

Therefore, the approach taken here is to develop. a model from which local 

mass-transfer rates can be calculated. These local rates~an then be 

integrated for comparison with measured average mass-transfer rates. 

d . 51. . fl This general approach was use by Kader and Dll'man ln plpe ow. 
.. 
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In the study of corrosion on a rotating disk, local mass-transfer 

rates are needed when the mass transfer commences at an arbitrary radial 

position on the surface. This is analogous to rotating rings with 

different thicknesses. Daguenet 50 and Delouis and Keddam52 have 

investigated mass-transfer rates on ring electrodes of various dimensions 

in the transition and turbulent regimes. Data taken by Delouis and Keddam 

on thick rings support a 0.9 exponent on the Reynolds number, similar to 

disk correlations. However, for thin rings the d~ta gave rise to an 

exponent of 0.6. These authors also reported measured values of the 

limiting current for thin rings in transition and turbulent flow which 

lie <below the Levich53 relationship for thin rings. This deviation in 

limiting currents cannot be e~plained in terms of radial diffusion .. 

N 54,55 h ·d d h ° f d· 1 dOff ° fl ewman as conSl ere t e lmportance 0 ra la 1 uSl0n to a at 

plate and to a rotating disk at the limiting current. Radial diffusion 

isO important in a very small region and its effect is to increase the 

mass-transfer rate. 

From an analytic viewpoint, few models exist which describe the 

mass transfer to rotating disks and rotating rings beyond the laminar 

fl ° Cho d LO 49 h Sh d b f hO ° ow regl0n. ln an· ltt express t e erwoo num er or t ln rlngs 

in terms of the shear stress. Cognet and Daguenet56 along with Kornienko 

and KishinevskiiS7 have presented models for disks and rings in turbulent 

flow. In the work by Kornienko and Kishinevskii the problem was solved 

for developed and undeveloped diffusion boundary layers. They also 

* state that it is not possible to distinguish between the 1/3 and 1/4 

Schmidt number dependence from rotating ring data due to the different 

levels of development of the diffusion boundary layer. 
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An app~oach to solving heat and mass-transfer problems in turbulent ' 

flow without a priori solution of the Navier-Stokes equations was presented 

by Spalding58 some time ago. Spalding's results are for a Prandtl number 

of one. This work has been the subject of further investigation, review, 

and extension by Kestin and Presen,59 Kestin and Richardson,60 and 

Donovan, Hanna and Yerazunis. 61 Numerical results have been presented 

by Smith and Shah62 for low Prandtl numbers and extensive tabulations 

were presented by Gardner and Kestin63 for Prandtl numbers up to 1000. 

Although the model developed herein is based on solving the time averaged 

convective-diffusion equation in terms of the Lighthill 64 variable, we 

would be remiss not to mention the applicability of Spalding's trans for-

mation for two-dimensional and axisymmetric problems with high Schmidt 

numbers. However, both approaches are comparable in that the shear 

stress is required in addition to a form for turbulent transfer near 

the wall, but solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is not required. 

Model Development 

The boundary layer form of the time-averaged convective-diffusion 

equation is the governing equation for mass transfer, 

vr 
ae + v ae = aay[(D+D

Ct
)) ~~] ( 4-6) 

ar y ay 

e+ 1 as y+oo 

e = a at y = a r ~ r. 
1 

e = 1 at y = a r <r. 
1 

vr can be expressed as 
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= 8(r)y 

and Vy is given by the equation of continuity as 

= 

With the Lighthill variable 

~ = 

Eq. (4-6) can be expressed as 

1 2 
-~y 

(r8) I 

r 

[ 
r ]1/3 

90 J rVr8 dr , 
. r. 

1 

( 4-7) 

( 4-8) 

( 4-9) 

D(t) ) aeJ 
o a~ 

(4-10) 

At this point it is appropriate to comment on the form for 

oCt) 10 or alternatively oCt) Iv. The concept of the universal velocity 

profile for fully developed turbulent flow suggests that oCt) Iv depends 

only on a dimensionless distance y+ from the wall, in the form 

y+ = (Ylv) ";To/p , where TO is the shear stress equal to 118. 

Expansion of the velocity components in terms of y+ shows that 

near the wall O(t)lv must be proportional to the cube of y+ or a higher 

power of y+. Wi th this in mind, many researchers65 - 72 have expressed 

theoretical or experimental results in terms of 

oCt) 

v 

h h · . 58 73-77 w ereas ot er lnvestlgators' prefer 

( 4-11) 
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(4-12) 

L . h 78 ... 11 +3 79 eV1C lnltla y advocated the y form but subse-quently expressed 

a preference for Eq. (4-12). The form used in Eq. (4-10) will be kept 

sufficiently general so that a decision concerning the form of D(t)/v 

can be made in view of experimental and theoretical results. For this 

reason we let 

-- = v ( 4-13) 

where d(Y+) is a function of y+. For simplicity, d(Y+) can be considered 

1, and Eq. (4-11) is recovered. Substitution into Eq. (4-10) with the 

definitions 

R = VRe = ../"fi7V' r 

R 
9K (n )5/4

Jr -
X = -- V r..rrs dr = 

~ r· 
9K f RjR ~ dR 

R· 
1 1 

= 

that simplify the governing equation and boundary conditions 

9Xt: ae = 3t:2 ae + aat: [(1 + 
xt:3d(X;t;;)) ae] 

. ax at: R3/ 2 at: • 

e = 1 t;; = 00 

e = 0 t: = 0 X ;;;. 0 

e = 1 t: = 0 X < 0 

(4-14 ) 

(4-15) 

(4-16) 

to 

(4-17) 
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When X = 0, Eq. (4-17) simplifies to 

d
2
e + 3~2 de 0 (4-18) = 

dt;;2 . dt;; 

80 
This equation is analogous to the equation given by Leveque, with the 

solution 

e = (4-19) 

o 

For X>O, Eq. (4-17) is solved using a Crank-Nicholson procedure. The 

procedure is efficient and stable. 

The local and average Sherwood numbers can be expressed as 

Sh = 

ir 
nFDCoo 

= ae I R3/ 2 Jf(KSc)1/3 
. at;; t;;=o n, X 

(4- 20) 

'. (4-21) 

The ·term Xi:" 3 d (X.,i:")/R3/ 2 . E (4 17) f h b 1 ~ ~ 1n q. - accounts or t e tur u ent 

contribution to the mass transfer rate. Equation (4-17) must be modified 

slightly to describe the three different transport mechanisms on the 

surface. A function f (R) is introduced: 

9X~ ae = 
ax 

where feR) is defined as 
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feR) = 0 Re ~ 2.0 x lOs (4-23a) 

feR) = R-J2 X lO s 
2 .Ox 105 ~ Re ~ 3.0 xlO S (4-23b) 

J3xlO S - J2xlO s 

feR) = 1 Re ~ 3.0 X 105 (4-23c) 

For laminar flow, the turbulent contribution to mass transfer disappears, 

since f = o. Equation (4-17) is recovered for fully developed turbuelnt 

flow. The linear dependence of feR) with R in the transition region 

was found to describe the data adequately. 

The Reynolds-number dependence of the shear stress is dlfferent 

for the three regimes. In laminar flow, the results of Von Karman8l yield 

S 
12 = aR (4-24) 

Such theoretically well established results are not available for the 

shear stress in fully developed turbulent flow. 81 However, Von Karman's 

semi-empirical expression is available from a momentum balance using 

the 1/7-power velocity profile form commonly used in turbulent pipe flow. 

The result of Von Karman's work is used in the form 

= 8.55 x 10- 3 RI .6 (4-25) 

Torque measurements on rotating disks are reported by Schlichting82 

in the form of torque coefficients. The angular shear stress is available 

from these studies. Surprisingly, its radial counterpart has not been 

explicitly reported nor correlated. Von Karman's expression is compatible 

with the torque measurements, the flux expression given in the Appendix, 

and the results of mass-transfer correlations. 
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In the transition region, the shear stress is made continuous 

with the forms for laminar and fully developed turbulent flow . With the 

experimental results of rotating ring electrodes in mind, the Reynolds

number limits were set as 1.5xlOs to 3.0xlO s for the transition region 

shear stress. These limits are slightly different for those for feR). 

A graph of the shear stress is giv.en in Fig. l. 

To fit the rotating-disk data for fully developed turbulent flow 

(Eq. (4-2)), the shear stress and K must be consistent with the experi-

mental mass-transfer correlation. Equation (A-10)., developed in the 

Appendix, for d(y+) = 1, expresses the Sherwood riumber in terms of K and 

s/n as 

= 0.01092 R1 .8 Sc1/ 3 = 

-3 For s/n given by Eq. (4-25), K = 2.9116 x 10 . 

( 4-26) 

It is .convenient and helpful to have the mass-transfer flow rate 

for extremely thin rings. Taking Bin as constant and the derivative as 

1/r(4,3), Eq.(4-20) can be expanded and rearranged to yield 

= 1 ( S )1/
3 

r(4/3) 3n 
Scl/3 (4-27) 

In particular, for laminar flow, this reduces to (see Ref. 53) 

Shloc ,lam = 
(a/3)l/3 

r(4/3) 
(4- 28) 

Comparison of Eq. (4-27) with (4-28) shows the importance of the 

shear stress: 
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Fig. 4-1. The Reynolds number dependence of the radial shear stress. 
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1/3 

= (a:~J (4-29) Sh loc, lam 

To consider average mass-transfer rates; Eq. (4-27) is integrated 

for thin-ring conditions to give 

Sh = 

1/3 
R (~) Sc1/

3 

(4-30) 
6r(4/3) 

An analogous expression for laminar flow can be obtained so that the 

ratio of average Sherwood numbers is also given by Eq. (4-29) and is the 

ratio of the measured current to the current if laminar flow prevailed. 

Sh = (_13 )1/3 

aRQ = 
I 

I lam 

The last equality is important from a practical point since total 

currents are measured from limiting current experiments . 

. Experimental Data 

( 4-31) 

Data presented in figure 4-4 are the results of limiting current 

exp . t f d b ·P· .. 85 erlmen s per orme . y lerlnl. 

Results and Discussion 

The results presented in the ensuing figures are for dey +) = 1, 

Subsequent comments will be made concerning a 

Figure 2 shows the results for average mass-transfer rates on a 
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Fig. 4-2. Overall mass-transfer rate vs. Reynolds number for laminar, 

transition, and turbulent regimes. The Schmidt number for 

the data of Mohr and Newman: 0 1192,6 1377, +1636, 

o 1760, x 2465; for the data of Daguenet: • 1212, A 1980. 

The calculated results .(-) are obtained from the solution 

of Eq. (4-22) with K = 2.9 x 10-3. 
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rotating disk compared to data given by Mohr and Newman43 and Daguenet. 50 

\ 

Agreement between the two is obtained over a considerable range of 

Reynolds numbers. The lines marked feR) = 0 or feR) = I are provided 

for reference.' Note that absence of the eddy diffusivi ty term, f = 0, 

may result in an average flux below the corresponding laminar flow value. 

In Fig. 3 the local value of'the mass-transfer rate from the 

calculations is given. At a Reynolds number of 1.5 x 105, the local 

Sherwood number drops below the laminar prediction due to the in·fluence 

of the shear stress. However, at 2.0xlO s the importance of turbulence 

in the transition region is seen as the eddy diffusivity term causing 

the local rate to increase. Finally, the full impact of turbulence 

exists at 3.0 x 105 and beyond. 

The data from Pierini's experiments with rotating ring electrodes are 

given in Fig. 4. The current is made dimensionless with the current 

calculated as though laminar flow conditions existed. This normalization 

is particularly convenient for thin rings. Data are from the experiments 

described above. Agreement of the data with the calculations is adequate 

at low Reynolds numbers; however, at higher values the calculated results 

exceed the measurements. The rotating rings considered here are quite 

thin. Even so, the calculated current very rapidly approaches the 

rotating-disk result with increases in rotation speed. Somewhat surpris-

irigly, the measured flux is below the laminar flow relationship, in 

transition and fully developed turbulent flow. 

This fact led to our choice of Von Karman's expression for the 

radial shear stress, since it also lies below the laminar flow value for 

a certain range of Reynolds numbers, and it was anticipated that this 
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Fig. 4-3. Local mass-transfer rate on a disk electrode vs. 

Reynolds number: 
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Fig. 4-4. The results of Pierini's mass transfer experiments on 

rotating rings compared to the results of the calcula

tions (Eq. (4-22) with K = 2.9 x 10-3 . 
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could lead to a similar behavior for the mass-transfer rate in the thin-

ring limit. On the other hand, expressions for the shear stress available 

from torque measurements always lie above laminar flow results and differ 

substantially from the measurements made on thin ring electrodes. 

From the data presented in Fig. 4 and from the lines representing 

thin rings, it is clear that mass transfer in transition and turbulent 

flow can be less than that given by the laminar-flow expression. The 

results of the analysis show that the mass-transfer rate normalized with 

the laminar rate depends only upon the shear stress value. 

Epelboin and his coworkers83 have performed mass transfer experi-

ments with thin rings in the presence of small amounts of drag-reducing 

compounds. Their results indicate qualitatively that small changes in 

the concentration of drag-reducing compounds cause a decrease in the 

mass-transfer rate, as well as the angula~ shear stress (torque), in 
t', 

transitional and turbulent flow. A representation of one of their graphs 

is given in Fig. 5. 

Figure 6 is a comparison of the data taken by Delouis and Keddam52 

for a relatively thick ring, ri/ro = 0.6. The comparison is good for all 

three regions. 

Local mass-transfer rates representative of a number of different 

conditions are presented in Fig. 7. 

From the curves in Fig. 7, the local mass-transfer rate on 

rotating rings is high at the beginning of the mass-transfer region and 

approaches the rotating disk results downstream of the inner radius. 

This is true whether the diffusion boundary layer begins in laminar, 

transition, or fully developed turbulent flow. However, it is interesting 
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Fig. 4-5 . Qualitative illustration from Ref. 41 denoting the effect 

of increasing concentration of drag reducing agent on the 

mass transfer rate for thin rotating rings. 
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Fig. 4-6. Comparison of the mass-transfer data of Delouis and Keddam52 

on a rotating ring for dimensions r./r = 0.6 with the 
1 0 

results of the calculations (Eq. (4-22) with K = 2.9 x 10-3). 
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Fig. 4-7~ Local mass-transfer rate for rotating rings of various 

dimensions. The Reynolds number designation on the 

respective curves denotes the point at which mass transfer 

begins. 
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to note that the sharp decline in the local Sherwood number observed 

near the inner edge of the ring is more pronounced in fully developed 

turbulent flow than in laminar flow. The mass-transfer entry length 

region in fully developed turbulent flow is shorter than in laminar· flow. 

84 h' . h d . fl Newman comments on t ~s w~t regar to p~pe ow. 

It is worth mentioning that the discrepancy between measured and 

calculated values observed in Fig. 4 occurs in the development of the 

turbulent mass-transfer boundary layer. However, from Fig. 6 it is 

clear that the model does a good job of describing the average flux 

for thick rings, where the turbulent diffusion layer is more developed. 

The results presented above are for 0 (t) Iv = 2.9 x 10- 3 (y +3) . 

In an attempt to obtain a better fit of the thin-ring data in transition 

+ (t) +3 + and turbulent flow, dey ) can be modified so that 0 Iv = Ky (1 + K1y ). 

67 With the value of K from Lin, Moulton and Putnam, the disk results 

are fit reasonably well with the expression 

-4 +3 + = 3.28x10 Y (1+19.3y) (4-32) 

In Fig. 8, o(t)/v is presented for these two forms in addition to the 

expression by Wasan, Tienand Wilke. 70 The form by Wasan, Tien and Wilke 

would fit the thin-ring data better than the two alternative forms, at 

the expense of a worse fit of the rotating-disk data in fully developed 

turbulent flow. 

+ +3 +4 
Only for very small values of y is the y y form smaller 

+3 + 
than the y form (y ~ 0.41). However, even with this more involved 

-form, the thin-ring results in transition and turbulent flow are 

substantially the same. It is not possible to distinguish between 
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these two forms from the data on rotating disks and rotating rings. 
3 

Due to the simplicity of the governing equation with Ky+ , this form 

is preferred. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A model is presented for the mass~transfer rate to rotating rings 

and rotating disks when laminar, transition, and turbulent flow exist 

upon different portions of the surface. The model campares well to . ; 

rotating-disk data and to data for relatively thick rotating rings ,exist-

ing in the literature. For the data presented herein on thin rotating 

rings, the calculated results may exceed the measured mass-transfer rate 

in the transition and fully developed turbulent flow regimes. The 

contribution of the eddy diffusivity term to the overall mass transfer 

is too high, even for these thin rings. 
+3 

A Y form for the eddy diffu-

sivity is used. However, no improvement in the comparison with the thin 
+3 +4 

ring data was obtained for a y ,y form. 
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05. CORROSION OF IRON 

Introduction '0 

The rotating disk is an excellent system for the study of 

1 1 · d . 86 oca 1ze corrOS1on. Much is known about fluid flow, mass transfer, 

and electrochemical kinetics on a rotating disk in laminar flow. 8 ,78 

However, because the mass transport rate is uniform across the surface 

in laminar flow, a uniform corrosion rate occurs. Consequently, 

laminar flow results do not reveal much information concerning the 

interaction of ohmic drop, electrochemical kinetics, and mass transfer 

to determine overall corrosion rates. Whereas, in transition flow and 

fully developed turbulent flow, the nonuniform mass transfer rate is 

compatible with a non-uniform heterogeneous reaction rate distribution. 

In Chapter 4, the mass transfer rates in transition and turbulent flow 

were calculated, which can be used here to calculate corrosion rates 

on a disk in transition and fully developed turbulent flow. 

LaQue87 reports the results of corrosion experiments with 

rotating disks in sea water. The interesting feature of the results 

is the difference in behavior between iron and copper disks. For 

copper disks the most severe corrosion attack occurred near the 

periphery with the central region almost unattacked. But the iron 

disks were corroded near the center and not near the edge. In photo-

graphs of iron disks given by LaQue, one can see the clear demarcation 

between the attacked region in the center and the low corrosion rate 

region near the edge. 

For the 3, 4, and 5 inch iron disks rotated at l22/sec by 
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LaQue, portions near the periphery of the disks can be in fully 

developed turbulent flow.' In their calculations, Vahdat and Newman88 

obtained results qualitatively similar to LaQue's experimental 

results with iron disks. However, due to the form of the kinetic 

expression used and without the benefit of detailed mass transfer 

calculations, their results show the possibility of the experimental 

observations. However, the' conditions are not the same as in the 

experiments. Results presented here are aimed at removing some of the 

limitations of the earlier work in an effort to match the experimental 

results more closely. 

Model Development 

In a~ oxygenated salt solution, the corrosion reactions can be 

.expressed as: 

Fe -+- Fe++ + 2e (5-1) 

(5-2) 

The rates of each reaction vary across the surface. For corrosion to 

occur the total current from the anodic reaction must balance the 

total cathodic current, hence 

I = 0 = IFe + 10 
2 

(5-3) 

Since iron is an active-passive metal, the electrochemical reaction is 

dependent upon the potential range under consideration. For values of 

V-~o ~ (V-~O)*' the reaction is considered active, whereas the disk is 

covered by a passive film at larger potentials. From Pourbaix's89 

results it is possible to obtain the current density at (V - ~O)*' 
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(V - <Po)* is the value used by Vahdat corr'esponding to the maximum 

iron current possible. 

Electrochemical Kinetics 

Corrosion of an iron rotating disk in an oxygenated salt solu-

tion is an example of the occurrence of simultaneous electrochemical 

reactions. An individual reaction can be written in the general form 

L z·. -s .. M.l -+- n.e 
. lJ 1 J 
1 

(5-4) 

where n. is the number of electrons transferred, s .. is the stoichio-
J lJ 

metric coefficient for species i in reaction j, M. represents chemical 
1 

species i with charge zi. The local rate of each individual reaction 

is given by i j and is related to the total rate by 

(5-5) 

The flux of an individual species at the surface is related to its 

participation in each reaction by 

N. (r) 
1 

""s .. i. L...J lJ J 
. n. F 
J J 

(5-6) 

A Butler-Volmer exp~ession can be used to express the local current 

density of each reaction i. in terms of the local value of the surface 
J 

over potential. 

i. = iO . 
J ., J [

a. F -ex. F ] 
R~ T)s R~ T)s 

e . - e (5-7) 

The exchange current density can be written as 
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= iO,jref 
n. ( ci,O )Y

ij 

1. C. f 1.,re 

q .. + 
1.J 

a. . s .. 
CJ 1.J 
n. 

J 

(5-8) 

(5-9) 

where q .. = - s .. for a cathodic reactant and zero otherwise. The 
1.J 1.J 

surface overpotential is defined by 

(5-10) 

V is the potential of the iron disk; ~O is the potential in the 

solution just outside the double layer; and U. 0 is the theoretical 
J , 

open circuit cell potential for reaction j. U. 0 is expressed as 
J , 

U. 0 = U~ 
J , J 

RT 
n fF re 

u
r
8
ef 

- RTF L s .. ,Q,n (Ci,O\ + 
nj i 1.J Po I 

L 
i 

(
c. f) ,Q, 1.,re 

si,ref n Po (5-11) 

provided that activity-coefficient corrections can be neglected. For 

the work given here the saturated colomel electrode is chosen as the 

specific reference electrode. With the definitions given above, the 

expressions for the iron and oxygen current densities can be expressed 

as 
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(5-12) . 

- exp [(ex +ex ) a c (5-13) 

where 

(5-14) 

The expression for the iron current density applies only to the active 

region where V-¢o ~ (V-¢o)* = 0.20 for the passive region existing 

for larger V-¢O' i = i. Note that the transfer coefficients are 
Fe++ P 

not subscripted for the respective reactions, but are of course 

different for each. 

Potential Distribution 

8 From previous work on rotating disk systems, the solution of 

Laplace's equation for the potential can be expressed as 

00 

(5-15) 
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where nand t;, are rotational elliptic coordinates. These are related 

to cylindrical coordinates by 

y = rO t;, n (5-16) 

r = rO ~(l + t;,2) (1 - n2) (5-17) 

. P2n(n) is the Legendre polynomial of order 2n. M2n (t;,) is the Legendre 

function of imaginary argument defined so that M2n = 1 at t;, = O. 

The diffusion layer is also considered thin enough so that the 

local current density can be obtained from the sum of the partial 

currents or from the potential derivative at the surface. An additional 

equality is added to equation 5 to give 

iT = L i. = _ K a4>1 (5-18) 
j J 00 ay 

y=O 

From the orthogonal properties of Legendre polynomials the constants 

. in the series solution for the potential distribution are given as 

(5-19) 

To obtain the potential distribution when the iron current 

density can discontinuously change from the value given by equation 12 

at V - 4>0 = (V - 4>0) * at position rp to i = ip; it is convenient to 

consider the potential associated with each reaction differently. 

From equation 18 we can write 

i = (i - i ) + (iO + i ) 
T Fe++ P 2 P 

(5-20) 

The potential distribution is 
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00 00 

¢(n,~) = ~ BnP2n(np)M2n(~p) + ~ DnP2n(n)M2n(~) 
n=O n=O 

(5-21) 

where n and ~ are defined in equations 16 and 17 with rO replaced p p 

with rp' 

(4n+l)TIr 11 
B = [p (0)]2 p n(i -i)P (n )dn 
n 2n 2Koo 0 P Fe++ p 2n p p 

[ 
2 (4n+l)TIro 11 

D ~ P (0)1 n(io +i )P2 (n)dn 
n 2n 2Koo {) 2 P n 

The potential on the surface of the disk is given by 

'Xl 

= 0) = L BnP2n(np)M2n(~p) + 
n=O 

Diffusion Layer 

(5-22) 

(5-23) 

(5-24) 

In laminar flow for an excess of supporting electrolyte, the 

flux of minor species at the surface can be expressed in terms of a 

superposition integral. This result has been given by Smyrl and 

Newman90 in addition to others as 

aCi =" -r (r dCO I 
~ {,;=O r(4/3))0 dr Ir=r' 

dr' 

( 3 ,3)1/3 r -r 
(5-25) 

When the flow regime departs from laminar flow, the integral must be 

modified to account for the effect of the hydrodynamics upon the mass 

transfer. In Chapter 4, a model was developed from which local mass 

transfer rates to a rotati~g disk are presented, in the absence of 

kinetic and ohmic limitations,_when laminar, transition, and fully 

developed turbulent flow occur upon the surface. This solution can be 
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superimposed to obtairi a superposition integral which is valid when 

.ohmic and kinetic effects are relevant. A form of the integral is 

where 

c. 
1 

z = 

C. + _1 l
z dC. 

1,00 0 dz z=z' 
l-e[(Z,Z' ,1;;) dz'J (5-26) 

.rR 
9KJnR IR 8/n dR 

o . . 
(5-27) 

R = r/n/v (5-28) 

8/n is the radial shear stress. .The forms for the three regions are 

8/n = aR Re ~ 1.5 x 105 (S-29a) 

8/n = 97.47 RO•1l6 5 1.5 x 10 ~ Re ~ 3.0 x 105 (S-29b) 

8/n = 8.55 x 10- 3 Rl .6 Re'~ 3.0 x 105 (S-29c) 

e (z,z' ,1;;) is the solution to the mass transfer problem governed by 

(5-30) 

with boundary conditions 

(S-3la) 

(S-31b) 

(S-3lc) 

(5-32) 
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The function feR) is defined by the following 

feR) = 0 5 Re ~ 2.0 x 10 (s-33a) 

feR) - 2.0 x 105 ~ Re ~ 3.0 x 105 (S.33b) 

~3.0xlOs -~2.0xlOs 

feR) = 1 5 Re ~ 2.0 x 10 (s.33c) 

C;; is the Lighthill variable and is conveniently expressed in terms of 

x or z as 

(5-34) 

To obtain the concentrations at -the surface and the current density 

distribution, the expression for the concentration derivative at the 

surface is the most useful form of the integral 

dc.1 
dy1ly=0 (

nl/2K1/3 ) ~rz dCi 
= - 1/6 1/3 IR s/nJ~_ CG; 

\1 -D. 0 z=z' 
1 

0C;;(z,z' ,C;;=O)dz' 

( , ) 1/3 z-z 

(5-35) 

d0 0C;;(z,z' ,C;;=O) represents ~ evaluated at position z for a step 
C;;=O 

change in concentration that occurs at position z'. Once should note 

that the integral in equation 35 is a stieljes integral. In terms of a 

Riemann integral 

dC·1 
dy1ly=0 ~

nl/2 K1/3) ~ (Z dCi 
= - 1/6 1/3 IR s!nJn CG: 

\1 0 0 z=z' 

0(z,z' ,C;;=O) 
~--'----'~-,-=.:... d z ' 

( ') 1/3 z-z 

(

n1/2 Kl/3) 
- i/6 1/3 0(z,z'=0,C;;=0) [Ci(O) - Ci,oo] 

\1 D. 
1 

(5-36 ) 
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Solution Technique 

Equation 36 governs the mass transfer rate and equation 24 the 

potential distribution. As in earlier work3l ,42 one alternates between 

reviving the concentration distribution obtained from the mass transfer 

equation and the potential distribution, from the 

The integral equation is divided evenly in 

and 0 constants. 
n 

For each mesh 

point in r~ a corresponding value of z exists defined by equation 27. 

If laminar flow prevailed across the surface, the integral equation 

could be discretized in the efficient manner described by Acrivos and 

Chambre. However, since the flow regime varies across the surface 

it is necessary to evaluate the following integral between adjacent 

mesh points. 

0' (Z. ,Z' ,1:;=0) 
1 

(Z_Z,)1/3 
dZ' (5-37) 

By considering the logarithm of the integrand to be linear in log R, 

an analytic form is 

[
Z-

Z
i+1] 

Q,n Z-Z. 
1 

0' (Z,Z. 1,1:;=0) (Z-Z. 1)2/3 - 0' (Z,Z. 1,1:;=0) (Z_z.)2/3 
1+ 1+ 1- 1 

[

0'(Z,Zi+1,1:;=0){Z-Zi+l)2/3] 
Q,n 2/3 

0' (Z,Z. 1,1:;=0) (Z-Z.) 
1- 1 

(5-38) 

The discretized form of the integral equation is similar to the form 
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of Acrivos-Chambre40 except that the constants are expressed in terms 

of the factor given above. 

Initially, one chooses the mesh point at which passivation 

occurs in addition to values for Bn and Dn , The potential of the 

disk is obtained from specifying (V-CPO) = (V-cpO)* at r = rp' Subse-

quently, one must alternate between calculating the concentration and 

current distribution from the mass transfer equation; and from calcu-

lating the potential distribution (actually Bn and Dn) from the 

orthogonal properties of Legendre po~ynomials. This procedure is 

continued until the values of Band D do not vary. To ensure con-
n n 

vergence, it was also necessary to damp the values from one iteration 

to another. After convergence for a specific point of passivation, the 

position was changed in a systematic manner and the procedure described 

above was repeated. The proper point of passivation for corrosion to 

occur is when IFe + 102 = O. 

Results and Discussion 

In Figure 1 the results of the calculations are compared to the 

data presented by LaQue. 'The values for parameters and physical 

properties are given in Table 1. The comparison of the data with the 

model is qualitatively good. For comparable disk, passivatio~ phe-

nomena occurs; however the positions are not quite in harmony. 

Figure 2 shows the local variation of oxygen and iron current 

densities in addition to the ohmic potential variation across the 

surface. The dip in the oxygen current density is due to the onset 

of transition flow. The point of passivation occurs at rlrO = 0.86. 

For the total iron current to balance the total oxygen current, the 
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Fig. 5-1. Comparison of the measured (---) and calculated (---) 

points of passivation for disks of different sizes. 
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Table 1 

Parameters used in figures 

DO 1. 3 x 10-5 2 
= em /see 

2 

DOH- 5.26 x -5 2 = 10 em /see 

D .... 
Fe++ 

0.739 x 10-5 em2/see 

COH-,oo = 1.0 x 10-7 moles/Ii tre 

C = 0 
F ++ e,oo 
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Fig. 5-2. Current and potential distributions. 
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iron current density is larger th~n the oxygen current density near the 

center to compensate for rp < rO and for the oxygen current density 

being greater near the periphery. 

The surface concentrations corresponding to the curves in 

Figure 2 are presented in Figure 3. Since oxygen is at the limiting 

current, its concentration is zero across the surface. The bulk 

concentration of OH- is low. Therefore, the surface concentration is 

obtained from the bulk oxygen concentration. The iron concentration 

is obtained so as to obey the current distribution. 

,In Figure 4, the parameters remain the same as in Table l 

except the concentration is half as large. For the smaller concentra-

tion and hence smaller mass transfer rate the point of passivation 

moves inward since the iron reaction must be equivalent to a decreased 

oxygen rate. The curve for ~O exhibits a minimum beyond the point of 

passivation. This is due to the difference in sign for the contribu-

tion from each reaction. 

Figure 5 shows that an envelope exists beyond which only an 

entirely passive surface exists. For large disks the rotation speed 

must be low to avoid the region where only one solution exists. 

The two curves representing two values of conductivity are as 

one would expect them to be (Figure 6). The current distribution is 

higher at the center and more uniform than the lower conductivity. 

Consequently, the value of rp/ro is lower for the higher conductivity. 

It is interesting that for conductivity values lower than about 0.035 

(ohm-cm)-l corrosion will not occur since the iron current can not 

match the oxygen current due to the large ohmic potential. 
I 
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Fig. 5-5. Envelope indicating region of passivity. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

Results are presented for the electrochemical corrosion of an 

iron rotating disk when portions of the disk are not in laminar flow. 

The importance of solution conductivity, oxygen bulk concentration, 

and disk size on the overall results is illustrated. Good agreement 

is obtained between the results of this model and the experimental 

observations reported by LaQue. 
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Nomenclature 

0.51023262 

relative activity of species k 

coefficient in the expansion for the 'potential 

concentration of ferrous ions at the electrode surface, 
mole/litre , 

concentration of the limiting reactant at the electrode 
surface, mole/litre 

concentration of the limiting reactant in the bulk 
solution, mole/litre 

capacity of the double layer; c/V-cm2 

concentration of species i , 3 mole/cm 

surface concentration of species i mole/cm3 

reference concentration of species i, mol/cm3 

bulk concentration of species i mole/cm3 

surface concentration of discharged metal, mol/cm3 

3 reference concentration of discharged metal, mol/cm 

bulk concentration, mol·cm3 

·diffusion coefficient of species i in the electrolyte, 
cm2/s 

diffusion coefficient of discharged metal in mercury, 
cm2/s 

function defined in equation (4-13) 

d·ff· ff·· 2-1 l. USl.on coe l.cl.ent, cm ·s 

2 -1 eddy diffusivity, cm ·s 

complete elliptic integral of the second kind 
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dimensionless applied voltage, E 

Faraday's constant (96487 C/mol) 

= -:Ci. FV/RT c 

dimensionless ratio defined in reference 2-17 

function defined in equation (4-23) 

normalized resistance, figure 2-24 

normalized resistance, figure 2-9 

normalized resistance, figure 2-9 

normalized resistance, figure 2-9 

function defined in equation (A-6) 

local current density, A/cm2 

instantaneous current density, A/cm2 

2 local current density of reaction j, A/cm 

average current density, A/cm2 

average current density defined by eq. (3-24) 

average current density, A·cm2 

current density in mass-transfer limit, as predicted 
with the Ilkovic equation, A/cm2 

limiting current density, A/cm2 

average current density in mass transfer limit, A/cm2 

current density on the passive portion of the disk, A/cm2 

exchange current density, A/cm2 

exchange current density at reference concentrations of 
reactants and products, A/cm2 

reference exchange current density for reaction j, A/cm2 

total current density, A/cm2 
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total current on the disk, A 

total current, A 

total current from the iron reaction, A 

total current from the oxygen reaction, A 

complete elliptic integral of the first kind 

dimensionless parameter defined by eq. (3-20) 

constant defined in equation (4-11) 

constant defined in equation (4-32) 

2 anodic rate constant, mole/sec cm 

cathodic rate-constant, cm/sec 

symbol for the chemical formula of species i 
~ ... -.-~ 

Legendre function of imaginary argument 

number of electrons transferred 

number of electrons transferred in reaction 

number of electrons transferred in reference 
reaction 

flux of species i mole/cm2-sec. 

dimensionless parameter defined by eq. (3-19) 

j 

eiectrode 

reaction order of limiting reactant, Chapter 2 

Legendre polynomial of order 2n 

reaction order for cathodic reactants 

charge on the mercury-solution interface at open circuit, 
C/cm2 

constant used in equation (A-I) 
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coefficient in the expansion for the potential, V 

radial coordinate, cm 

inner radius of the ring, cm 

electrode radius, cm 

drop radius, cm 

radius of the active portion, cm 

universal gas constant (8.2143 J/mol'K) 

dimensionless radius, r/n/v 

Reynolds number, r2n/v 

stoichiometric coefficient of species i in electrode 
reaction 

stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reference· 
electrode reaction 

stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j 

Schmidt number, v/D 

Sherwood number, ir/nFDCoo 

time, s 

absolute temperature, K 

drop lifetime, s 

theoretical open-circuit potential for electrode reaction 
at the composition prevailing locally at the drop surface, 
relative to a reference electrode of a given kind, V 

standard electrode potential for reaction j , V 

theoretical open circuit potential for electrode reaction 
j of the composition prevailing locally at the disk 
surface relative to a reference electrode of a given kind, 
V 

, .. 
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y 
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z 
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Greek Letters 
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S(r) 

f(4/3) 

y 
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applied voltage, V 

radial velocity, cm/s 

. 1 1· -1 ax1a ,ve OC1ty, cm·s 

passivation potential, 0.28 V 

dimensionless variable defined in eq. (4-15) 

distance from drop surface, y = r - r , cm o 

axial coordinate, cm 

dimensionless axial position 

stretched boundary layer variable defined in eq." (A-4) 

axial coordinate, em 

transfer coefficient in anodic direction 

transfer coefficient in cathodic direction 

constant in eq. (2-23), A_secl / 2/_cm2 

proportionality of vr with -1 y, s 

0.89298, the gamma function of 4/3 

constant defined by eq. (3-16) 

exponent in eq. (3-3) and defined by eq. (3-6) 

exponent in eq. (3-3) 

defined by eq. (2-21) 

rotational elliptic coordinate 

bulk solution conductivity, ohm- l - cm- l 
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dimensionless reactant concentration, c. Ic. f 
~,o ~,re 

dimensionless product concentration, c Ic f . m,o m,re 

initial dimensionless product concentration 

ratio of reference concentrations, c Ic m,ref i,ref 

dimensionless concentration 

-1 -1 viscosity,.g·cm ·s 

2 -1 kinematic viscosity of the solution, cm ·s 

density of pure solvent, g/cm3 

solution density,kg cm- 3 

rotational elliptic coordinate 

Lighthill variable 

-1 -2 shear stress at the surface, g cm s 

electric potential in the solution, immediately adjacent 
to the drop surface, v 

dimensionless electric potential, cP = a Fr ilK RT o c 0 

potential in the solution, V 

solution potential immediately adjacent to the electrode 
surface, V 

rotation speed of the disk 

inner radial position 

outer radial position 
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APPENDIX A 

FULLY DEVELOPED ~~SS TRANSFER RATE IN FULLY DEVELOPED FLOW 

The intent is to obtain an expression for the local flux in fully 

developed turbulent flow (as R approaches infinity). The governing 

equation is given in the text as Eq. (4-6). For fully developed turbulent 

flow at high Schmidt numbers, it is appropriate to use a form for the 

" velocity near the wall which is compatible with torque measurements made 

in fully developed turbulent flow and the results of Von Karman, 

= (A-l) 

and frbm the equation of continuity 

(A-2) 

Substitution of these two expressions into Eq. (4-6) gives 

QrO. 6n1.8 y [ ae aeJ 
08 r~ - 1.3y~ = . v. or oy 

aeJ ay . 
(A-3) 

A stretched variable can be defined as 

z = (A-4) 

which changes Eq. (A-4) to 

K aaz [0 + g 3 Z 3 ) ~~ ] • 

(A-S) 
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If g becomes small as R increases, g3 Z3 «1. Then we can use 

the Lighthill similarity solution (compare Eq. (4-18)), which gives 

g = (A-6) 

This is contradictory because here g increases with R. 

If g becomes large as R increases, g3 Z3 » 1 and g can be 

cancelled on the left and right sides of the equation. The left side 

is then negligible for large R, and the equation reduces to 

(A-7) 

which has no satisfactory solution near Z = o. 

Hence we are left with the conclusion that g must be constant 

as R increases, say g = 1. The left side is still negligible for large R, 

and the equation reduces to 

The solution is 

e = = 

This then yields 

Z dZ 

~ 1 + Z3 

1.2092 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 
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ael I ( ) ( +) Sh1 
ae az ay = r - = 

r az z=O ay+· ay oc ay y=o 

= 
r(KSc) 1/3 Ii = 

R(KSc) 1/3 off; (A-10) 1.2092v 1.2092 

Equation (A-10) is a very useful relationship. Both the shear stress 

and the eddy diffusivity are involved in the expression for the transfer 

rate in fully developed mass transfer. 
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APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM FOR THE ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF IRON IN SULFURIC ACID 

The program SEC LIN calculates the secondary current distribution 

to an electrode which is in the active state. In the program PASSIV 

the current-potential distributions in the transition region are cal

culated. In the duplicate program SECLIN, a method of successive 

approximation was used to check the results obtained in the first 

program, which uses a Newton-Raphson procedure. 
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PROGRAH SECL IN ( lNPUT. OUT PUr) 
C PROGRAM FOR SECONOARY CURRENT DISTRIBUTION TO A OISK ElECTROOE 41TH 
C BUTLER-VOlHER KIN~TICS 
C MASS TRANSFER LIHITATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE KINETIC EXPRESSIO~ 
C THE OIiERPOTENTIAL IS DEFINED HITH R:: S PECT TO A SATURATED CALOtlEl ::LEC. 
C £Xl IS NFKC--OHEGA IS THE ROTATION iPEED IN RPM 
C T ~S THE EXPONENT ON THE FACTO~ (l-I/IlIH' 

QIHENSION X(9&' ~(96"R(20,96"PO(2D"PH(2D"B(2D"A(20,20).CJR(96 
l' ,1111 (96) 

DIHENSION ACOEF(ZO,~~),"2Nt20) 
DIMENSION PHIZ(96"SURFC96' 
DIMENSION OIlE~(20) 
DIHENSION C~D(96) 
COMMON A,B 
COMMON/RED/ X,W,R,PH,EX,RO,COND,AA,II,CFE,BETA,OHEGA 
COMHON/REO/CRa,T,IH 
REAL Ill" 
REAL "2N 

101 FOR HAT (lHl~ 3X,·J-' 
10J FORHAT (ItIlt) 
104 FORMAT(8El0.~' 
lOS FORMAT CSF12.6' 
106 FaRHAT (&Ellt.S) 
lca FORHAT '2X,Fl~.16,2X,F19.16) 
109 FORMAT(. THf POSITION OF THE CALCULATED POTENTIAL,Z= -,E12.5,- R = 

1 .,E12.5,· POTENTIAL = .,£12.S' 
110 FORHAT'. THE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE HEASURED BY A REFERENCE E~ECTROD 

lE AT THE POSITION GIVEN ABOVE I5·,E12.5' 
111 FORMAT( 4 INPUT PARAMETERS ARE J = -, E12.5,- CONDJCTIVITY = -,E12 

1.S,- RZERO = ·,E12.5) 
112 FORMATC • AVERAGE CURRENT ON TH:: DISK = ·,E12.S' 
l::.J FORMAT (-lDIS< POTENTIAL,V =.,E12.S,-RAOIAL POSITION OF REFE~ENCE 

lELEC., RR = -,E 12.5,-DISTANCE F~OM OIS(,Z=·,E12.S' 
l11t FORHATl - TOUl CURRENT ON TH:: lISK.LAPlACE =-,El'2.S,-KINETI:=·, 

lE12. S, 
115 FORHAT ( 20(,- ADCITIONAL PARAHETERS - I 4 ROTATION SPEED IN RPM = 

1·,E12.s,· BET4 = -,E12.5,· ILl" = -,E12.5) 
116 FORHAT(- NFKA =-,E12.5,. N~KC =-,E12.5,- OPEN CIRCUIT CELL POTENT1 

lAl =4,El.Z.S,· IRON CONCENTRATICN CHOlE/LITRE) = - ,E12.5' 
117 FORMAT(- AlFA A = -,E12.s,- Al:A C =. ,E12.5,· THE EXPON::NT T = 

1-,E12.5'. 
118 FORMAT(- THE lOCAL CURRENT DENSITY IS GIllEN FOR VALUES OF T~~ DEFI 

1NED OVERPOTENrIAL4/1· CURRENT DENSITY-,8X,. OIiERPOTENTIAL~' 
119 FORHAT( ItX,E12.S,10X,E12.5' 
120 FORHAT ( - TH~ NUMBER OF ITERATIONS NEEOED TO CALCULATE THE LOCAL 

lCURRENT DENSIry = -,1_' 
121 FORHAT( - THE NUMBER OF MESH POINTS =-,14,-TH£ NU~BEROF B COEF =-, 

114) 
122 FORMAT ( - THE EXCHANGE CU~RENT DENSITY AT THE CO~CE~TRATION ~FE = 

1-,E12.S, 
123 fORHAT'- THE NUHBER OF ITERATIO~S NEEDED TO GET B(l) = -,I~' 
210 FORHAT C FL2.5) 

C THE ARRAY OVER IS AA-FRT4ETAS • LN(::X/IlIH' 
DATA ( OVER(I), I = l,2u) I 31 •• 82043,1.00,G.100.0.500,O.O,-0.050 9 

1-.1QQ,-.2Q,~.300,-.4GQ,-.50C,-.6Q,-.700,-.900,-1.QO,-1.20,-1.;Q, 
2-2.00.-1t.00,-8.00 I 

READ 10J,NMlX,IH,I" 'IHPl = I~ • 1 
READ 108, (X(I',WC1"I=IHP1.IH' 
DO 3 I=l,IM S IFCI.LT.IHP1J GO fO 1 S X(I).O.5.D.~.X(I) I GO TO 2 

1 1R= IM-I+1 , xc U=O. 5-0.5 4XIIRJ C iii CU=W(IR) 
2 XX=SQRTU.D-X(I) •• 2' I 003 NN=l,NltAX $ N=N~-1 
J ~(NN,I)=P(Z·N,XX) J DO It NN=l.NMAX S N=NN-1 $ P6(NN)=P(2·N,O.~) 
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, 
4 PMCNN' : -0.&3&&197723/POCNN'44~ 

fEf =-30.00 
RATIO = O.CO 
00 16 K = 2,NHAX 

16 8CK'. 0.00 
5 ~EAO 104.CFE.CONO.RO • IFCCFE.EQ. o.Ja , STOP 

PI = 3.14159 I FRT = 38.92317859 'CCLRf = ~.17 
U = -0.7176 • ALOGCSQRTCCF~'4CCLRf'/fRr 
OMEGA = 7.5H2 
BETA = 1l.04003525e 
EX = 1.0 EH 
T = 1.00 
AA = 1.00 S A: = 2.00 -AA 
EXl = EX/CFE4CEXPCfRT4U,44CAA+AC" 
ILIM = 8ETA.SQRTCGMEGA' 

C THE LOCAL POLARIZATION CURVE IS CALCULATEO .THROUGH FaRHAT 11. 
C OVER(I' = AA 4fRT4CV-ETAS' + LN(£X/ILIM) 
C OVERCI' HELPS IOENTIFY THE INT~RSECTION OF THE MASS TRANSFER PLAT~AU 
C AND THE THE KI~TIC LIMITATION ASSYHPTOTE. 
C OVERCI' = 1.0 IS THIS INTERSECTION 

ILOC = 20 SICOUNT = 0 SNLOOP = 50 S 00 11 I =l.ILOC 
Ql = CFE4EX1/ILIM4EXP(-AC·OV~R(I'/AA'4CEX/ILIH)·4CAC/AA' 
IFCQ1.LT. 1.20E-11 .AND. T .LT. 0.25) GO TO 9 

C THIS LOOP IS FOR SHALL VALUES OF Ci. F+Q1= (U-F,4Q2'''T 
Q2 = EXP(OVERCI" . 
Cl = 0.0 S ~1 = 1.0-Cl 
00 lltJJ = 1.NLCOP 
IFCC1.GE.l.0' GO TO 13 
Q4 = QZ.Cl.U·:l'.·T 
OF = (Q4-Ql-Cl'.Cl.C-Cl'/C(1.C-Cl'+T·Q4' 
Ci = Cl • Of I Pi = Pl -Of 
IFC OF.LT. D.DIU OF = -D.51l 4ABS(C1) 
PRINT 106.Ql,QZ.DF,Pl 
ICOUNT = ICOUNT • 1 . 
IFCABSCDFI .LT. 1.0ilE-S·ABSCC'U' GO TOlD 

lit CONTINUE 
C THIS LOOP IS FOR LARGE VALUES OF Cl.USING THE FORM (F+Qi,441/T=C1-F'Q2 

9 IFCQ1.GT. 5.D~-lZ' GO TO 13 
C1 = 1.0 • Pl = 1.0-C1 S GO TO 10 

13 C1 = 1.G S Pl = 1.0 -Cl 
Q2 = EXPCOVER(I,,44Cl.0/T) 
00 20 JJ = l,NL COP 
Q3 = Cl • Ql I Q~ = Q344 Cl.D/T' 
OF = CP1.Q2-Q4'/CQlt/T/Q] +Q2) 
IFCOF.GT.0.3' DF = Pl·0.50 
PRINT lQ&.Q1.~2,OF.P1 
Cl = C1 + OFS P1 = Pi-OF 
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 
IF(ASSCOF'.LT. 1.0E-8) GO TO 10 

20 CONTINU£ 
1a CROCI' = Cl·ILIH 

IF'(P1.LT. 0.5Q' CROCI) = <1.0-PU·ILIH 
11 CONTINUE 

EXCHG = £X.EXPCFRT 4U) 
AJ= RO.FRT/CONC.£XP(AA.FRT.U)4~X.CAA+AC' 
PRINT 111.AJ.:ONO.RO 
PRINT 115,OMEGA.SETA,ILIM SPRINT 116, EX.EX1,U,CF~ 
PRINT 117.AA.AC.T 
PRINT lZZ.EICCIiG 
PRINT 1Z1.IH.N"AX 
PRINT 118 
PRINT 119,C(C~DCI"OVER(I)'. I = 1.ILOC) 



PRINT 120, JCOUNT 
READ 10 3. NV"AI( 
00 99 LL = 1.'V"AX 
READ i04,V,RR.Z 
PRINT 113,V.R~,Z 
ICOUNT :: g 

15 CONTINUE 
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CTHE NEWTON-RAPHSON THROUGH FORMAT 19 CALCULATES THE FIRST B COEFFICIENT 
C THE PRIMARr RESISTANCE RELArION IS JSED AND ALSO SlOt :: V-ETAS. T :: 1. 
C TWO OTHER FORMS OF THE EQUAT ION WER:: TRIED UNSUCCESSFULLY. THE FO~" 
C USED IS 
C LNllAA4FRT.V-FEE'C4 4COND/FRT.ILIH/PI/RO/AA/EX)Cl+EX·EXPCFEE)/ILI~" :: FEE. 

Al :: AA·FRT.V - FEE S A2 = 1.0 + E~·EXPlFEE)/ILII1 
A3 :: 4.G.CONO/fRT/PI/RO/AAfEX S A4 :: 'EX·EXPCFEE)/ILIM 
AS = -1.0/Al • A4/(1.0 .A4) 
IF(Al.GT. 0.0' GO TO 21 
6(1) :: V.03 S GO TO ZZ 

21 CONT INUE 
FEEL:: ( ALOG(A1.AZ·A3, -FEE·A5)/Cl.0 -A5' 
IFC ASS(( FEEl-FEEl/FEEl) .LT. 1.00E-S' GO fO 19 
PRINT 210, FEl 
IF C ICOUNT.EQ. ZO, STOP 
FEE:: FEEL I ICOUNT = I:OUNT + 1 , GO Tb 15 

19 PRINT123~ICOUNT S B(1) = V-FE::/FRT/AA 
22 CONTINUE 

PRINT 21O,S(1' 
C INITIAL GUESS FOR THE CURRENT DENSITY WITH T : l.O 

ETAS:: V-BUt 
PRINT 10o,ETAS 
00 8 I = 1,111 

8 CROll):: ( EX.EXPlAA4FRr 4ETASI -EX1·CFE·EXPC-AC·FRT·ETAS')lU.Q + 
1 EX/BETA/SQRTCOMEGA)·EXPCAA·FRT-ETAS'I 

IF (.RATIO .Gr. 1.0~) GO T3 17 
GO TO 18 

17 BCZ):: 0.312S·8(1) I 8U' = -0.) 52734·9(1) S B(4' II 0 .. '1983·9(1) 
6(5) = -0.Q0993.8(1' I aco) = 0 .. IOS796·8U) 

18 CONT INUE 
CALL SRCONV(NHAX' 
PRINT 210, (3CI), I= 1.NMAX) 
FAC : D.5/BCl)/PHC1' 
PRINT 1C6,V,U,EX,CFE 
TOTIL = D.CO' 
TOTIK = 0.00 SOO 7 I = 1,111 I SUM1 = Q.~O 
SU~ = 0.00 I 00 6 K = 1,N~AX 
SUM1: SUMl + BCK)4RCK,I)·PMCK' 

& SUM:: SUI1 + RCKd'·8CK' 
ETAS :: V-SUP1 
PHIZ(I' : SUM S SURF(I) : ::TAS 
XX: SQRrCl.D-~CI)·42) 

CURCI' : -CONO/RO/XX·SUH1 
TOTIL = TOTIL + CURCI)·XCI'4W(It4PI·RO··~ 

7 TOTIK:: TOTIK + CROlI)·XCI,·WlI,·PI·RO··2 
RATIO: TOTIL/ILII1/RO·42/PI 
PRINT 106tC P~IZ(K' , K : 1.IH' 
PRINT 106,SJRF(1),SURFCIH' 
PRINT 114,TOTIL,TOTIK 
FEE: SURFlIH,4AA·FRT 

C THIS PART OF THE PROGRAH CALCULATES THE POTENTIAL I1EASUREO BY A REFERENCE 
C ,ELECTRODE AT VARIOUS POSITIONS FROM THE SURFACE OF THE DISK 

CALL COEFCNMA~,40oACOEF' 
AVCUR : -CO~D/RO/FAC 
ETA: SQRT(SQRT«CRR/R3' •• 2 - L.O +CZ/RQ)··Z'··2 • ~.O·(Z/~O'··2) 
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1 -((RR/RO)"2 - 1.0 .. CZ/RJ'''2,,12.0) 
XI = ZlRO/ErA 
CALL OISKCXI,~ZN,ACOEF,NHA~' 
PHI = 0.00 
00 12 I = l,NHAX 

1Z PHI = PHI + S(l'.H2NCU.P(Z"'1I-t) ,ETA' 
PRINT 109'Z,R~,PHI 
OIFF = V-PHI 
PRINT 110, DIFF 
PRINT 112,AVCJR 

. 99 CONT INUE 
GO TO 5 SEND 
SUBROUTINE SR:ONV(N' 
COHMON S,O 
COHHON/tELL/C,A,FOLD 
DIMENSION BC2a,ZO),DCZO.,FJLO(2),ACZQ),ERR(Z~',C(20,ZO),S[;N(20' 

1JO FORMATC • THE FRACTIONAL ERROR ~OR EACH VARIABLE·,7E12.5/C9E12.5») 
101 FORMATC·THE CONVERGED VALUE FO~ EACH VARIABLE·,7E1Z.5/(9E12.5') 
lLZ FORMATC • THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS =·,I~) 
103 FORMATC8E15.&, 
1C4 FORHATt • JCOJNT •• ,13,. DAMPING FACTOR =·,F9.6) 

DO 1 J =l.N 
1 A(J' = DCJ' 

JCOUNT = 0 
CALL oRVF (N' 

8 IF C JtOUNT .~T. Je) RETU~N 
FAt = 1.00 
JCOUNT = JCOUNT +1 
SUHERR = 0.0 
DO Z 1'1 = leN 
SIGNCH) • 1.0 , IF C FOLDO.., .LT. O.Ot SIGNCH' = -1.0 
SUMERR = SUHE~R + FOLDCH'·"'2 
o un = -FOLD 0., 
DO 2 J = 1,N 

2 SCM,J' = CCM,J. 
CALL I'IATINVCN,l,DETERH) 
DO ,. 1'1 = 1,N 
ACM) = AeM) + FAC·OtH) 

4 ERR(M) = ABSCOCM)/ACH)) 
PRINT 103,eFOLOCK) , K = 1,N),SJI'IERR 
PRINT lC4,JCOJNT,FAC 
DO 5 1'1 = 1.N 

5 IFC ERRC"' .LT. 1.00E-5) GO TO ~ 
6· CALL oRVFCN' I SUM = 0.0 , ~ACO~O = FAC 

FLIP = 0.0 
00 3 M = 1,N , FLIP = FLIP + SI~NCH)·FOLoCH' 

3 SUM = SUM + FJLDCH)"'·Z 
IFC SUH.LT. O.OS"'SUMERR) GO io ~ 
IFCFLIP.GT. 0.0) GO TO S 
IF( SUM.LT. SJMERR .ANO. FAC.LT. 0.<J9999) GO to 8 
FAC = 2.0IC1.3+SQRTC1.0+4{J"'CSQQ.T(SUH/SUHERR) +1.J-FACJlFAC··2) 
00 7 H = 1.N 

7 ACM) = ACM, + CfAC-FACOLO)·OCH) 
PRINT 103,(FOLOCK).K a 1,N).SJM 
PRINT 104,JCOJNT,FAC 
GO TO & 

9 DO 10 K = 1,N 
it DCK' = ACtO 

PRINT 10Z, JClUNT 
RETURN SEND 
SUBROUTINE oRVFCN) 

C EX = HfKA 
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COHMON/REDI X,W,R,PM,EX,RO,COND,AA,V,CFE,BETA,OHEGA 
COMMON/REO/CRJ,T,lM 
DIMENSION C~OC9&) 
COMMON/YELL/Q,O,FOLO(ZO) 
REAL ILIM 
DIMENSION XC9&) ,WC9&I,RCZO,9&.,>I1(ZOI,!HZO,ZO' ,O(ZO. 

99 fORMAT(5X,0201 
luD fORMATC 8Ela.~, 
101 FORMAT(Z8H INNER LOOP NOT :ONVE~GEO AT,I~,4EZO.5) 

NLOOP = 5Q 
AC = Z. a -44 6 fRT = 38.92317659 I CCL~f z 4.17 
U = -u.7a7& + ALOG(SQRT(CFE)·CCLRF)/FRT 
EXl = EXICFE·(EXPCFRT·U)··CAA+A:» 
ILIM = BETA·SQRTCOMEGA, 
00 7 H = l,N , fOLD(M) = OeM) I DO 7 J = 1,N 

7 Q C M, JI = 0.00 
00 1 I = 1,IM 
SUM = Q.OO S 00 Z I( z l,N 

Z SUM = SUM + 0(1( '·RCK,U 
ETAS = V-SUM 

C THIS PORTION CAlCJlATES A NEW GUESS .fOR THE CURRENT OE~SITY AT TH~ 1M 
C MESH POINTS 

Ql = CFE.EX1/ILIM·EXPC-AC·fRT·ETAS) 
If'Ql.lT. 1.ZQE-11.ANO.T.LT.O.ZS' GO TO 8 
Q2 = EX/ILIP1·~XPCAA·FRT·ETAS) 

C THIS lOOP IS FOR SMALL VALUES OF Cl. F+Ql=' U-F'·Q2,"'r 
Cl = a.c I P = 1.0-Cl 
00 9 JJ = l,NlOCP 
IF(Cl.GE.l.11J GO TO 10 
Q4 = QZ·Cl.00-Cll.·T 
IFCC1.GE. 1.~, PRINT 99,C1 
OF = 'Q4 -Ql-:1)1U.C +r·QIt/(l.l-CU)· 
Cl = Cl + OF S P = P-Df 
If'DF.LT. 0.03' OF = -0.S·ABSJC1. 
IFCABS(OF) .If. 1.ilOE-S.ASiCC1» GO TO 6 

9 CONTINUE 
C THIS LOOP IS FOR lARGE vALUES OF Cl,USING THE FORM CF+Q11.·1/T=Cl-F'QZ 

8 If(Ql.GT. 5.0::-1Z) GO TO lJ 
Cl = 1.0 S P : 1.0-Cl S GO TO & 

1~ Cl = ~.~ s P = 1.0-Cl 
QZ = CEX/ILIM·EXPCAA.FRT·EfAS»··Cl.0/T) 
DO 4 JJ z 1,NLOOP 
Q3 = Cl + Ql S Q4 = Q3··Cl.0/T) 
OF = ,p·QZ-QItI/(Q4/T/Q3 +Q2) 
IF 'OF .GT. 0.00) OF = P.O.50 
C{ = Cl +OF ,P = P-DF 
IFCABS'DF) .l.r. 1.00E-8) GO TO & 

4 CONTINUE 
6 CROCI' = Ci·IlIH 

IF'P .IT. 0.5) CROCI) = U.';'-P)·IlIM 
00 5 M = 1,N 

5 FOLD'H, & FOLJCM' + FLOATC~·H-JI/PM'M'·RO/CONO·RCM,IJ·X(I)·~(I)· 
10.50·CRO(U 

Dei0ES = FRT·,AA·CC1+QU +AC·QU·C1.G-CUICU.O-CU +CC1+Qu·n 
DO 1 J = l,N 
00 1 M = l,N 

1 Q'M,J) = QCM,J) + FLOAT'4·M-3J/PM(H)·RO/CONO·ILIM·WCI'·X(I)·R(M,I' 
1·C.50·'-OC10ES·RC~,I" 

DO 3 H = 1,N 
J Q'M,M) = 1.~tJ + QCM,H' 

RETURN S ENO 
SUBROUTINE MATINVCN,H,DETE~H) 
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DIMENSION B(2Q,20)tOI2D,l),IO(2~) 
COMMON B,O 
DETER"= 1.0 
00 1 1=1, N 

1 IOU)= 0.0 
'00 18 NNI:1,N 
BHAX= 0.0 
00 I) I=l,N 
IF (10(1» 2,2,6 

2 00 5 J=l,N 
IF UO(J» 3,3,5 

3 IF (ABS(BII,J'» • B"AX) 5t5,~ 
4 BHAX = ABS (SU ,J)) 

IROW= I 
JCOL= J 

5 CONT INUE 
£, CONTINUE 

IF (BHAX) 7,1,8 
7 DETERH= 0.0 

RETURN 
8 IDIJCOL): 1 

IF (JCOL-IR3W) 9,12,9 
C} 00 10 J=1,N 

SAVE= BUROW, J, 
8(IROW,J'= BCJCOL,J' 

10 8(JCOL,J)= SAiE 
00 11 K=l," 
SAVE= 0 URO'''<' 
OIIROW,K'= OIJCOL,K) 

11 O(JCOL.K'= SAiE 
12 F= 1.0/B(JCOL,JCOL' 

00 13 J=l,N 
13 BI~COL,J)= BIJCOL,J)·F 

00 14 1(:1," 
14 O(JCOL,K'= O(JCOL,K'·F 

00 18 1=1,N 
IF (I-JCOL) 15,18,15 

15 F= B U,JCOL'. 
00 1& J=l,N 

16 BU.J): BU,JI • F·BIJCOL,J' 
00 17 1(=1,H 

17 OU,I(): Dn,lC' - F·OeJCOL,O 
18 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION P(N,X) 

C CALCULATION OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
P1= 1.0 
PlIO X 
IF (N·l' 1,2,3 

1 p= P1 
RETURN 

2 P= P2 
RETURN 

3 NH1= N • 1 
00 It NU=l,NHl 
P=(X·FLOAT(2·NU+l,·P2-FLOAT(NU'·Pl'/FLOAT(NU+1' 
P1= P2 

It P2= P 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CO::F(NHAK,KHAX,AI S DIMENSION A(20,ItO' 
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AC1,l' = 1.3/1.57079632679*9 I DO 1 K ~ 2,KHAK S DO 1 N = 1.NHAX 
1 ACN,K) = 0.110 I 00 3 N = 2.NHAX , QN = N -1 

ACN,l) = ~.0·QN··2·ACN-l,l)/C*.J-QN +l.)/C~.O·QN -1.0) 
00 J KK = 2.K~AX S QK = K( -1 , SUM = G.OO , PFAC = 1.00 
SIGNP = -1.1' 00 Z LP = l,KI< , p= LP - 1 S SIGNP = -SIGNP 
FACH = 1.0 S IF(LP.GT.l' PFAC =PfAC.CZ.O.p + 1.0'.Z.u·p 
SIGN = SIGNP I 00 2 HH = LP,KI< £ QH = HH-l 
IF(MH.GT.LP) FAC" = FACM.2.D-CQM-P).C2.Q.Q~-Z.0-P+l.0) . 
SUM = SUM + ACN,KK-HM +1 •• SIGN ••• C-CQI<-QM+QN+O.5'.(QK-QH+QNJ/?FACI 

lFACH . , . . 
2 SIGN = -SIG~ , 
3 A (N, KK ) = -S"H/~ .O/QKI(Z.J -QN +QK +0.5' S RETURN I END 

SuBROUTINE DISK CXI,PE,A2N,NH' 
DIMENSION PE(ZD"AZN(ZO,~OJ,YM(cO) 

C CALCULATES HUU, THE LEGENDRE FUNCTION OF IMAGINARY ARGUH::NT 
CY = PI/2.-ATAN(XI.,WHERE XI IS NOT RESTRICTED TO ETA = O. T~E~EFOR 
C XI IS DEFINED BY Z= RO·ETA·KI AND RfRO= SQ~T(Cl+XI··2)·(1-ETA··Z») 

Y = 3.1~159/2.D- ATAN(XI) I VH(1) = Y S Y2 = Y·Y S MAX = NH:+ 38 
'00 1 H = 1.MAX 

1 YM(M+l) = YM(H'·Y2 SOD 3 N = 1.NM S PECNt=G~~ , DO 2 H = 1.4Q 
ADD = AZNCN.H'·YHCH+N-l) S PE(N' = PECN. +AOO 
IFCABSCAOO •• Lr. 1.0 E-7·Aa5CPEC~)" GO TO 3 

Z CONT INUE 
3 CONTINUE S R::TURN SEND 
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PROGRAM PASSI~( ~PUT,OUTPUr' 
C PROGRAM FOR TRANSITION FROM ACTIVE TO PASSIVE REGION-BUTlER-VOLMER 

DIMENSION R(2J,9&),PC(ZO),PH(2(j, ,Q(2D,2(l, ,A(Zl,2U,B(2U,XCH), 
lW(96),CiJR(9&' 

DIMENSION CRJ(9&' 
COMMON A, B 
COHMON/RED/K,~.R,PM.EX,RO,RP,COND,SET,AA.PASS,CFE,BETA,OMEG~ 
COMMON/RED/CR01T,IM 
REAL ILIM 
REAL MZN 

101 FORMAT (1Hl, 3X,"J'" 
l .. 3 FORHAT (414' 
104 FORHAT( 8ElO.4) 
135 FORHAT ( F12.&,10X," RAOIAL POSITION OF PASSIVATICN = 4.F12.&, 
1~& FORHAT( 8El~.;' 
108 FORMAT (2X,F19.1&.2X,F19.1&) 
lJ9 FORMAT(ItEZO.7' . 
Z:.o FORMAT (10F1Z.5) 
Z1Z FORHAT(2C8X,E1Z.&" 

COMHONIYELLOW/ETA1,ETAZ 
DIMENSION ETU (100) ,EU2 (100' ,JHM (100) 

3J1 FORHAT ( .. CURRENT DISTRIBUTION·) 
302 FORHATC10X ,. PARAHETER SUMHARY'" 
3&3 FORHAT(. ALFA A = ",E12.5,. ALFA C = ",E12.5,. NFKA = .,~12.5, 

1· NFKC = ·,~1Z.5) 
3CIt FORMATC" CURRENT DENSITY OF TiE DISK CONTRIBUTED BY THE ACTIVE 

1 PORTION = ",El0.4,. PASSIVE =~,E10.4,·OISK AVER CUR-DEN a .~10.4 
2 ) 

3C5 FORHAT( • RJUTION SPEED IN RPM = .,E12.5,· BETA= ·,£ZIl.9, 
1·ILIM = ·,::12.5) 

3u& FORMAT( • INPUT PA~AHETERS --- ~ASS =.,E12.4,.CONil = ·,E12 •• ,.RO = 
1 ., E12.4,.SET = ·,£lZ.4' 

3(7 FORHAT (. THE POTENTIAL MEASURD BY A REFERENCE ELECTRODE AT POSTN 
1.RR =·,E12.5,·Z=·,£12.5,·P~IREF=4,E1Z.5,"V-PHIREF =·,£12.5) 

3~8 fORHATC· CURRENT DENSITY ON Tt1E ACTIVE PORTION, LAPLACE =·,H2.&,. 
1 KINETIC = .,F12.6 , 

3C9 fORHATe • POTENTIAL OISTR. NORMALIZED TO THE PRIMARY DISTR.,/llEl1 
1.5' 

310 fORHAT(· IRON CONCENTRATIO~ (HO~E/LITRE' =.,E12.5,· THE EXP3NENT T 
1=+,E12.5' 

311 fORMAT( • OPEN CIRCUIT POT~NTIAL·, E12.5) 
312 FORMATC· THE ~UHBER OF MESH POINTS =·,14,. TrlE NUMBER OF a CJEFFI 

lCIENTS = ·,1'4' 
313 FORHAT ( • THE EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY AT THE CO"'CENTRATI()~ :F£ = 

1·,E12.5) 
DIMENSION ACO~F(20,ItO" M2N(20)' OHMO(1C, 
DIMENSION O~Hl(10),OHH2(10) 
DIMENSION P~RES(100' 
f<.EAO 103,NMAX,IH,IM S IHPl = Iti + 1 
READ lca, (X(I),W(I), 1= IHP1,IH' 
DO J IaldH I IFU.LT.IHP1) GO TO l' )(I):O.5+0.~·XU) , (;0 TO 3 

1 IR:IM-I+l I KCU=O.5-0.5 4)(CIR' Ii HU'=WUR) 
3 CONT INUE 

CALL COEF(6,40,ACOEF) 
PI = 3.14159 

~ AA = 1. Q '.A: = 2. ij -AA 
FRT =. 38.92J~7859 "CCLRF = ~.17 Ii Ae = 2.0 -AA 
OMEGA;: 7.50E2 
T = 1.0(, 
EX = 1.00E+7 
BETA = 0.01tD035258 
ILIM = 8ETA+SQRTCOHEGA' 

• 
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NHXP = NHAX + 1 
00 Z I( : Z, ~ M4 X 
BCK':O.O
BCNMXP) = 1.0a 
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ze2 READ 104, CFE I IFC CfE.::Q.. C.J!l' STOP 
REAO 109,PASS,CONO.RQ,S!T 
U =-0.7076 + ALOGISQRTCCF::'-CCLRF'/fRT 
EXl = EX/CFE·CEXPCFRT·U'··CAA+AC" 
EXCHG = EX-EXP'AA-F~T-U' 
AJ z EXCHG-CAA + AC'.fRT/CONO·R~ 
PRINT 30Z 
PRINT 303,AA •• C,EX,EXl 
PRINT 313,EKCltG 
PRINT 3D5.0ME~A.BETA.ILI" 
PRINT 310.CFE,T 
PRINT 311,U 
PRINT 31Z.IH,~MAX 
PRINT 1~6,CFE,EX,U 
00 Zl I : 1,IH 
CRDU' = O.Ja 
xx= SQRTC1.l-(CI)-·Z) 
DO Zl NN : 1,NMAX IN: NN-l 

21 RCNN.I':PC2·N,~X' S DO 
It PHCNN) = -0.6366197723 

AJN = AJ 

4 NN=l.N~AX S N=NN-l S POCNN'=PC2·N,C.~) 
IP"CNN'''Z 

00 99 II = 1,10 
JJJ = 11; -II • 1 
FRAC : CFLOATCJJJ)'/l0.D 
AJ = AJN-FRAC 
RP = FRAC.RD 
PRINT 101 
PRINT 105.AJN.RP 

C INITIAL GUESS FOR 8(1' WITH T = 1.0 
6(1' = PI·RP/ •• O/COND 
CALL SRCONVCNHXP' 
V = BC 7' 
PRINT 306, PA5S,CONO,RQ,SEr 
FACl : Z.D/PI- FASS·RO/CONl 
DO 60 I = 1,IM 
OHHCIJ = FA:l·ELINTZCCRP/RO.XU"_·Z, -FAC1·RP/RO·ELINTZCXCI'uZ' 
DO 60 N : 1,~MAX 

60 OHMCU = OHMCI) + IUN,U-3(N' 
PRINT Z-10, C OHM (I) , I : 1, IM. 
TOTIK: 0.00 
00 10 I = 1, I'I 
SUH = 0.00 
00 72 H = 1,N~AX 

72 SUH = SUM + B(H,·RCH,I,·PH(M) 
CUR~I) = -CONJ/RP/CSQRT(1.0 - XCI'··Z"·SUM 

7C TOTIK = TOTII( + CRDcn·XU'·IHU·PI·CRP··2' 
ACTCDI( = TOTI(/PI/RP--Z 
PRINT 301 
PRINT 21Z,(CURCIJ,CROCU,I = ~,I",lQ' 
ACTCR : -2.l·:0~D"RP·6(l'·~M(l'/RO··Z 
PASSCR = PI-(~O··Z - RP··Z,·PASi 
ACTCD a: ACTCR4CRO_4Z'/(RP"'Z' 
SUH = ACTCR • PASSCR 
PRINT lQ4, lCTCR,PASS,SUM 
PRINT l08 , ACTCD ,ACTCDK 
FRACl = (1.0 -FRAC'·10.Q 
JJ : INT(FRACl + 0.50' 
00 151 L :: 1,JJ 
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RR = FLOAT(lD-JJ + LJ/FLOAr(lG-JJI 
AI = SQRT(RR··Z -l.JJ 
CALL DISK(XI,HZN,ACOEF,NHA(I 
SUM = 0.00 S 00 150 M = l,NM4X 

150 SUM = 8(111·f»(Z.H-Z,O.C).HZN(/1) + SUtf 
OMMO (L) = SJH 
PRINT Z10,O~110(lJ,RR 
OHM1(L) = F4Cl.RR.(ElINr21(1.Q/~RJ··ZJ -U.O-(lev/RR)H·Z)4·::LINT1'I 

L .• O/RR,nz), 
PRINT 210,OHM1(LJ,RR 
OHMZ(L, =OHI10(L) - OHMlCU +nCl.ELINTZ(FRAC.·Z' 
PRINT 2l0,OHH2(LJ,KR 

151 CONTINUE ,. 
C THIS SECTION OF THE PROG. CALC. THEPOT~NTIAL OF A REF. ElEe. Ar VAR. 
C LOCATIONS 

Z = l.a S R~ = 0.30 
ETA = SQRT(S~RT((RR/RO)·.' - 1.0 .CZ/RQJ.·ZJ··Z + 4.C·(Z/~aJ··Z' 

1 -((RR/R3'''Z - 1.0 + CZ/RQJ"ZIJIZ.O' 
;..r :: lIRO IEr A 
CALL OISK(XI,HZN,ACOEF,NHA(' 
PHI = 0.00 
00 73 I = l,N~AX 

73 PHI = PHI + B(IJ.MZNCU·P(Z·CI-lJ ,ETA' 
DIFF = V - PI-i I 
PRINT 307,R~,Z,PHI,OIFF 
00 74 I = 1,IM,10 

7~ PRRESIIJ = OH"CI'·~.C.CONO.RP/(ACTCR·'RC.·Z)·Pt' 
PRRfSCII1J = 0~H(IMJ.4.0·Rf».CONO/(ACTCR·(.RC •• 2J·~IJ 
PRINT 3~9"PRRESCIJ, I = l,IM,lJJ ,PRRESCIHJ 

99 CONTINUE . 
GO TO ZOZ 
t:ND 
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FUNCTION ELINrl(XK) 

THIS ROUrINE SOLVES COM~LETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF THE FIR5T 
KINO BY USING CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATIONS. THE MAXIMAL ERROR 
IS 1.99E-13. 

C THIS PROGRAM CALCJLATES ELLIPTIC INrEGRALS 
C AND NOTATION OF •• ABRAMOWITZ AND iTEGU~· 

BY THE CO~VENTION 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1 

l~Q FORMAT ( • THE ARGUMENT IS ~QUA~ TO ONE ., 
DIMENSION ~(8), 8CS) 

F 12.5' 

2 

DATA( A(I'. 1:1,8 , I 1.38629436111989 
13.089;; 9&33 8&17 95E- ii2, 1.5201832 J eZZ 534 
Zl..686956859675'17E-02. 1.09,+2381 .. 688623 

DATAe B(I., 1:1,8 ) I .S, 1.2499999858 
17.G3114105853Z~6E-a2, 4.8J3J951J945218 
22.C9857677336790E-CZ, ~818J796i871996 

IF ( XI( .NE. 1.00 , GO TO 2 
PRINT LUO.XI( 
RETURN 
CO NT INUE 
)( = 1.0 -XK 
SUM1= A (8' 
SUH2= B(8' 
001 1=1.7 
.J = 8- I 
SUH1= X·SUH1. A(J) 
SUM2= X·SUMZ. B(J. 
CONTINUE 
£LINT1=SUH1-A.OGeX)·SUHZ 
1<£ TURN 
END 
FUNCTION ELINr2eXK) 

.~O, 9.6573&02051&771~-02, 
-J2, 1.25565693543211£-02, 
-GZ, 1.4Q7J49154q61Dl~·D3 I 
3 a9E-01, 
-JZ. 3.57Z164430Q7327~-OZ, 
-03, 3.4Z805719229749E-04 I 

THIS RourI~E SOLVES COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INrEGRALS OF THE S~COND 
KINO BY ~SING CHEBYSHE~ APPROXIMATIONS. THE MAXIMAL ER~OR 
IS 2.18E-13. 

C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES ELLIPTIC I~TEGRALS 
C AND NOTATION OF ··AERAHOWITZ ANO ST~GUN·· 

BY THE: CO t.tE NTION 

1 

DIMENSION A(8), B(6' 
DATA( A(II, 1=1,8 ) I 

15.68115681053803E-OZ, 
21.92284369C22977E-02. 

DATA( B(I •• 1=1.6 , I 
19.37488~62096169E-ij2. 
22.3509160Z564964E-02. 

IF ( XI( .NE. 1.~' GO 
ELINT2 = 1.00 
RETURN 

2 CONT INJE 
X= 1.0Q - XI(' 
SUM1= A (8. 
5UH2= B (8) 
001 1= 1,7 
.J = 8- I 
SUH1= X·SUH1. A(.J) 
SUH2= X·SUHZ. BC.J' 

1.0, ~._31~7193467~33E-~1. 
2.Z16oZZQo9936~6E-OZ, 1.566477QgZ3978&~-OZ, 
1.Z181948!~8&&95~-w2. 1.55&1874474i29&~-03 I 
0.0. 2.499999S84~8055E-Cl, 
5e8~950Z970&616&~-JZ, *.C90746Z15931&.~-OZ, 
6.45;62247315~60E-03, 3.788B&4873493&7~-D4 I 
TO 2 

CONT INUE 
ElINT2=SUM1-A~OG(X)·SUM2 
RETURN 
END 
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, 

SUBROUTINE ~~iF(N' 
COMHON/REO/K9~,R,PH,EX.~0,~P,CONO,SET,AA,PASS,CFE98ETA,OMEG~ 
COMHON/YELL/Q,o,FOLO(Zl' . 
COMHON/REO/C~),T,IH 

DIMENSION CR)C9&' 
REAL ILIH 
DIMENSION X(90)tW(9&'9Q(Zl,21),~(ZlJ,R(23,90"PH(ZDJ 
FRT = 38.92317859 b CCLRF :: ~.~7 S AC :: 2.0 -AA 
~ :: -0.707& + ALOG(SQRT(CF~'·CCLRF)/FRT 
EXl = EX/CFE·(EXP (FR'·UJ·"(AA+A: I) . 
ILIH :: 6ETA'SQRTCOH£GAJ 
NLOOP :: 50 
PI = 3.11t159 
NMAX :: N-l 
SU.l1 :: (i. 00 
00 3 K = 1,~HlXS FOLO(I() :: O(K' ,SUMI = SLJI11 + O(K,'P(Z·K-Z,O.OI 
00 3 J :: 1, N HA X 

3 Q(K,JJ = a.3D 
00 1 I = 1,IH 
SUM:: o.oe s 00 2 K = l,NHAK 

2 SUM = SUM + D(K)·R(K,IJ 
ETAS:: O(NI - SUM 
Q1 :: CFE·EX1/ILIM·EXPC-AC·FRT'ETASJ 
IF (Ql. LT·. 1. ZGE-l1 • AND. T • LT. 0.25) GO TO 8, 
QZ :: EX/ILIH'~XP(AA"FRT'ETASJ 

C THIS LOOP IS FOR SMALL VALUES OF' Cl. F+Ql=( (1..fJ·Q2 )"T 
Cl = Q. G 0 S P 1 = 1. Ii 0 -C1 " 
00 9 JJ = I,N~OOP 
IF(C1.GE. 1.0aJ GO TO 10 
Q4 = Q2.(1.D-:1' •• T 
OF :: (Q4-Ql-Cl)/(1.0 +T'Q4/(1.0-Cl») 
Cl = Cl + OF S P1 :: Pl -OF 
IF(ABS(OF).LT. 0.0) OF :: -J.5'A~S(C1J 
IF(ABS(OFJ.LT. 1.GE-8·A8S(C1J,J :;0 TO & 

9 CONTINUE 
C THIS lOOP IS FOR LARGE VALU~S OF Cl,USING THE FORH(F+Ql,··1/T=(1-F,Q2 

8 IF(Ql.GT. 5.D~-12) GO TO 10 
C1 = l.e $ PI = 1.0-Cl S GO TO 0 

10 C1:: l.e S Pl :: 1.0-Cl 
QZ :: (ExiIlIH·EXP(AA·FRT·~rASJJ'·(1.0/'J 
00 4 JJ :: l,NLOOP 
03 = C1 +Ql I Q4 = Q3··(1.3/T' 
OF :: (P1'QZ-Q~)/(Q4/T/Q3 +lZI 
IF(OF.GT.O.D) OF :: P1·0.5G 
C1 :: Cl + OF , Pl :: Pl-~F 

IF(A6S(OFJ.LT. 1.0E-8' GO TO & 
4 CONT IHUE 

IF(P1.LT. 0.5Q, CROCI) = (l.G-Pl'-ILIH 
& CROll':: C1'ILI" 

De10ES :: FRT·(AA·(Cl+Ql)+A:·Ql)'(1.~-C1)/«1.:-Cl)+CC1+Q1'·rJ 

00 7 J = 1.~MAX 
7 FOLOeJ':: FOLJIJ' +FLOATC~·J-3"PM(J).RP/CONO-R(J,IJ·XCI)·~'I'·C.5 

1'-CRa u, 
00 1 M :: 1,~M4X 

00 1 J :: l,NMAX 
1 Q'M,J) = Q(M,J) + FLOAT(~·M-3"~M(MJ.RP/COND'RCM,I"X(I'-W(I)'IlIM 

1·C.50'(-DCIJES'RlJ,I" 
FOLD (N' = O( HI -SUH1-SET-2. ~ IPI' PASS/CONO'(ELINT2 ((RP/RO ).'2' 'R( -

lRP·ELINTZU.G, ) 
00 5 M :: l,NM4)( 
Q(M,N) :: -Q(M,l) S Q(M,H' :: 1.~O +Q(M,M) 

5 Q(N,H) = -P(Z'H-Z,C.OO) 
Q(N,N' = 1.00 
RETURN SEND 
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PROGRA M SECL 1111 ( lNPUT, OUT PU r J 
C PROGRAM FOR SECONDARY CURRENT DISTRIBUTION TO A DISK ELECTRODE 41TH 
C aUTLER-~OLMER KIN~TICS 
C MASS TRANSFER LIMITATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE 'KiNETIC EXPRESSIO~ 
C THE OVERPOTENTIAL IS DEFINED WITH R::SPECT TO A SATURATED CALOtfEL ::IlEC. 
C EXl IS NFKC--OMEGA IS THE ROTATION iPEED IN RPM 
C T IS THE EXPONENT ON THE FACTO~ (l-I/ILI"J 

D I ME NS ION X (9:') ,W ( <) & ) • R ( 20 , (6) , ? 0 (l 0 J , P" (lO ) , B ( lO ). A (20, Z 0 J 9 C J U 96 
1),IIV(96) , 

DI"ENSION ACO~F(ZO,~~),M2N(ZO' 
DIMENSION PHIZ(96),SURFC96) 
DIMENSION OIlE~(20) 
OIMENSION C~D(96) 
COHMGN A, B 
COMMGN/REOI X,W,R,PH,EX,RO,CONO,AA,V,CFE,BETA.OMEGA 
COMMON/REO/CRO,T,I" 
REAL ILIM 
REAL MlN 

101 FORMAT (lHl, 3X,.J·) 
103 FORMAT (414) 
104 FORMAt (8El0.ItJ 
lOS FORMAT (SF1l.&) 
106 FORMAT (8Ellt.~) 
lC8 FORMAT (lX,Fli.16,2X,F19.1&' 
109 FORHATC· THE: POSITION OF HIE CALCULATED POTENTIAL,Z= t,E1Z.5,· R = 

.1 ·,E12.5,· POTENTIAL = ·,E12.5' 
110 FORHAT(. THE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE "EASURED BY A REFERENCE E~ECTROO 

If AT THE POSItION GIVEN ABOVE IS·,E12.5) 
111 FORMAT(. INPUT PARAMETERS ARE J = -, E12.5,- CONDJCTIVITY ~ ·,E12 

1.5,· RZERO = ·,E12.5' 
112 FORMAT ( • AVERAGE CURRENT ON TH:: DISK = ·,E12.5) 
1~3 FORMAT (·10IS< POTENTIAL,II =·,E1l.5,·RADIAL POSITION OF REFE~~NCE 

lELEC., RR = .,E 2l.5,-OISTANCE F~OM DIS(,Z=.,E12.5' 
114 FORHAT( • TOTAL CURRENT ON TH~ lISK,LAPL4CE :·,E12.5,"'KINETI:=·, 

lE12.5' 
115 FORMAT ( zoe,. ADCITION4L PARAMETERS • / • ROTATION SPEED IN ~PM = 

1·,E12.5,· BETA = ·,E12.5,· ILI~ = ·,E12.S) 
116 FORMAT(· NFKA =·,E12.5,· N"KC =·,E12.5,. OPEN CIRCUIT CELL POTENTI 

iAL =.,E12.5,. IRON CONCENTRATICN CHOLE/LITRE) = • ,Ell.5) 
117 FORHAT(· ALFA A = ·,E1Z.5,. AL"A C =. ,E12.5,· rHEEXPON~NT T : 

1·,Ell.5' . 
118 FORHATC· THE LOCAL CURRENT DENSITY IS GIVEN FOR ~ALUES OF TH~DEFI 

lNEO OIlERPOTENTIAL.,I· CURR~NT OENSITY·,8X,. O~ERPorENTIAL·' 
119 FORHAT( 4X,E1Z.S,10X,E1Z.5) 
120 FORHAT ( • TH~ NUHBER OF ITERATIONS NEEDEO TO CALCULATE THE LOCAL 

lCURRENTOENSIfY = ·,I~' 
121 FORMAT( • THE NUMBER OF MESH POINTS =.,I4,.THE NUI"SEROF S COEF =., 

11 .. ) 
lZZ FORMAf ( • THE EXCHANGE CU~R.ENr DENSITY AT THE CO,,"CENTRAT ION :FE = 

1"',E12.5' 
123 FORHAT'· THE NUMBER OF ITERATIO~S NEEOED TO GET B(l. : ·,I~J 
210 FORMAT (F12.5) . 

C THE ARRAY OVER IS AA·FRT.ETAS • LN(~X/ILIM) 
DATA ( OVER(I), I : 1.2u) I 31.+8l0~3,1.0G,G.l00,O.5CQ,O.O,-D.050, 

1-.1QQ,-.20,-.300,-.~GQ,-.50C,-.6Q,-.700.-.900,-1.QO,-1.20,-1.50. 
2-Z.00,-~.OO,-8.00 I 

READ 103,NMlX,IH,IH I IHPl = lot. 1 
READ lD8, (xU) ,wen ,I=IHP1,HO 
00 3 1=1,IM ~ IF(I.lT.IHP1) GO TO 1 S X(I'aO.5.D.~.X~I) I GO TO 2 

1 IR=IM-I+l , XCIt=D.5-0.S·XCIR) C IHIt=WCIR) 
l XX=SQRT(1.Q-X(I) •• 2' , DO 3 NN=l,N"AX $ H=N~-l 
3 R(NN,I):P(Z·N,XX) S DO It NN=l,NMAX S N=NN-l $ pu(NN)=P(Z-N,O.O) 

, 



100 ETA1(I) : 0.&0.5ET 
107 DO 101 I : 1.I~ 
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101 CO(I' = EX·(EXP(AA·FRT·ETA1(I"-EXP(-AC·F~T·ETA1(I'" 
DO 102 1'1 = l,NHAX 
QU,M' :: 0.00 
00 102 I :: l,I~ 

102 0(1,1'1' :: a(l,M) + O.S·W(I'·X(I'-RCM,I)-CO(I) 
DO 13 M = 1.NHAX 

13 9(~) = -FLOAT(~-H-3'/PM(M'·RP/CONO-a(1.H' TAFEL-BV 
00 15 I:: 1.11'1 
SUM = 0.00 
SUMl = 0.00 
DO 1~ 1'1:: l,NHAX 
NN :: M - 1 
SUMl :: SUMl + 8lM)-P(2·NN.O.O' 

1~ SUH = SUM + B(M,-R(H.I' 
ARG :: RP/RO.Y(Il 

15 OH~(I)= SUM + FAC1-ELINT2CARG--2' - FAC1-~P/RO-[LINT2rXCI)-·2) 
V = SUMl + FAC1·fLINT2«~P/RO)·-2)- FAC1·~P/RO-ELINT2(1.0' + SET 

1 + U 
PRINT 210, (8(1'1' ,M:: 1.NMAX 
PRINT 300 
PRINT 210 , (OHH(U , I = 1.un 
PRINT 210, V 
IF( ABS«V-VOLO)/V).LT. 1.00 E-o) GO TO ~9 
VOLO = V 
KK = KK • 1 
If ( KK.GT. 25) DAMP:: 0.05 
DO 100 I = 1,11'1 

106 ETA1(I) = ( V-OHH(I'-U'-CAHP • ETA1(I'.(1.~-DAMP) 
GO TO 101 

99 CONTINUE 
DO 36 I:: 1,11'1,10 
SUM = 0.00 
DC 35 M :: 1.NMAX 

35 SUH = SUM + BCH'-R(~,I'·PHCH) 
36 CURCI' :: -CONO/RP/1SQRTC1.0 -X(I)·-21'·SU~ 

C Co(I'·. CALCULATION CF CURRENT DIR~CTL' FRCH PCLARIZATION (aUN. 
C CUR(I'·· CALCULATION CF CURReNT FROM LAPLACE,S EQUN. 

PRINT 30S 
DO ~O I = 1,11'1,10 
ARG :: RP/RO.)(I) 

~o PRINT 210,ETA1(I'.ARG 
ACTCR = -2.0·COND·RP·~(1)-PHC1"RO--2 
PASSCR = PI-CPO-·2 - Rp·-2'.PASS 
SUM :: ACTCR + PASSCR 
CURTL :: (ACTCP + PASSCR'.PI.RO"2 
00 33 I :: 1.1M.10 
ARG :: RP/RO·X(Il 

33 CO(I):: EX-(EXP(AA·FH·(IJ-OHHCI'-U»-EXP(-AC 4 fRY.(V-OI'!HCI1-U1" 
PRINT 105,AJ 
PRINT 30f. PASS.CONO,RO,SET 
PRINT 302, RP,RO 
PRINT 301 
PRINT 212. (CUR(!) ,CO(!), 1= 1,IH,1u) 
PRINT 303 
PRINT 210. CU~TL 
PRINT 30~,ACTCR,FASSCR.SUM 
FRACl :: (1.0 -FRAC)-lD.O 
JJ :: INT(FRACl + 0.50) 
00 151 L :: 1, JJ 
RR :: FLCAT(10 -JJ + L)/FLCATC10-JJ' 
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CALL oISK(RR,M2N,ACOEF,c) 
SUM = 0.00 i DO 150 M =l,NHAX 

150 SUM = B(M)·P(2·H-2,O.0)·~2N(~) '. SUM 
01'41'40 (L) = SUM 
PRINT 210,OHHC(LI,RP. 
OHH1(L) = FAC1.RR.(lLINTZ«1.0/RR) •• Z) -(1.0-(1.0/RR'··Z'·ELINT1«( 

11.0/RRI··Z» 
PRINT 210,OHH1(L),RR 
OH~2(L) = OHHO(L' ,. OHM1(L' +FAC1·ELINTZ(FFAC··Z) 
PRINT 210,OHH2(L) ,RR 

151 COH INUE 
199 CONTINUE 

GO TO 202 
END 
FUNCTION P(N,X' 

C CALCULATION OF ~EGENOR~ PCLY~O~IAlS 
Pl= 1.0 

, ... 
C 
C 
C 
C 

P2= X 
IF (N -1 ) 1 ,Z .3 

1 P= Pl 
~ETURN 

Z P= PZ 
~t:. TURN 

3 N,.l= N ,. 1 
DO It NU=l,N'U 
P=(X·FLOAT(Z·NU+l)·P2-FLOAT(NU)·Pl)/FLOAT(NU+l) 
Pl= P2 

It 1)2= P 
~ETURN 
END 
FeNCTION EL1NT1(XK, 

THIS ~OUT1NE seLVES CCMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF THE FIRST 
KIt<oO 3Y USING CHEBYSHEV APPPO)(I~ATIONS. THE MA)'IHAl ERROR 
IS 1. 99E -1 3. . 

C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS BY THE CO~VENTION 
C AN~ NCTATION OF •• ABRAMCWITZ AND STEGUN·· 

100 FCRMAT ( • THE ARGU~FNT IS EQUAL TO ONE ., F1Z.5' 
oIHENSIO~ A(8). B(81 

2 

OATA ( A (II, 1=1.8 ) I 1. 366291&36111989E+0 O. 9.657360Z0516711E-02, 
13.08909633861795E-0~, 1.52618320622534E-02. 1.255E56Q3543Z11E-OZ. 
21. E8695685Q67:;17E -02. 1. 094238106886Z3E-02, 1.It'701t915ItQ6101E-03 I 

oATA( B(I)' I=l.e , I .5. 1,Z"9999q858530~E-01. 
17.0311410~8~3296E-OZ. 4.87379510945216E-OZ, 3.57218443007327E-02. 
22.098S7677336790E-02, 5.818079616719~6E-03, 3.1t280571922971t6E-01t I 

IF I XK .NE. 1.00 , GO TO 2 
PRINT 100.XK 
RETURN 
COH INUE 
l( = 1.0 -XK 
SUM1= A(8) 
SUM2= B(8' 
001 1=1,7 
J = 6-1 
SUM1= X·SUM1+ A(J' 
SUH2= X·SUM2+ B(J) 

1 CONT INUE 
ELINT1=S~M1-ALOG(X)·SUH2 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION ~LINT2(XK) 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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THIS "OUTINE selVES CCHPlETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF T.HE SECOND 
KINO gy USING CHEBYSHEV APPROXI~ATIONS. THE HA)IHAL ERROR 
IS 2. BE.-13. 

~ THIS PROGRAM C~LCULATES ELLIPTIC INTEG~ALS 3V THE CO~VENTION 
~ AND NOTATION CF ··ABRAHeWITZ AND STEGUN·. 

DIMENSION A(81. a(8' 
DATA( A(I), 1=1,8 ) I 1.0, 4.43147193461133E-Ol, 

15.68115681053803£-02, 2.21862206993846E-02' 1.5t841100239786E-02. 
21.92284389022911£-02, 1.21819481486695E-02, 1.55618144745296E-03 I 

DATA( B(I'. 1=1.8 , I 0.0. 2.49999998446655£-01. 
19.31488062098189E-02, 5.84950297066166E-02, 4.09074821593164E-02. 
22.35091602564984E-02, 6.45682247315060£-03, 3.78886487349367£-04 I 

IF (XK .NE. 1.CO) GO T02 
ELINT2 = 1.00 
RETURN 

2 COM INUE 
l(:: 1.00 - XI( 
SUM1= A(8) 
SUH2= B(8) 
001 1=1,7 
J = 8-1 
SUM1= X·SUH1+ A(J) 
SU~Z= X·SUHZ+ B(J) 

1 CONTINUE 
ElINT2=SUH1-AlOG(l()·SUH2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTI~E CO~F(NMAX,t(HAX,AI I DIMENSICN A(20.40) 
A(1,1) = 1.0/1.5707963Z67948966192 S 00 1 K = Z,I(HAX , 00 1 N = 

11 ,NHAX 
1 A(N,K) = 0.00 I DO 3 N = 2,NHAX $ QN = N -1 

A(N,l) = 4.0·QN··Z-ACN-l,l)/C4.0-QN +1.I/C4.0·QN -1.0) 
00 3 t(K = 2,KHAX S at( = KK -1 S SUM = o.CO S PfAC = 1.00 
SIGNP = -1.0 I 00 2 lP = 1.KI( , P= lP - 1 S SIGNF = -SIGNP 
FACM = 1.0 S IF(lP.GT.l' PFAC = PFAC·CZ.O.p + 1.0).2~~4P 
SIGN = SIGNP S 00 Z HM = LP,KI( S QH = H~-l 
IF(HM.GT.LP' FACM = FAC"·Z.0-CQH-P)4(2.0·Q~-2.G4P~1.0' 
SUM = SU~ + A(N,K~-H" +1'-SIGN 4 4.0 4 CQt(-QM+QN+0.5,4(Ot(-QH+ONI/PFACI 

lFACM 
2 SIGN = -SIGN 
3 AlN.KK I = -SUH/4.0/01Cf(2.0-QN +QK +0.5) , FETUFr-N , END 

SUBROUTINE DISt«R.PE,A2N.NH' S DIHENSIO~ P!(20), A2N(20.4C"YM(60' 
C CALCULATES 1'10'·1'. TI-E LEGE.NO!:'E FUNCTIOtoi CF I",AGINARY ARGU"'ENT 
C Y = PI/2. -ATAN(X]). W~ERE XI = SORT(R 44 2-1.0' 

Y = ASIN(1.0/R, S YH(1'=Y I Y2=Y·Y I HAX= NM+38 S 00 1 H=1,HAX 
1 YH(H+1' = YH(H'-Y2 , )0 3 N = 1.NH , PECN)=O.O S 00 2 M = 1.40 

ADO = AZ,."N.M,4YH(H+N-1) , PECN' = PEeN' +~oo 

2 IFCABS(ACD,.LT. 1.0 E-1·ABSCPF(N')) GC TO 3 
3 CO~TINUE S RETURN S ENG 
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APPENDIX C 

PROGRAM FOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DROPPING 
MERCURY ELECTRODE BELOW THE LIMITING CURRENT 

A Newton-Raphson procedure is used to calculate the ohmic 

potential and the concentration at each time step. 

/ 
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PROGR~M ~GOROF(INFUT.OUTFUT,PUNCH' 
DI~ENSIO~ PHI(101),T~ETAC101',BC2,Z',OCZ' 
DIMENSIO~ TICI01,.DI(101',CRAVC101',SlOPEC1011.0CRAVciol',DCURCl~1 

1I,CRQC101I,AVCRO(1011 
DII'ENSION A(99) ,BACCiOOI 
DI~ENSION COLIB(75"rAUlISC75',CRDlIBC75I,TILISC75I,AtRDlBC751 
DIMENSIO~ DMTAUC1011 
CCMMON B, C 
COMMON/BLUE/E1,EZ,H,TalUE,CI~F,FRT,VS,THETA,AA,AC,E3,E4,E5 

COMMON/XTRA/NLIB,A,eAC,J,COLIe,TAULIB 
201 FORMAT(8E15.6) 
202 FCRMAT(lH,5X,-F/~TPHI-,8X,-C/CINF-,11X,'I',11X,'I/IL',10X,'TIME', 

112X,'AVERAGE I-,ll 
103 FORMATC' PROFILE OF THE CPEN CIRCUIT CELL POTENTIAL AND THE SURFAC 

lE CVERPOTENTIAL'I 
104 FORHATCZCI0X,E1Z.4'1 
105 FORMATC I,' NORMA(IZEQ FOTENTIAl',EZD.81 
106. FCRMATC10X,' SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS',/l0X,-CUR~ENT'.13X,. TIME '. 

19X,-CONCE~TRATIO~·,11X,'SLOPE'.9X.-AVERAGE I'.10X.'IAVG/ILKOVIC', 
Z5X,'IINST/ILKOVIC-1 . 

107 FORMATC6E19.&,E18.&1 
108 FCRHATC - CHANGE IN MESH SIZr',/) 
lOS FORMATCI0X.' SIMFSO~.S RULE AVE~AGE CUR~E~T',E15.81 
110 FORMATC' TRAPEZOIDAL RULE CL-JJtZ'1 POINTS-,E15.81 
111 FCRMATC ' TRAPEZCIDAL RULE CL-JJtZI/10tl POINTS',EI5.81 
112 FORMATC ' UNCORRECTED TRAPEZCIDAL RULE CL-JJ+21 POINTS',E15.81 
113 FCRMATC40X,' SUMMARY OF FARAMETERS USED',I' CONCE~TRATIONtMOlE/CM 

1"31 =',E15.8,' DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTCC~"2/SEC' =',E15.8,'AA :', 
2F8.2,'AC = '.F8.2,-Z =',F8.2,1- CONDUCTIVITYCCOhM-CMI-·-1' = " 
3E15.8.' GAMCCH/SEC·.1/3' =',E15.8,' EXCDCAIC~"Z' = ',E15.8, 
4-TSECeSECI = -,E15.8,1' SCAN RATEe~V/SEC' :',E15.8,' DIFFERENCE 
SIN POTENTIAL FOR CONSECUTIVE OROPSeMV' ='.E15.a,l' THE NU~BER OF 
6~ESH INTERVALS =',15,- DIVID =',E15.8,'THE NU~BfR OF SETS OF NN 
7MESH POINTS USED =',I5,'DELCD =-,E15.8,1' E3= ',E15.8,'E4 =', 
8E15.8,·E5 :',F15.8,1' DIMENSICHESS LIMITING CUf\RENTCNI :',E15.8. 
9- OIMENSIONLESSEXCHANGE CURRENT OENSITYCJI :',E15.8/,' KNUHBER 
1=',El~.81111 

C NOTE THAT JOtiUM ANO NDNUM DO NOT HAVE TIME IN THEM. 
114 FORMATC8E15.SI 
115 FORMATCI0X,El;.81 
116 FORMATe 6E12.5,£8.11 
117 FORMATC· NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR THE I~ITIAL GUESS',I4,'VAlUE OF 

1INITIAL GUESSCPHII',E15.81 
C FOR ALL THE CALCULATIONS THE STOICHIOMETRIC CCEFFICIENTS ARE TAKEN TO 
C aE 1. THE NU~BfR OF ELECTRONS TRANSFERRED IS TAKEN AS Z. 

REAL ILIM,IAVG.JDNU~.NONUM,SPECAL,KONUM 
C S~T PARAMETERS . 
C A Z~RO VALUE FOR SFECAL INDICATES THE SPECIAL LCCP FO~ THE INITIAL 
C VALUE OF PHI IS SKIPPED. 

PI = 3.14159Z6 S F = 9&487.0 S FRT = 38.92317859 
GAM = 0.20 
AA = 0.50 S AC = 0.50 $ Z = 1.0 
TSEC = 1.0 
CCND = FRT/l.0El 
DIF : 1.0E-5 
EXCD = 1.0E4 
CINF= 1.202590421£-4 
E X CO = 1.0 E -10 
£6 = -3.11/7.0 
A2 = 3.5723'Z·F'CINF.SQ~TCDIF"C4.0'PI/3.01 •• C2.0/3.01'GAM'-2 
A3 4.0-PI'COND/FRT-C7.0/3.0-GAM"31"E6 
A4 = 4.0-CAAtACI-F'GAM"2'CINF'SQRTC7.0-PI'OIF/J.01 
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AS = AC·FRT/CONO·GA~ 
C 3~TA IS THE SCAN FATE IN MILLIVOLTS/SEC 

eETA = 100.0 
IF(BETA.NE.O.O) ALFA = TSEC.BfTA-l.0E-3 
NN = 100 
L = NN • 1 $ N = 2 
BAC(1) = 1.0 $ L2 = L-Z I 00 6 I = 19LZ ~ Al = FLOAT(I) 
A(I) = 2.0-SQH(Al) -SOIHCA1-l.1J) -SORTCAl + lo'l) 
3ACH + 1) = SQRT 11.1 • 1} -SQRT(A1) 

6 COHINUE 
C £3 =SQRTCOI/DS)/THETAS. f. = THETAHECO). E5 = I/T~ETAS 

E2 =-EXCO-C7.0/3.0-GAM··3)··ll.017.o)·FRT/CO~O 
E3 = 1.0 $ E4 = 0.0 I £5 = l.D 
NDNUH % SORT(7.0.0IF/3.0/PI'.Z-F.FRT-GAH/CO~0-CINF.AC 

JONUH = EXCO-GAH.AC·FRT/CONO 
KONUH = NONUH-·2.JONUH 
DELCO = 0.02 

C NUM[RICAL TEC~NlQU£ 
C DIVIO IS THE FRACTIONAL VALUE OF THE FIRST TWO OROE~S OF MAGNITUDE 
C OF T IHE crAun IN NN t'ESH H.TERVALS 

OIVIO = 1.0E-29 $ JJJ = 3D 
TAUF = 3.o/7.o.GAH·-~·TSEC··(7.D/3.0) 

C INITIAL GUESSES 
TH£TA(1) = 1.0 
PHI(1) = 0.0 
PRINT 113.CINF.OIF.AA9AC9Z9CO~O.GAH.EXCO.TS£C.Bf.TA.ALFA.N~;OIVID. 

IJJJ,OELCO.E3.E4.E5,NONUH.JONUH,(ONUH 
DC " Ll = l,Z 
READ 115.vS 
E = -AC·V.S $ Pf'lINT 105.E 
aOl = 0.0 $ CZ = 0.0 , SAVE = 0.0 
NlIS = 3 , DELCO = 0.9Z I CHECK = 1.0 -OELCO 
TAULIBCZ) =l./FLCATCNN}·TAUf·OlVIO! COLIS(1) =1. « fAUllSC1' = 0.0 
TILIS(l) = o.C S TILI3CZ) = (7.o/3./GAH·-4·TAUlIBCZ)'··C3./7.) 
CROlIS(l) = 0.0 $ ACROLe(l) = 0.0 
ADl = 0.0 
£1 = -CONO.SQRTCPI/OIF)/FRT/F·C3.0/7.0/GA~··3)~·(3./7.)IZICINF/3. 

1-14./5.928141044 
TAUFl = OIVIO-TAUf 
H = TAUF1/fLOATC~N) 
0(1) = PHI(l) «OCZ) = THETAll) 
0(1) = VS 
IF«E)(PCE)/EXP(-AA/AC-E') .GT. 40.0' SPECAL = 1 
IFIRST = 0 
02 = 0.10·VS· 
IF(SPECAl .EO. 0' GO TO 17 
Q1 = ALOGCJONUH.TllIB(2)··Cl.o/3.o) 

13 CONTINUE 
IFIRST = IFIRST + 1 
03 = ABSCE) + 01 -ALOGCAESC02') 
IFIA9SIABS(Q3'-ABSIQ2" .LT. 1.0E-5) GO TO 16 
IFIIFIRST .GT. 25) STOP . 
Q2 = Q3 
GO TO 15 

• c; CONT INUE 
Q3 = 2.0-03 
Dll) = SIGNCQ3.VS) 

17 COH INU~ 
PRINT 117.IFIFST.C(1) 
CRAVIl) = 0.0 
ADD = 0.0 
00 2 J = 1,JJJ 

, 
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JJ = 2 $ IFIJ.NE. 1) JJ : lZ 
JJPLl = JJ • 1 
JJPLZ : JJ • Z 
DO 1 M : JJ.L 
TAU: TAUF1.FLOATIM-l)/FLCATINNI 
OMTAUIM) = TAU/TAUF 
IFIM .Ea. 3) E1 = [1·1.0/14.0"S.'32811+10,.t.IZ.0 
T = 17.0.TAU/3.0/GAM .... 4).·13.0/7.01 
VS : -FRT"IALFA·fLOATIlL-ll • 8fTA·1.0E-3·T) 
TIUO : T 
ILIM = A"·T·"(1.0/6.01 
IAVG = AZ·'··ll.0/&.01 
T8LUE = TAU··ll.0/7.G) 
CALL SRCOIW IN,H) 
PH II M) = 0111 
THETAOO = OIZ) 
IFIJ.EO.1 .AND. M .fO.2) COLI8(2) = THETAlZ) 
CUR = 4.0"Pl·COND·PHIII1'·17.0/3.0"TAU"GA~"·31""ll.0/T.0'/F~T 
CRDIH) = CUR/14.0.PI"GAM."Z.Tl1M)".IZ.0/3.)) 
OCURIM) = CUR/ILI~ 
IFlJ.Eo.l .AND. I1.EO.Z) CROLIBIZ) =rbRO(2) 

C INTfGRATION TO OBTAIN AVERAGE CU~RENT FOR DROF AT TIME TAU 
AD = TAU .... E&·PHIIM)·H·O.sb 
ADD : ADD + AD 
CRAVlM) = IADO.A3. A01'/T 
AVCRDIH' = CRAVIM'/14.0"PI"GAM"·Z"TIIM'··12.0/3.0» 
IFIJ.EO.l .AND. I1.EO.ZI ACRDlBI2' = AVCROIZ) 
OCRAVIM) : CRAVIMI/IAVG 
IFIM.EO.L' SAVE = SAVE + AOO·A3 
ACD = ADD • AD 
DIll : PHIII1' ,01ZI = THETAIM' 

1 COU INUE 
IFIJ.LT. Z81 GO TO 14 
DO 13 K = JJPLZ.L.10 
01 : ALOG101-CROIK'''AS·TIIK'··11./3.'' 
OZ = ALOGIOI-AVCROIKI4AS"TIIKI·-11./3." 
03 = ALOG10INDNU~""1-6.'·TIIK" 
0,. = ALOG10IJONUM .... 3·TIIK)) 
PUNCH l1c.al,OZ,THETAlK).03.a4.E.EXCO 

13 COHINUE 
14 CONTINUE 

AOl = IACO-AD).A3 • ADl 
AOD = TAUF1··f&"PHIlL'·0.50·10.0"H 
PRINT 110.CRAVIL) 
PRINT 10E 
SLOPE(16) = 0.0 
00 S Jl = 1&,L,13 
OIIJl) = 4.0·PI.CONO"PHIIJl'·GAM"TIIJl'·"11.0/3.0)/fRT 
IFIJ1.NE.16ISLOPEIJl'= IALOGISIGNIDIIJ11.1.')-ALOGISIGNIOIIJl-13'. 

11.III/IALOGlTIIJ111 -ALOGITIIJl-13111 
PRINT 107.DIIJll.TIIJl"THETAIJ1'.SLOPE(Jl).C~AVIJl'.OCRAVIJ11, 

10C~RIJlI 
5 CCNT It-4UE 

HI = 10.0"H £ JJ~l = JJ-l • 10 
BOO = 0.0 
IFIJJ.NE.ZI BOD = lTAUF1·FLOATIJJ-ZI/FLCATI~NII""E6·A3"0.S"PHIIJJ 

1-11-H1 
00 7 M = JJM1.NN.10 
TA~ = TAUF1.FLOATIM-l)/fLCATINNI 
BO = A3"TAU"·E6·p~IIM'''Hl 

7 900 = BD + BOC 
300 = 800 + 0.SO"A3 4 PHIILI"TAUfl· 4 E6"Hl 



BIAVG = 1800 + BCU/T 
901 = aoe + BOl 
PRINT Hl.BIAVG 
CRAVIL) = SAVE/T 
PPINT 11Z.CRAVll' 

':'130-

Cl = 0.0 S IFIJJ.NE.Z) Cl =CTAUF14FlOATCJJ-Z)/FlOATINN),44Eo-PHIC 
lJJ-l) 

00 10 M = JJPL1.NN,2 , . 
10 Cl = Cl +CTAUF1 4FLOATCM-l)/FlOATCNN)--E6-PHIIMJ 4Z.D·+ CTAUF1 4 

lFLOATCH-Z)/FLOAT(NN,)-4EE-PHICH-l)-4.0 
Cl = (Cl +CTAUF1/FLGATINN»)--E o4C4.0-FLCATCNN-l,--E6-PHICNN) + 
lFLOATINN'--E&-PHI(L)))-A3~H/3~D 

C2 = Cl t C2 
ClAVG = C2IT 
P R IN T 1 0 9. C IA VG 

C FOR EACH ORDER OF MAGNITUDE POINTS ARE SELECTED FOR PERMANENT 
C STORAGE IN AN AUXILLA~Y ARRAY. 

8 

2 

DO 8 M = Z,10 
IFIJ.EQ.1.AND. M .EQ.2) GO TO 8 
IF (THETA 11'1' .GT. CHECI(' GO TO 8 
COLIa INL 13' = THETA (I'" S TAULISI NLIB' = TAUF1-FlOATCM-t) IFLOATCNN) 
CROLI81NLIB' = CROIH' 
TlLIBINLIB' =17./3.IGAM-.4-TAULIBCNLIB')-·13./7., 
ACRDLBCNLI8' = AVCRDCH, 
NlI8 = NLIS + 1 'CHECK = CHECK - DELCO 
CONT INUE 
COLIBINlIB' = THETAI1U ! TAUlI9INlIBI.= TAUF1-10.D/FlOATCNN' 
TILIBINlIB' = C7.13./GAM u 4-TAUlIBINlIB')·-13.17.' 
CROLI!HNLIB) = CROIU) I ACRDlHNlIB' = AVCRDUt) 
IF I J .EQ. JJJ) GO TO Z 
PRINT 108 
TAuFl = TAUF1-10.0 S H = H-l0.0 S 00 9 K = 2,11 
THfTAIK) = THFTAIl H:J-CK-l)) ,PHIIK' = PHIU HO·IIe-t), 
CRO(I(' = CROll. 10-(Ie-l)) I-AVCROllO" AVCROCi + 10-11(-1)) 
CONTINUE 
IF ( T.GE. 30.0) GO TO 11 
COHINUE 
PRINT 105.E 
DC 12 K = 2,NLIB 
Ql " ALOG1DC-CRDlIBIKJ-AS-TIlIBIK'·-11./3.J' 
02 = AlOG101-ACROlBCK'-AS-TIlIBCK'··11./3.', 
Q3 = ALOG1DCNDNUH--C-&'-TIlIB(K" . 
Q4 = AlOG10CJONUM--3-TIlI8CK)' 
PUNCH 116,Ql,02.COlIBCK),Q3,Q4,E,EXCO 

12 COIITINUE 
Q1 = AlOG10C-CROll'-AS-TSEC·-Cl.D/3.') 
OZ = AlOG1CC-AVCRDCl'-AS-TSEC--C1.D/3.D" 
Q3 = AlOG10CNONU~·-C-6'-TSEt' 
Q4 = AlOG10CJONU~--(3.'-TSEC) 
PUNCH 11E.Ql,Q2.THETAll',Q3,C4,~,EXCD 
PRINT 103 
:)0 3 H = 2.l,S 
UJZRO = ALOG(THETACH)"E3-ll.0-THETAOO) + E4))/FRT/IAA+AC) 
ETAS = CVS -PHICH"/FRT-UJZRC 
PRINT 104.UJZFO,ETAS 
PRINT 202 
PRINT 201.P~ICl).THETA'l"CUR.OCURCl).T,C~AV(l) 

4 CONTINUE 
11 CONT INUE 

C:ND 
SLBROUTINE SRCONV(N,l) 
COMMON B.C 
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COMMON/YfLL/C.A,fCLD 
OI~ENSIO~ ecz.Z'.OC21.FOLOC2'.ACZI.CCZ,2).SIG~(ZI.ERR(21 

C CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN SO THAT THE VARIA9LES 00 NCT EQUAL ZERO 4T CONVEf 
C r""NCE 

o FORMATC'" NO CONVERGENCE"',I4,'" ITERATIOMS.,1,8f1S.81 
101 FORMATC8E15.81 

JMAX = 30 
00 1 J :: 1,N 

1 ACJI = OCJ, 
JCCUNT :: a 
CALL DRVF CLI 

8 IFCJCOUNT .GT. JMAXI GO TO 11 
FAC :: 1.00 
JCOUNT :: JCOUNT + 1 
SUHERf\ :: 0.0 
OOZM=l,N 
SIGNCHI = 1.0 S IF I fOlOCM) .LT. 0.01 SIGNI!'!' = -1.0 
SUMERf\ = SUMERR tfCLO(H'''''''Z 
I)IMI = -FOLOCf'4' 
00 Z J :: 1, N 

Z BIM,JI = CIM,J' 
CALL MATINVIN.1,OETE~M' 
DO 4 H = l,N 
A(MI = A(I1' t FAC"OCI'" 
IF(A(MI.Nf.O.o, ERR(MI=ABSCOIM,/AI"" 
IFIA(M' .EQ. 0.001 ERRC"' = 0.0 

it COM INUE 
00 S M :: l,N 

S IF( ERR(M' .LT. 1.00E-71 GO TO 9 
CALL ORVFILI , SU'" = 0.0 , FACOLO :: fAC 
FLIP = 0.0 
00 3 H :: l,N $ FLIP = fLIP t SIGNC~'.FOLOIH) 

3 SUM:: SUM t FOLOCM'."'Z 
. IF( SUM. LT. O.OS"'SUMERR' GO TO 8 

11"1 FLIP .GT. 0.0 .ANO. FLIP .LT. 1.00E+2' GC TO 8 
IFC SUM.LT. SU"ERR .ANO. fAC.LT. 0.999991 GO TO 8 
FAC :: Z.0/C1.D+SQFTll.0+4.0·ISQRTCSUM/SU"'ERR' +1.0-FAC'/FAO •• 2" 
DO 7 I'! = I.N 
A(MI :: AIM) t (FAC-FACOLO''''OCM) 

7 CONTINUE 
GO TO & 

'3 DO 10 K = l,N 
10 OCK':: A(K) 

RETURN 
11 COM INUE 

PRINT IDD,JMAX, CA (K),I( :: l.N' 
RfTURN !)ENO 
sueROUTI~E DRVFCL) 
o HE NS I 0,. f ( Z 1 .0 F (Z, 2 1 ,X (2' ,Y (101) , A (99 ) • e C 1001 
DI"'ENSIO~ COLIBC7S),TAULIBC75' 
COMMON/eLUE/Q1,Q2.H,T,CI~F,FRT,VS,y,AA,AC,Q3,C4,Q5 

CO"'MON/YELL/OF,X,F 
CO"'MONIXTRA/NLIB.A,B,J,COLIB.TAULIB 

C StT UP THE DERIVATIVES AND FU~CTIO~ 
SUMAC = 0.0 
IF(J.EQoll GO TO 4 
TAU = T"''''7 
00 1 K :: 2,NLIB 
SUMAC:: CCOLIBCK-I1 -COLIBCKII/CSQRTCTAU-TAULIBCKII t SQRTCTAU-

lTAULIBCK-l") • SUHAC ': 
1 COH INUE 
:. CONT INUE 
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II = l-l $ Jl = 3 $ IF(J.fQ.l' J1 = Z 
IF(ABS(XU)) .GT. ABS(VS)' XU, = 0.50·VS 
DF(l,l'=1.-QZ·T.(AA.C03·(1.-X(Z)'tQ~'·EXP(AA.(VS-X(11"t X(Z). 

lAC·EXP(-AC·CVS-X(1')" 
DF(l,Z' = -a2~T.(Q3.EXP(AA.(VS-X(1'" t EXPC-AC·CVS-XC11'" 
OF(2,l' = -QI/T-·3·SaRT(HI 
DF(2,2' = -1.0 
F(1' = XU, t 02-T"((Q3-U.0-)(C211+01t'"EXPCAA''(VS-X(1I''-)((Z''' 

lEXPC-AC-(VS-X(1')I' - . 
SUM = 0.0 
IF(l.EO.2) GO TO 3 
DO 2 I = J1,ll 

2 SUM = SUM t Y(I)"ACl-II 
3 COl';T INUE 

F(2) = -X(l'''Ol-SQRT(H'/T''-3 -X(2) • SUM. Y(J1-1'.B(l-J1t11 • 
1SQRT(H'-SUHAC 

RETURN $ ENO 
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APPENDIX D 

PROG~1 FOR MASS TRANSFER TO ROTATING DISKS AND ROTATING RINGS 
IN LAMINAR, TRANSITION, AND FULLY DEVELOPED TURBULENT FLOW 

In program MTTURB the Thomas method is used to obtain results 

from equation 4-17. 
I 
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PROGRAM MTTU~BIINPUT,OUTfUT,PUNCH) 

o I ME NS ION A 1.99) , B 14 99) ,C 1'5 GO) ,iJ 1'-991 ,G 1499 I ,eE T A 1'-99 I, GAM (4991 
OIMENSION RAT(251 . 
COMMON OeETA,'DSK 

100 FORMATII0E13.61 
101 FORMATI3I~,2EI0.3) 
102 FORMATI • JMAX = ·,!4,· !XMAX =·,!4,~ IS = ·,I+,·OX ·,FI0. 

13,· RZ = ·,EI0.31 
103 FORMATI lOX,· RATIO = ·,5X,E15.51 
104 FORHATI3F15.8) 

REAL LOCNU,K,NULAM,Kl 
OAT ~ATI.99q9,.9954,.91Z5,.9923,.99 •• 9779,.9221,.9~.8,.7,. 6,.~, 
1.49995,.4977,.496Z5,.4~617,.49~0 •• 48895,.46105,.4,.3,.25,.15,.1 I 

C AVERNU ANC LCCNU ARE THE AVERAGE AND,LOCAL NUSSfLT ~UM9E~SWtTH A 
C SC'HI'IOT NUMBER TO THE -1/3 POWER IN THEI1. 

I(MA)( = 20 
~UPR = 0 
RTI = SQRTI2.0E51 ! ~T2 = SORTI3,OE5) 
AID =0.966285 $ A20 = 0.0137152 E £(0 = -10.5 $~lC =4.5 $ 820 =.9 

1 READ 101,JMAX,IXMAX,IS,DX~RZ 
C PIERINI,S DATA ARE FQ~ SC~MICT NUMBERS OF 1716,16eS,1711. 
C THESE CORRESPOND TO RING DIMENSIONS 0.992'5,O.9779,O.9221.RESPECTIVfLLY. 

SC = 1980.0 
EXRl = 3.0 
EXRZ = 3.5 
IXMAX = 60 
ISfT = 19 
al =0.0 $02=0.0$Q3=0.0$Q4=0.0$a5=0.0 
KK = 1 
F= 0.0 
IFIJMAX.fQ. ~I STOP 
DFR = 0.0 
GAM+3 = 1.0/1.11985 
PRINT 10Z,JMAX,IXMAX.IS,CX,~Z 

C LIN,MOULTON,AND PUTNAM ~SE & VALUF OF K =3.26£-4. 
C WASAN,TIEN,AND WILKE USE A VALUE OF K = 4.4[-4. 

K = 3.28£-4 
1(1 = 19.3 
NULAH = 0.0 
ADT = 0.0 $ SUMT = 0.0 ! TURLHT = 0.0 
SUM = 0.0 $ RX = 0.0 
OFFST = 0.0 
AD = 0.0 'AVE~NU = 0.0 
LOCNU = 0.0 
EXI = 3.0/2.0 ! H = 2.25/FL~ATIJMAXI 
JMPI = JMAX • 1 
CIJMPlI = 1.0 $ Cli) = 0.0 
DO 2 J = 2,JI1AX 
GIJI = 0.0 'CIJI = 0.0 

2 CONT INUE 
Y = 0.0 
RX = I<Z i CPTURE = 0.0 
00 6 I = l,IXIo1AX 
NUPR = NUPR • 1 
BID = 4.5 
SUMO = SUM $ SUMTO = SUMT. 
FAC = 1.0 
IFII .Ea. 2 .AND. R.Z .fa. il.O) FAC = 0.50 
YO = Y $' I F I I • G T. 11 R X = EX P (ex • FL C A TI I - IS) + (. FF S T , + R Z 
IFIKK .GT. K~A~) GO TO 11 
IFIRX.LT. RZ/RAT(KI(I .OR. ~Z .EJ.O.O) GO TO 11 
PRINT 103,RATIKKI 
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RX = RURAT (KK) ! KI( = KK + 1 
IS = IS t 1 

11 CaNT INUE 
IF(I.EC. ISET) OFFST = DX-FLOAT(I-IS) 
IF(I .EQ. ISSTI OX = OX/S.Q 
IF(RX.GE. RTl .ANC.F,), .LE. Fi.T2) F = (RX-RTlI/(RTZ-PTlI 
IF(~X.GT. ~T2) F = 1.~ 
V = X (R Z. R X ) , R 1 = I< X "EX 1 
IF(I.NE. 1) JBETA = SQRT(OB[TA) 
Gl = Y-YO ' 
I F II • NE. 1) :; 0 TO 4 ,G 1 = 1.0 ,:u = 1.0 

tt CONTINUE 
00 = 1.0 
00 5 J = Z.JMAX 
XI = FLOAT(J-l)-H 

C 00 IS THE VARIABLE THAT EXPRESS~S THE FORM FO~ TH~ lOCV OIFFUSIvIrv. 
C IF 00 IS 1.0.THE K-YFLUS-·3 FOR~ IS USED.K-VPLU~--4 I~ E~PRESSEO HHEN 
C DO = 1.0 + -------. 

IFINUPR.EQ.Z) YPlUS = XI·(Y/KI--(I.D/3.0)/SQRTI~XI 
IF(RX.NE. 0.0) 00 = I.e t Kl-XI/SQRT(RXI.(Y/K/SC)--(1.0/3.0) 
GIJI = G(J) -9.0-XI-IY+YCI-H--2·C(JI/G1-FAC 
A(J) = 1.0+Y-Xr-·3-F/Ri·on-3.0·XI-·2·(1.0tY·F/~1-001·H/2.D 
B(JI =-2.0·(1.0 tY-XI-·30F/R1·00) -9.0-XI-(V+VO)-H--ZIG1-FAC 

_ OIJI = 11.0 +Y-XI.-3-F/F1-00) t 3.0-(I-·2-(1.]+Y-F/R1-00)-H/2.0 
IF(NUPR.EQ.21 DPll = l~O +K-YPlUS··3-(1.0 +Kl-VPLUS) 
IFINUPR.EQ.21 OPllY3 = 2.9116F-3-VPLUS-·3 + 1.0 
IF~NUPR.EQ. 2) PRINT 10~.D~Ll,DPL1V3.YPlUS 

5 CONT INUE 
GIJMAXI = G(JMAXI -D(JMAX)·C(JM~l) 
9ETA(Z) = B(2) $ GA~(2) = G(2)/9(Z) 
00 6 J = 3,JMAX 
BETA(J) = B(JI -A(J)-DCJ-lI/BfTA(J-l) 
GAMCJI = CG(J)-AIJI-GAMIJ-lI11BETA(JI 

& 'CONT INUE 
C(JMAXI = GAMIJMAXI 
DO 7 J = 3,J~AX $ JJ = J~AX -J + Z 
C(JJI = GAM(JJ)-O(JJI-CCJJ+l)/BETA(JJI 

7 CaNT INlJE 
IF(RX.NE.RZ) NULA~ = O.620*8-FX--2/(RX-.3-RZ··3)-C(I.0/3.0) 
CP = (Z.0-C(ZI-l.S-C(I)-0.5-C(311/H 
CPI = C(211H 
IFI~X.NE. 0.0) CPTUFB = O.8269933*31-(V/P1)·-(1.0/3.C) 
SUM = CPI·V·.(Z.O/3.C)/9.0/K 
SUHT = SUH·C"TlIR~/CP! 
IF II .E.C. 2) AD = I.S-SUM 
IF II .EQ. Z) ADT = CPfURS-AD/CPI 
IF(I.EQ.l~ PRINT 100,Y.RX,DF~.C2.CP.CPI.CPTvpe.AVERNU.LOCNU.TURLMT 

1.Q5.Q4.Q3,Ql 
DO 3 J = 2.JMAX 
XI = FLOAT(J-l)-H 
G(J) = -A(J)-C(J-l1 -S(J)·C(JI -D(J)-C(J+ll 

1-9.0-XI-(YtVO)-H··2/GI·FAC·C(J) 
3 COMINUE 

IF(RX.EQ. 0.0) GO TO lZ 
C DFR REPRESENTS A FITCF T~E DETAILED RESULTS CF T~IS MODEL. OFR IS THE 
C CONCE~T~ATION DE~rVATIV£ AT THE SURFACE. IT WA$ NEClSSAPV TO FIT DISK 
C RESULTS FOR TRANSITION AND TCReULENT FLOW. THEN ONE NEEDED TO KNOH HOW 
C THE DERIVATIVE VA~IED WITH PINGOIHENSIONS FOR A GIVEN ROTATICN SPEED. 

XD = ALOG10(~X··2)-S.11= 
YCEPT = 2.415 
IF( ALOG10(RX"'2) .GT. '.:.3 .AND. ALOG10(?X··Z) .LT. 5.55) 91D=4.5f1 
IF( ALOG1Q(R.X"2) .GT. 5.1 .AND. ALOG10!!;»"ZI .LT. 5.55) 
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1YCEPT = 2.417 
ONULC = ALOGC CA10"DPC<J1C·SXo-XD)+A2Cl-EXPC320·E>0·XO) 1··(1./EXO' 1 

1 + YC~PT + ALOS10CGA~43' 
EXR = EXR1 + CRX-HlI1Cl.0E3-IHll·EX~2 
XR = CRZIRX)."EXR 
HCY.NE. 0.0) 91P = ONULC + t.lOGlOCCXDSK/K,HC1./3.,nl/o3ETA) 
IFCALCG10CRX""2) .GT. 5.3151 OF~ = 10.0.·CQ1R·SQRTC1.0-XRI'/GAM43 
IFCALOG10CRX·-2' .LE.Sel15) oFR =1.0/GA~1t3 
COl'\T INUf. 
IFCI-2' 8,3,10 
CONTINUE 
AD = CSUM-SU~O'.ALCG(Y/YC)/ALOGCSU~/SU~CI + AQ 
AoT = CSU~T-SUMTO'''ALOGCY/'OI/ALOGCSUMT/SUMTOI + ADT 
AVERNU = 2.0·<··Cl.013.0'·~X/CRX··2-RZ··2'·AD 
TURLHT = 2.0·K"·'1.0/~.0'·AoT 
IFU.NE. 11 LOCNU = CP I-r<1·0eETA·CKi'VI··(1.0/3.G) 
Ql = ALOGlICLOCNU/NULAM' 
Q2 = AlOG10CCPI·GA~~3) , Q3 = AlOG10CAVfRNU/CO.62048"CRX··3-QZ •• 3) 

1··C2.0/3.0"·CRX·"2-f<Z··21/R)t) . 
Q4 = ALOG10CAVERNU), 05 = 2.0-ALOGiOCQX' 
PRINT 100,y,~)(,oFF,Q2,CP,CPI,CFTUR9,AVERNU,LCCNl,TURlMT,Q5,O4,Q3, 

lQl . 
IFC~X··2 .GT. 1.Df12) STOP 

8 COl'\TINUE 
GO TO 1 
END 
FUNCTION XCRZ,RX' 

C RZ IS THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE REYNCLn,S NUH9ER FOR THE STEP CHANGE IN 
C SURFACE CONCENTRATION. f;X IS THE SQUARE ROOT OF REYNOL~,S NUMeE~ FO~ 
C THE SPECIFIC POSITION IN QUESTION. 

COMMON OBETA,XDSK 
RE. AL K 
IF CRZ.NE. Rl(' GO TO 11 
X = 0.0 
RETURN 

11 CONT INIJE 
K = 3.28E:-4 
A = SQ~T CO.51CZ3Zf:2) 
RTl = SQRTC1.5ES) $ RT2 = SQR!C3.0ES' 
IFCRX-RTZI 1.1,6 

1 IFCRX-RT1) 2.2,3 
2 X = 3.0.I(·A·C~X·.3-~Z··31 

oBETA = A"·2"F:X 
XoSK = 3.0·t<"A"RX""3 
RETURN 

3 X = 3.472E1·K·CRX··Z.5S9-RT1 .... Z.5Sq) + 3.0·K·A·FT1··3 
oBfTA = q.747~1·~X··(.118e) 
XOSI( = X 
If CRZ-RT11 ,+, .. ,5 

~ X = X -3.0.K·A·RZ··3 
RETU~N 

5 X = X-3.0"K·A·RT1··3-3.472El·K·(RZ·"2.S5q-~Tl·"'.55q, 
RETJRN 

S X =3.·K·A·RT1·.3 +3.472l1·~·C~TZ"·2.559-~Tl··2.S5~' +.25Z2.I(·C 
lRX··3.3-PTZ··3.3) 

DSlTA = 8.5sE-3 4 R>··1.6 
l(OSI( = X 
IFCRZ-RT1) 7.7,~ 

7 l( = X-3.0·K·A-RZ·-3 
RETURN 

8 IFCRZ-RT21 q,9.10 
q X = X-3.0.K.A.RT1 •• 3 -3.1t72El·K·C~Z··2.S~q-RT1"·2.5=~) 

" 
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RE TURN 
10 X = X-3.D·K·A·RT1··3.D-3.472E1·K·(~T2 •• 2.559-RT1··2.559'-.2522-K 

1-(RZ··3.3-RT2··.3.3) 
RETURN $ END 

39' 80 .3 0.25 0.0 
396 60 .3 0.25 100.0 
39~ 80 3 0.25 150.0 
39~ 80 3 0.25 200.0 
398 60 .3 0.25 250.0 
398. 80 3 0.25 .300.0 
398 80 3 0.25 .. OO.D 
398 60 3 il.25 41+7.21359 
398 80 3 0.25 500.0 
396 80 3 0.25 547.12255 
396 60 3 0.25 600.0 
398 80 3 0.25 700.0 
398 80 3 0.25 '00.0 
398 80 3 0.25 gOO.O 
398 80 3 0.25 100t.0 
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APPENDIX E 

PROGRAM FOR CORROSION OF IRON 

The program FECOR calculates the current, potential, and 

concentration aistributions across a disk using a method of successive 

approximation. 

'; 
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PROGRAM FECOR(INPLT,OUTPLT,P~~CH) 

o I I"E. NS IO" B (6 I ,0 (f: ) ,B C LQ (f: ) ,0 C lJ (6) ,E R R ( E ) ,S ( 101.) • T ( 101) , Z ( 1C 1) 
1 ,F ( 1011 ,C 1 ( 10 i ) ,C 2 ( 101 ) ,C 0 1 ( 9E ) , C02 (96) , C F< 01 (101' ,CRO 2 ( 101) ,PO (6' • 
!AA C ( 1(j 1 , 101 ) , EA C ( 101, 101) ,RP F (6. 1(j 11 ,P R IE, 10 11 ,). 196' , W ( '36 ) 
1, R 16,96' ,C 3 (101) ,OF<' V (101) ,E ,,"0 (6) 

COl"I"CN F.2RO,L~AX 

REAL K,NJ1,NJ2 
REAL IlAI"02 
INTEGER CPTN 

lao FORMAT(2CI~) 
101 FCRMATI212X,F19.1E)) 
102 FORMAT( 20X,·SUM~ARY OF THE PIlRAMETERS.,III-CIFfUSION CCEFFIC!ENTS 

1ICM·-2/SE.C)·,5X,· FE. = -,E.15.8,·02 = -,El~.R,- eH =-jfl~.~,/ 
2- CENSITYIG/C~·-3) = ·,E12,4,·VISCCSITYICt-·2/SlC) =·,E12.4. 
3· CONOUCTIV!T Y( IOHM-C~ )'!'+-1 )=- ,f. 12. 4, ,+ HFf I\i.NCE CONCE nFAT IONS ( 
4 ~OlE/CM··31 •• 5X,·FE=·,E12~~,+ 02=-,E12.4,- CH= -,E12.4~/-
5 CCNCtNTRATIONS AT INFI~ITY(~OL~/C"'--3)-,SX,· FL =-,E12.4,- 02 = 
0-,£12.4,- OH = -,E12.4,1· AIl(1) = -,E12.4,-IIA(2) = -.~12.4,-AC(1)= 
7-,1:.12.4,-AC(2) =-,E12.4,·~J(1)=+,E12.4,·NJI2)=-,E12.4,/ 
3· REFlRE~CE EXCHAt-GE. CURRENT CE~SITY(A/CI"-·2)·,SX,-fXCH(1) =-,£15. 
9R,-EXCH(2)= ·,E15.8,I+RZERO(C~' = -,E12.4,-C~[GA :-,E15.8,/ 
1+ THE Nul"EEF. OF EVE~LY SFACEC FOINTS =",14) 

103 FCRMATI9t14.7} 
104 FCRMAT(2),- IFON CUF<FENT - AMP".~15.8,- OXYGE~ CUFFENT - AMP-,E1S 

1.8,· TOTAL CU~~E~T - A~P+,E1S.8) 

105 FORMAT(2X,- THE FOTENTIAl OISTRIBUTION-) 
106 FORMAT(2X.- THE IFO~· CURRENT CE~SITY DIST~I8UTICN·} 
107 FORMAT 12X,-THi OXYGl N CL;~REH DENSITY OISTRI8UTIOr-,+) 
108 FORMAT(2X,- IRON CO~CE~T~ATICNS- MOLE/LIT~E-) 
109 FCRMATI2X,·OKYG£N CCNCE~TF.ATIC~S - MOl£/lITRE+) 
110 FCRMATI2~,- E CCtFFICIt~TS-) . 
111 FORMAT(2X,- D CO~FFICIE~TS·) 
112 FCRMAT(2),· OPTIO~ = ·,I~} 

113 FCRMAT(2),- Rf.YNClOS NUI"EER AT THE EDGE CF T~t [I~~ IS -,f14.7) 
114 FCRMAT(2X,- HYDROXYL CONCENTRATION - ~ClE/LI~RE.) 

C SETTING UP THE CONSTAr-,TS AND THE CI~ENSIO~Al FA~A~ETE~S 

READ 100,lMAX.NMA~.I~.IM 
NJl = 2.0 $ NJ2 = 4.~ $ RHO = 1.0 
EXl = 1.0/3.0 t EX2 = 2.0-EXl 
TOl = 1.0£-3 
GAMlt3 = 0.832 98 
PI = 3.1~1591c I Fl = 96487.0 l FRT = 38.g2317659 
K = 2.9116E-3 $ A SQ~TIO.51023262) 
RTl = SQRTl1.~(5) $ RT2 = SQHI3.0E5) 
Cl(l} = 0.0 ; C2(1) = 0.0 
BACl1,lI = 0.0 
CClREF = '+.17 
VM = -0.2676 • AlCGICCl~EF)/FFT 

AAl = 1.0 $ ACI = 1.0 
AA2 = 3.0 $ AC2 = 1.0 

C T~E DENSITY CF THl S~lV(NT IS TAKEN AS 1.0 AND IS I~CLUOED IN THE 
C AFPROPRIATE CONSTANTS. 

UFE = -o.~~o $ L02 = 1~229 
SU = -0.4676 
PASS = 1.0E-7 
EXCHl = 1.09777'+9E-E l CFEFEF = 4.0 
EXCH2 = 7.4£-~ $ C02PEF = 1.0[-4 
OFt = 0.739E-5 ~ C02 = 1.3£-5 t DOH = 5.2EOE-5 
DII~P8 = u.5G $ DAMFD = ~.50 

C CC~G£~TRAT1o~s ARE IN MOLES/lITRE 
CFEIF = 0.0 $ C02IF = 1.0£-4 $ GOHIF = 1.0E-7 
CGHREF = 1.0E-7 
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C A 3.S PERCENT SEA WATER SCLLTION ~AS T~E SA~E CO~OUCTIVITY AS 
C A NACL SOLUTION OF O. ~SZ ~OLA~. SEE CRC FOR VALUES. . 

VIS = 0.01 
C STATE~ENTS T~~DUG~ 4 ARt fDF THE LEGENQRE POL'NO~IALS,X,W ARRAYS 

IHPl = IH + 1 
RE:.AO 101,IXU),IHI),I = IHP1.I1'!) 
DO 3 I = l,IM $ IFII.LT.IHPll GO TO 1 $XU) = (j.~ + O.S"XII) 
GO TO Z 

1 H = IM-I+1 ,XUI = O.S-Il.·S"'XIIR)S WIII = WUR) 
Z Xl = SQRTU.O-X(I)"Z) , 00 3 ~N = l,NMAX .'i II = NI\-l 
3 RCNN,I) =PIZ"'N,Xl) $ 00 ~ NN =l,NHAX IN =NN-1$ POINN) =PIZ"N,O.O) 
1+ COt-lT INUE 

PRINT 10~,(X(l),WU), I = l,IM) 
C THE POINT CF PASSIVATION IS CHOSE II BY SPECIFYING ~Hl SPECIFIC MESH 
C POINT AT WHICH IT IS TO OCC~R. 
C THE RADIAL CCCRDINANT,RP, IS THEN CALCLLATEO 

ROT = lZ2.00 
RO = 6.3!: 
NRO = Z 
DO Z4 JRO = 1,NRO 
READ 103,CONO 
PRINT 10Z.0FE.D02.DOH,RHC,VIS,COND,CFEREF,C02REf,COHRfF,CFEIF, 

lC02IF,CDHIF,AA1,AA2,ACi,AC2.NJ1,NJZ,EXCH1.EXCH2,RC,ROT,LHAX 
Q1 = EXPC-AA1"'FRT"'fVM+UFE))"'EXCHi/CFEREP"''''IA.1/2.0) 
Q2 = EXP«AAl +ACll"'FRT"'(VH+UFE» , 
Q3 = ~XC~2"'EXPC-AA2"'FRT"'(VM+U02)/C02REF"''''Cl.0-~CZ/4.0)/COH~EF"'''' 

lAC2 
04 = EXP(CAAZ + AC2)"'CVM+UOZ)~F~T) 
Q6 = SORTCROT)/VIS"''''Cl.0/6.0)'''K''''''EX1'''OFE''''''EXZ'''1.0f-3 
07 = Q6"'C002/0FE)"''''EX2 
08 = COHIF ~ 4.0"'C002/COH)"''''EXZ'''C02IF 
Q9 = DFE"''''E~2/GAH43'''CA''''''2/3.0)''''''EX1'''SQRTI~OT)/VIS''''''Cl~/E.,'''1.0E-3 
ILAH02 = I+.O"'Fi"'COZIF""A"''''2/3.0)''''''EX1/GAM43'''SQRTCFOT)'''002''''''EXZI 

lVIS"''''Ci.0/6.0)'''1.0E-3 
. PRINT 103,ILAH02 

RZRO = RO"'SQRTfROT/VIS) 
REEOGE = RZRO"2 
PRINT 113,REEOGE 
H = 1.0/IFLOATCl~AX)-1.0) 
DO 20 I = 1.LMAX 
SCI) = C~FLCAT(I) -1.0)"'~)"''''EXl 
OUI"R = RZRO"'S IH 
ZCI) = X)'O.O,DUHF.) 

20 COHINUE 
C THE ROW INDEX REPRESEIITS THE UPPER LIMIT OF THE INTE:.GRAL. THf COLUMN 
C IIIDEX IS A SFECIFIC FCIIIT WHERE THE STEP CHANGE III CO~CENTRATION OCCUFS. 

DO 6 LL = 2,LMAX 
,'SAVZ = GGC1,LL) 

ORVClL) = SAVZ 
DO 6 I = Z,LL 
SAVl = GGII,LU 
IF'll.EO.I) SACCLL,LLI = -1.0/EXZ-SAVZ""ZILL)-ZILL-l»)"''''EX2 
BAl = SAV1-CZCLL)-ZCI)'·"'EXZ 
SAZ = SAV2"'CZ'LLI-ZlI-l))"''''EX2 
SAVZ = SAVl 
IFlll.NE. I) 9ACIUtI' = IBA1-BAZ)/AlOGCBA1/9AZ)-ALOG((ZILLI-Z'Il 

l)/fZ~LL)-ZCI-l))) 
IFCLL.NE.2 .ANO. I .NE. 2) AACILL,I-l) = 3AC'LL,!-1) -eACCLL.I) 

6 COt.TINUE 
ICOUNT = 0 
ITEI' = 1 
IMIN = G $ I~AX = 0 
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OPTN = 0 
Z3 CO"TINUE 

DO 17 N = 1,NMAX 
BINI = 0.0 $ OINI = 0.0 
BOLDINI = BIN) f DOLOI") = DINI 

17 COHINUE 
ZE COH INUE 

ICCUNT = ICOUNT + 1 
IFIICOUNT .GE. 10DI GO TO Z~ 
IFIITER.EQ.ll LP = LMAX 
IFIITlR.EQ.ZI LP = Z 
IF ILP.Ll.lI LP = 2 
RP = IIFLCATILPI-1.01/IFLCATILMAXI-1.01,··EX1·RQ 

C SETTING UP T~E ARRAY OF EVENLY SPACED POINTS AND LEGENDRE PCLYNOMIALS 
00 5 I = 1,LI1AX 
TIII = SIIl4RO/RP 
DO 5 LL = !,N~AX 
Hl = SQRTI1.0 -IIFLCATII'-1.0)·HI·4EXZI 
IFII .LT. LP) HZ = SQRTll.0-IIFLOAT(II-l.01·H)4·EXZ·(~0/Pol··ZI 
RRILL,II = PIZ·LL-Z.H1) 
IFII.GE. LPI ~Z = 0.0 
IFII.LE. LPI RRRILL.I) = PIZ4LL-Z,H21 

5 CONTINUE 
IFIICOUNT .LE. 901 GO TO 27 
PRINT 100,LP,II1IN,IMAX 
PRINT 110 
PRINT 10~.IBINI, N = 1,N~AXI 
PRINT 111 
PRINT 103'(0IN), N = 1,N~AXI 
PRINT 103. IERPIN) ,N = 1,"HAXI 

27 COHINUE 
C Hi IS THE DISTANCE IIi 1!'/RO)··3 
C H2 IS THE DISTANCf I" CRIRPI"'3 

00 7 I = 1,LMA), 
Hl = IFLCATIII -1.0I·H 
ETA = SQRTI1.0 -Hl •• [XZI 
IFCI.GT. LPI XIP = SQRTIH1 •• EX2 4 CRO/RPI 44 2 -1.0) 
IFII.EQ. LPI IRP = I 
SU,.. = 0.0 

C SIN) ARE FOR THE IRON REACTICN ON THE DISK RP 
C DIN) ARE FOR THE OXYG~N R~ACTION CN THE DISK RO 

00 8 N = l,NI1AX 
SUM = R~IN,I)"DINI + SLM 

8 CCHINUE 
IFII.GT. LPI GO TC 10 
DC 9 .N = 1. N MAX 
SUM = SU~+ RRRCN,II"31") 

9 COH INUE 
FIll = SLM 
GO TO 12 

10 COHINUE 
00 11 N = l,NMAX 
SUM = SU,.. + 3IN)·FOINI.FLNMI2·N-2,XIPI 

11 CO H INUE 
FII) = SUM 

12 COHINUE 
7 COHINU£ 

V = FII~F) + SET 
DC 15 L = l,LMAX 
ETA = IV-FIll )II'FIH 
OUMI\ = P2RO"SILI 
IFIDUMR .LE. RT11 XL = A"OUMR 
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IfIOUMR .GT. RTl .At\O. CLMR .L:;. F.TZ' XL =SORTI~.747El"OU"lR""ll.11 
16El , 

lFIOUMR .GT. ~TZ' XL : S~RTI8.55E-3"OUMR"·Z.E) 
SUMl = 0.0 $ SL~Z = 0.0 
lFIL.LT.3' GO TO 14 
LMl = L-l 
DO 13 J = 2.LHl 
SCMl = SU~l +AACIL.JI·CIIJI 
SU~Z = SUMZ + AACIL.JI·CZIJ' 

13 COl\TlNUE 
14 COHlNUE 

lFIL.NE.ll SUHl : SUM1-ClI1,"eACIL.Z' +npVIl"ZIL'·"'EX1"'IC111'
lCFElF, 

IF(L.NE..l' SUMZ = SUMZ -CZ(1~"~ACIL.Z' + CRVIll/ZIUUEX1"(CZI1'
lCOZlFl 

IF(L.EO.l' Cl111 = ICFElF+Ol·EXPIAA1·ETA'/Z.O/Fl/09'/11.0+Ql"OZI 
109/Z.0/Fl"'E.XP(-AC1·ETA', 

H(L.EO.l) CZI1I =ICCZlP09·ICOZIDFE'''EXZ +ICOl-lF/4.G +(QOZ/OOH) 
I H EXZ"COZlF' 
Z.03/Fl .. EXP(AAZ .. E1A"/109·100ZIDOH' .... EX2 +C3/Fl"(DCZIOOH' 
J •• E.XZ"EXfIAAZ"ETA' • C3.~4/4.0/Fl·EXPI-ACZ"ETA" 

lFll.LE.IRP .ANO. L.NE.l' ClIL' = 101/Z.0/Fl"EXfIAA1"ETA) - Q6"XL 
1"SUM1)/IQ1.QZ/Z.O/Fl"~XPI-AC1.ETA) +06·XL 4 eACIL.L» 

IFIL.GT. lRP) CUll = IPASSIZ.O/F1/XL/Q6-SUMZ)/EACIL.L1 
IF(L.NE.l) CZIL' = I03/4.0/Fl·Q~·EXPIAAZ .. tTAI-07 .. AL·SUMZ)/la3/4. 

1/F 1. (4.0· IDDZ/OOH ) .... e.XZ.EXP IAAZ"ETA' +04"EXP I-AlZ"ETA)' +07·XL"SAC 
1IL.L) , 

C31L' = COHIF + 4.0·ICCZIF -CZIl')·(DOZ/DCH'·"EAZ 
lFIL.LE. IRP' CROIIL' = ~1·IE.XP(AA1·ETA'-CIIL) .. ~Z .. EXPI-AC1 .. ETA" 
IFIL.GT. IRP) CROllL) = FASS 
CR02 (L1 =. 03" (C3 Ill"EXP IAAZ·ETA) -Q4.CZIL '''EXP I-ACZ"ETA)) 

15 COHlNUE 
TCOl = 0.0 $ TC02 = 0.0 
00 16 I = 191M 
LI = XII'.·3/~ + 1 
LIR = IXII)"RP/RO)·"3/H + 1 
IF(LlR + 1.LE. IFPI COUll = CROllLIRI + ICPOllLIH1)-CROllLII;>))" 

lIX(I' .. ·Z-T(LIF' .... Z'/ITILIR+l' .. ·Z-TILIR' .... Z) 
COZII) = CROZILI) +(CROZ(LI+ll-CROZ(LIIl·IXIIIHZ-SILI)"·Z)/(SILI 

1+1)··Z-SILII··Z) . 
TCOl = TCOl + PI"RP·"Z"X(I)"WIII·COIII1 
TCOZ = TCOZ + PI·"O"·Z"XII'·WIII"COZII) 

16 COHINUE 
TCR = TCOl + TCOZ 
00 Z5 N = 1.N~AX 
BOLDIN) = IBIN) -ll.Q-OA~PB)"SOLDI~"/OA"F3 
OOLOIN) = (DIN) -ll.0-0Afo'PO)·OOLOOd)/OAI'f'O 
BIN) = O. 0 $ 0 It..) =0. Ii 
DO 18 I = 1.IM 
BIN) = BIN) +POIN) .... Z .. PI .. RPIZ.O/CONO .. FLCATI4 .. N-3) .. IO.S·XII'·WI!' .. 

l1C011I) -?ASS)·RIN.I') 
Olt..) = Olt..) +POIN'··Z"PI·ROIZ.O/CO~0"FLC'TI4"N-3)·IO.5"'I!'·WII) 

l"ICOZII) + PASS)"~IN,I») 
18 COH INUE. 
25 COHINUE 

DC 19 N = l,NMAX 
ERRIN) = ABS((BIN) -80LOH))/8IN)) 
EROIN) = ABSIIOIt..)-COLOI~»/O(t..)) 
IFIERR.IN) .LT. TOL .ANO. CPTN.EfJ.3) GO TC 24 
IFIER~IN) .GT. TCL .• OR. EROlhJ .GT. TOL) GO TO 21 

19 COH INUE; 
ICOUNT = 0 

. 
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ITE:.R = IHR + 1 
PRINT 100.ITU 
PRINT'100,LP,IHIN,I~AX 
PRINT 112,OPTN 
PRINT 10 3,V 
PRINT 108 
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PR INT 103, IC1 (L). L = 1.LHAX) 
PRINT 109 
PRINT 103,IC2ILI, L = 1.lMAX) 
PRINT 106 
PRINT 114 
PRINT 103,IC3(LI, L = 1,LMAX) 
PRINT l03,ICRD1IL) , L = 1.LMAX) 
PRINT 107 
PRINT 103,IC~D2IL), L = 1.L"A~) 
PR INT 10: 
PRINT 103'(FIL), L= 1,ll':lI») 
PRINT 10~,TC01,TC02.TCR 
PRINT 1C3,IC01II), I = 1,11'1) 
PRINT 103,IC02II), I ~ 1,11'1) 
IF IITER.EQ.Z) IHA). = LMAX 
IFIITER.EQ.2) CUR MAX = TCR 
IF IITER.EQ.3) IMIN = 2 

. IF (ITER.EQ.3) CUI'MIN = TCF 
IFIITER.fQ.Z) TCRSV1 = teR 
IFIITER.EQ.3) TCRSV2 = TC~ 
IFIITER.EQ.21 '0 TO 23 
IFITCRSV1.GT.O.0 .ANO.TCRSV2.lT.O.0) OPTN = 0 
IFITCRSV1.GT.O.O .A~O.TCRSV2.GT.O.O) OPTN - 1 
IFITCRSV1.LT.O.01 GC TC 2~ 

IFIOPTN.~E.O) GO to 24 
IFITCR.GT.O.O) IMAX = lP 
IFITCR.GT.D.O) CURMAX = TCR 
IFITCF.LT.O.O) IMIN = LP 
IFITCR.LT.D.O) CLRMIN = TCR 
LP = IMIN +IIMAX-IMIN)*I-CUFMIN/I-CURMIN+CURMA~) 

IFILP.G'T.IHIN .ANC. LP.LT.IMAXI GO TO 26 
IFIIMAX.EO.IMIN + 1) GO TO 24 
If IlP.EO. IMIN) LP = LP +1 
IFILP.E:.Q.IMAX) LP = LP-1 
GO TO 26 

21 CONTINUE 
00 22 N = 1,NMAX 
BIN) = 11.0-0AMPE)*eOLOIN) + OAMPS*SIN) 
DI~) = 11.0-0AMPO)*OOLOIN) + OAMPO*OIN) • 

22 CO H INUE 
GO TO 26 

2;' CONT INUt: 
ENO 
FUNCTION FUNMIN,XI) 
XI2 = XI**2 $ ADD = 1.u f SUM = 1.0 
P!2 = 1.:7079632E7949 
lFI ABSIX!).LT.1.0) GO TC 7 $ DO 1 K = 1.~OO 
ADD = -ACO*FLOAT(Z*K+N)*FLOATI2*K+N-l1/4.C/FLOATIK)/IFLOATIK+N'+O. 

lS)/XI2 
SUM = SuI' + ADD 

1 IFIAeSIACO) .LT.1.0E:.-9*AESISUM) GC TO 2 
Z 

3 

FuNM = SUM/XI.*ll.N)/PIZ « IFIN.EO.O) RETlRN 
DC 3 ~IN = 1, N 
FUNM = FUNH*FLOATIN~)/FLCATI2*NN+l) $ N2 = N/2 
IF IN.~E.2"N21 GO TO 5 $ CO 4 t-.N = 1,N2 
FUNM = FUNM*FLCATINN)/IFlCATINNI-O.50) $ "ETURN 
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5 FuNM = FLN~-PIZ t IFfNZ.EQ.OI R~TURN ~ DC 6 ~N = 1,N2 
6 FUNM = FUNM-IFLOATI~NI + G.501/FLOATINNI t RETU~N 
7 AZ = 1.0 , NZ = N/Z ~ IFIZ-NZ.Eb.NI GO TC 9 ~ A1 = -PIZ 

IFIN.EQ.11 GO TO 11 $ 00 ~ Nh = 3,~,Z 
8 Al =A1/ll.0-l.0/fLOATI~NII--Z $ GO TO 11 

3 Al = -1.0/PIZ $ IFIN.EQ.OI GO TO 11 $ 00 10 ~N = 2,N.2 
10 A1 = Al/11.0-1.0/~LOATlh~"--Z 
11 Al = AI-XI $ FUN~ = A2 + Al $ CO 12 K = 2,500.2 

AZ = -AZ-XIZ-FLOATIK-N-ZI-FLCATIK+N-lI/FLCATIK-K-KI 
Al = -AI-XIZ-FLOATIK-N-l'-FLOATIK+~I/FLCATIK-K+K' $ AOD = AZ • Al 
FUNM = FUNM + ADO 

lZ IFIABSIACDI.LT.1.GE-9-ABSIFUNMI) RETURN 1 RETURN 1 END 
FUNCTION )X(RZ,RX' 

C RZ IS THE SQ~ARE FOOT OF THE REYNOLD.S NUMBER FbR ThE STEP CHANGE IN 
C SURFACE CONCE~TRATION. RX IS THE SQUARE ROOT CF FEYNOLD,S NU~efP FOR 
C THE SFECIFIC POSITION I~ QUESTION. ' 

REAL K 
IF(RZ.NE. RXI GO TO 11 
XX = 0.0 
RlTURN 

11 CONTINUE 
K = 2.9116£-3 i A = SCRTIO.51D232621 
RTl = SQRTll.5E51 $ RT2 = SQPT(3.0E51 
IFIRX-RTZI 1.1.E 

1 IFIRX-RT11 Z.Z.3 
Z XX= 3.0-K-A-I~X--3-RZ--31 

DBETA = A--Z-RX 
XDSK = 3.0-K-A-RX--3 
RlTURN 

3 XX= 3.47ZE1-K-IRX--Z.559-RTI--Z.559) + 3.0·K·A-~Tl--3 
DBETA = 9.747El-RX--I.118E' 
XDSK = XX 
IF(RZ-RT1) 4,4.5 

4 XX=XX -3.0-K-A4RZ·-3 
RETURN 

5 XX=XX-3.0-K-A·RTl--3-3.47ZEI-K-IRZ--Z.559-~Tl··2.559) 
RETURN 

6 XX=3.-K-A-RTl--3. +3.472EI-K-CRTZ·-Z.559-RT1·-2.55~' ~.Z5ZZ-K-f 
lRX·-3.3-RTZ--3.3' 

DBETA = S.55E-3-RX-·l.6 
XDSK = XX 
IFIRZ-RT1) 7.7,8 

7 XX=XX-3.0-K-A·RZ··3 
RETURN . 

8 IFIRZ-RTZ) 9.~,10 

9 XX=XX-3.0-K-A·RT1·-3 -3.47ZEI-K-IRZ--Z.55~-PT1··Z.559) 
RETURN 

10 XX=XX-3.0-K-A·RT1--~.0-3.47ZEI-K-IRTZ--Z.55~-~T1-·Z.559'-.Z5ZZ-K 

1 4 IRZ--3.3-RTZ--3.3) 
RETURN 'END 
FUNCTION GGII.L) . 

C I REPRESENTS THE POINT AT WHICH THE STEP CHAN~~ IN CO~CENTRATION OCC~~ 
C S. L IS THE FARTICULAF ~ESH FeINT AT WHICH THE OERI~ATIVE IS iVALUATfO. 
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATE~ THE CEFIVATIVES BV FITTI~G THE RfSULTS 
C F~OM PROGRAM MTTUFB • THIS FROGF.A~ IS CHEAF TO ~UN. 

CO~MON R2RO,L~AX 
REAL K 

100 FOFMATieE1S.s, 
EXl = 3.0/Z.0 i £X2 = 1.0/3.0 
E)~l = 3.0 ZEXR2=3.5 $ GAM~3 = 1.0/1.11ges 
AID=0.ge~Z~8 i AZ[=C.Cl~7152 i EXO=-10.S talC = ~.5 $~ZO = D.g 
RZ = ~ZP.O·fCFLOATII'-1.01/(FLCATILMAXI-1.C)I··E~2 
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RX = ~ZRC·IIFlOAT'l)-1.0)/IFlCATIlHAX'-1.0)'··EXZ 
RTl = SQ~Tll.5E5) $ RT2 = SQRTC3.0ES) 
RTTl = SORTCZ.OES) 
IFCRX-RTll 6,6,7 

6 GG = 1.C/GAM43 
RETURN 

7 COH INUE 
Rl = RX·4[Xl 

C THIS FORTION CF THE P~OG~A~ CAlC~lATES XoISK. X WHE~ ~Z =0. 
K = Z.911EE-3 $ A = SQ~TCO.SI0Z3Z6Z) 
IFCRX-RT2) 1,1, .. 

1 IF(RX-RT1)2,Z.3 
Z XDSK 3.0 4K-A-RX4-3 

DBE T A = AH'Z-FX 
GO TO S 

3 XDSK = 3.0-K-A4RTl +3.472E14K-(RX-4Z.S59-RT1·-~.S59' 
DSETA = 9.747EI-RX-4 (O.1186) 
GO TO S 

4 XDSK = '3.0 4 K-A-RT1-·3 + 3.47ZEI-K4CRTZ-4Z.559-RT1--Z.559) + 0.Z5ZZ 
1-K-(R~--3.3-RTZ4-3.3) 

DBETA = 8.S5E-34RX- 41.6 
S COH INUE 

OB[TA = SQRTCOBETA) 
XO = AlOGI0(RX-4Z)-~.31S 
YCEPT = Z.415 
IFC AlOG10C~X.-Z) .GT. S.3 .A~O. ALOGI0CR)-4Z) .LT. 5.55) 810:4 0 58 
IF( AlOGI0IRX"'Z) .GT. 5.3 .ANo. AlOG10(R)--Z) .LT. 5.S5) 

1YCEPT : 2.417 
ONUlC = AlOGCCAI0-EXPCBIC-EXO-Xo'+AZO-EXP(BZC-fXo·XO),·4Cl./EX0') 

1 + YCEPT + AlCGI0CGA~43) 
EXR = EXRl + CRX-~TT1)/(1.0E3-RTT1)-EXRZ 
XR = CRZlRX)"f)fR 
IFCXOSK.t-E. 0.0) B1R = oNUlC + AlOG10((XOSK/K)·4C1./3.IIR1/0BETA) 
IF(AlOGI0CRX-·Z) .GT. 5.315) Gt = 10.0.-'91R-SGRT(1.0-XR))/GAH43 
IFCAlOG10(RX--Z) .LE.S.31S) GG =1.0/GAI143 
IFCl .EQ. lMA)f .ANO. I .EQ.2) PRINT 100, RX.GG 
RETURN $ END 
FUt-CTION GG(II,I)~AX' 

o THIS SLBROUTINE CAlCLlATfS T~E DERIVATIVES AS IS OO~E IN PRCGRA~ 
o MTTURE. THIS FUNCTIO~ IS [XFENSIVE TO RUN. 

OI~ENSIO~ A(199).B(199),CCZOO),OC199).G(199' .8ETAC199'.GAM(199) 
OO~~ON RZRO.lMAX 
00 "'MON/RE D/oBET A 
RTl = SQRT(Z.OE5' i RT2 = SQRT(3.0ES) 
GAM43 = 0.89298 
RTTl = SORT(1.5ES) 
JMAX = 199 
EAl = 3.0/2.0 $ ~ = 2.25/FLCATCJHAX) 
EXZ = 1.013.0 
RCHECK = RZRO-C(fLOATIIX~AX'-l.aIlCflOATnI1AX)-l.G))-·EXZ 
IFCRCHECK-FTT1)9.9.1 

1 CC~T INUE 
F = 0.0 
IF (JI1AX .EQ. 0) STOP 

o lIN.~OULTON,ANo PUTNA~ lSE A VALUe OF K =3.28E-4 • 
o WASAN,TIEN,A~O WILKE lSE A VALUE OF K = 4.4E-4. 

JMPl = J~AX + '1 
C(JHP1) = 1.0 ! Cll) = 0.0 
DO 2 J = Z.JHAlI. 
G(J) ~ 0.0 I C(J) = OaO 

Z CO~T INUE 
Y = 0.0 
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RZ = RZRO .. CCFLOATCII'-1.0'ICFLCATCUfAX'-1.0" .... EX2 
RX = I<Z 
DO 8 I = II,IXMAX 
FAC = 1.0 
IFCI.EQ.II+l .AND. FZ.£Q.O.O' FAC = 0.50 
YO = Y 
IF CI .GT. II' RX =R ZRC.IIFL CAT CI' -1. 0' /I FL CAT I LMA)'I-l. 0' l .... fXZ 
IFCRX.GE. RTl .A~O.RX .LE. RT2) F = IRX-RTlI/IRT2-~TlI 
IFCRX.GT. RTZ' F = 1.0 
Y = XX·IRZ,RX' $ 1<1 = RX"''''EXl 
IF I I.NE. III OBETA = SQRHOBETA' 
Gl = Y-YO 
IF C I • NE • I II GOT 0 4 ,. G 1 = 1 •. 0 -- ,. R 1 = 1.0 

It CO/ITINUE 
00 = 1.0 
00 5 J = 2,JlfAX 
XI = FLCATCJ-l'''H 

C 00 IS THE VARIABLE T~AT EXPRESSES THE FeRM FO~ THE lOCY OIFFUSIVITY. 
C IF 00 IS 1.O,THE K"'YPlUS""'3FCRH IS USEO.K·Y P lUS"·4 IS EXPRESSED WHEN 
C 00 = 1.0 + -------. 

GIJ' = GIJ' -9.0"XI·CY+YC,·H"'''2'''CIJ'/Gl·FAC 
ACJ' = 1.0 +Y"XI·"3"'F/R1"'00-3.0·XI"'·2"11.C+Y·F/1<1"OD''''H/Z.0 
BtJ' =-2.0·C1.0 +Y.XI •• 3"'F/R1"CO' -9.0·XI·IY+YO)·H .... 2/G1 .. F AC 
DCJ) = 11.0 .+Y·XI··3.f/R1·00) + 3.C"XI"·2·ll.0+Y"'F/R1"OO'·H/2.C 

5 CO/ITINUE 
GIJMAX) = GIJMAX' -0IJMAX'''CIJMP1) 
BETA(2) = BIZ) I GAMCZ) = GC2'/BI2' 
00 6 J = 3,JlfAX 
BETAIJ) = BIJ) -AIJ)·Olj-l'/BETACJ-l) 
GAHCJ' = IGIJ)-AIJ'·GA~IJ-1')/BETACJ' 

6 CO/ITINUE 
CIJMAX) = GAHIJMAX' 
00 7 J = 3,JHAX $ jJ = JHAX -J + 2 
C IJJ) = GAH IJJ) -0 IJJ).C IJJ+l) leETA IJJ' 

7 COHINUE 
CPI = CIZIIH 
DO 3 J = 2,JMAX 
XI = FlOATIJ-l)·H 
GIJ) = -AIJ)·CIJ-l' -9IJ'·CIJ) -OIJ)·CIJ+l) 

1-9.0·XI·IY+YO)·H"'·2/G1·FAC·CIJ) 
3 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 

GG = CPI 
RETURN 

9 GG = 1.0/GAM43 
RETURN 

1 

2 

3 

END 
FUNCTION PIN,X' 
Pl = 1.0 
PZ = X 
IFIN-lI 1,2.3 
P = Pl 
RETURN 

P = P2 
RETURN 
NIH- = N-l 
00 It NU = l,NHl 
P = IX.FlCAT (2·NU +1 '.P2-FLOAT (NU I.P1I1FL CH (NU+1' 
Pl = PZ 
P2 = P 
RE TURN 
END 

L~ 
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101 E 48 ~6 
0.01E2767~4e~96030 
0.048e129851360497 
0.0812974954644256 
0.1136958501106659 
0.1~~97371~E5489E9 
0.17eC968823676186 
0.~100313104E05672 
0.2417431561638400 
0.273198812:910491 
0.3043649443544964 
0.33~208522e9262S4 

u.3656968614723136 
0.39579764ge2890~6 
Q.4254789884073005 
0.4547094221677430 
0.4834579739205964 
0.5116941771546&77 
0.539388108~243574 
0.5665104185E13972 
0.5930323647775720 
0.6189258401254686 
0.E441634037849671 
0.6&87183100439162 
O.692564536E421716 
0.7156768123489676 
0.7380306437444001 
0.7596023411766475 
0.780369043e674332 
0.8003087441391406 
0.8194003107379317 
0.8376235112281871 
0.8549590334346014 
0.8713885059092965 
0.8868945174024204 
0.901460635~158523 

Q.9150714231208981 
0.9277124567223087 
0.9393703397527552 
0.9500327177844376 
0.9596882914487425 
0.g6e32682e~6326~2 

G.97S939174:851365 
0.9825172635630147 
0.9880541263296238 
0.992S43900~237626 
0.995961842ge72093 
0.998364375e631817 
J.99Y689503ee3~308 

0.04 
0.0375 

0.03255061449236~2 
0.032516118713868e 
0.03244716371~0643 

0.0323438225!e5759 
0.03220E20479~03C2 

0.C320~44562319927 

0.03182875ee944110 
0.0315893307707272 
0.0313164255968614 
0.0310103325863138 
0.0306713761236691 
0.0302999154208276 
0.0298963441363284 
0.C294610899561679 
0.0289946141505552 
0.0284974110650854 
0.0279700076168463 
0.027'129627260292 
0.0268268667255918 
0.0262123407356724 
0.0255700360053494 
0.024900E~32224836 
0.0242048417923647 
0.0234833990859262 
0.0227370696583293 
0.0219E66444387443 
0.0211729398921913 
0.0203~67971~43333 
0.0195190811401450 
0.0186E06796274114 
0.01778250231E0453 
O.016ee5479864245Z 
0.0159705629025623 
0.01503e72102E9949 
O.014090g417723149 
0.0131282295E69616 
O.012151604E710~83 
0.0111621020998384 
0.C101E07705350084 
0.0091486712307833 
0.00812E87E92569~8 

0.G0709647C791153~ 

0.OOEO~85455042360 
0.0050142027429275 
O.OJ39645543384447 
0.0029107318179349 
O.OOle~39607e894E9 
0.00079E7920655520 
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